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CITY OF PORTLAND.

MAYOR'S ADDRESS
AND

OF THE

SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS
OF THE

CITY GOVERNMENT,
FOR T H E FINANCIAL YEAR 1869-70.

April 1,1869, (both Included,) Mnroh 31,1870.

PORTLAND, ME.
FROM T H E PRES.S OF F. G. RICH & CO.
1870.

MAYOR'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the City Council:
When a new administration of our city affairs occurs, it has become a custom for the chief magistrate to present such suggestions
as he may deem advisable, for the consideration of your body.
But in the present instance, they must necessarily he of a very
general, and perhaps somewhat desultory character. I come to
the position with which the people by their suffrages have honored
me, with no experience in either branch of the city government.
But sensitively appreciating its high and grave responsibilities, I
shall endeavor to satisfy the demands of my conscience and the
reasonable expectations of my fellow citizens. J shall confidently
look to you, gentlemen, for assistance. Having accepted the several offices we hold by the favor of the people, we have by implication pledged ourselves to perform the resulting duties. Great
trusts are placed in our charge. I doubt not they will be performed on your part with stri<5t fidelity
The first subject in order, as well as the first in importance and
interest is the
FINANCES.

The following statements of the liabilities of the city has been
furnished me by the City Treasurer, to which I invite your particular attention.
Funded debt at close of financial year ending March
31. 1869,
The amount of bonds authorized to be issued by the
City Council from time to time during the present financial year, which will be required, viz:

$1,851,900,00
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For payment of damages on streets (authorised
$38.000)
For payment of land Evergreen Cemetery,
For payment of Peaks' Island School House
For payment Ward Room and land, India St.
For payment stable, Ward 3
For payment Ass't's Portland & Ogdensburg Road.
For payment City Bonds issued in aid Atlantic & S t
Lawrence Road, matured

$31,000.00
11,000.00
6,500.00
9,500.00
2,500.00
46,000.00
234.000.00 $340,500.00
$2,192,400.00

Payment on the above has been as follows, viz:
City notes maturing during the year, paid from sinking fund for reduction of City debt
Bonds belonging to sinking fund charged off,. .•
Bonds paid by exchange of State of Maine bonds,...

$15,400.00
154,000.00
81,500.00 $250,900.00
$1,941,500.00

Add bonds issued in aid of Atlantic & St. Lawrence
road, due April 1st, 1877, for which the city received from said Atlantic Co. State of Maine
bonds of June 1st, 1864 issue, to the same am't
Less amount of said city bonds received in exchange
for same amount of said State bonds, and canceled

500,000.00

115,500.00 $384,500.00
$2,326,000.00

From which deduct available assets of the city applicable by ordinance &c, to no other purpose than
the payment of the city funded debt, viz :
170 shares Portland Gas Light Co.,
Trust fund on which the city pays the interest only,
Amount of sinking fund
State of Maine bonds of June 1st, 1864 issue
State of Maine' bonds of Oct 1st, 1869 issue, received under the Act for equalization of Municipal
war debts

$85,000.00
12,000.00
251,650.14
148,000.00

166,000.00

662,650.14

Actual funded debt of the city,
Deduct bonds protected by mortgage of the Atlantic
& St. Lawrence Railroad Co.,

$1,663,349.86

Balance,
Loans of temporary nature have also been authorized, viz:
For new boilers city building,
For Hose tower
For Hydrants,

$1,322,349.86

$341,000.00

$4,200.00
2,000.00
5,075.00
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For support of poor,
For new steamer Cumberland,
Further temporary loans may be required to the
amount of, say
The city's liability for credit loaned in aid of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Company
amounts to the sum of,
Accumulated sinking fund for the payment of the
same, in the custody of the city treasurer, to
about
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$5,000.00
3,250.00

$19,525.00

12,000.00

825,000.00

400,000.00

Balance about
Bonds issued to Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.,
Bonds issued to Building Loan Commissioners,

$425,000.00
450,000.00
851,000.00
$1,726,000.00

Net liabilities of Municipal loans
Total outstanding liabilities
Paid P. & O. Railroad Assessments during year
1868-69,
During year 1869-70,

1,663,349.86
$3,389,349.86
17,857.50
196,432.50
$214,290.00

It appears by this statement that the entire unsecured debt of
the city is $1,322,349.86. Set off against this, is the public property of the city. Although this liability, considered by itself, may
seem and in fact is large, yet it is by no means onerous or alarming. Our valuation in round numbers is $30,000,000; an increase during the last decade of nearly $8,000,000, while the number of polls have almost doubled, and this in spite of the great fire
of 1866, which in twelve hours swept some ten millions from the
financial capital of the city. Our growth has not only been rapid
during that period, but it has been solid and permanent. And it
continues with accelerated force. We need but look at our magnificent warehouses, our manufacturing corporations, and our connections with Europe by steam. Portland by its location on the
map of the country, is inevidently destined to be in time one of the
great depots of the world's commerce. In addition to the railroads built or in progress, radiating from our city as their centre,
every new road chartered in this State must by the inflexible laws
of trade, be tributary to us.
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Thus the future opens to us a career of prosperity, which is sure
security for the debt of the present.
But in one aspect, this liability is an honor to Portland. I t was
largely incurred as a contribution of public patriotism, when the
life of the nation was at stake. We furnished men and means,
without stint or hesitation, to put down the rebellion, waged in the
interest of human bondage. Our money and our credit were freely
given, and we can well afford to carry for awhile longer these financial liabilities, in view of the glorious result.
PUBLIO SCHOOLS.

You will learn by the report of the school committee that the
Bchools of the city are in satisfactory condition, and to that document you are referred. The public school system is not to be regarded as a mere convenience; it is an absolute necessity. Portland has for many year.s been able with a just pride to point to her
splendid school houses and her able teachers. I trust that we
shall not only maintain our high and merited reputation in this respect, but that we shall be ready to respond to the increasing
demands of the future. So important do I regard this interest,
that I do not hesitate to say that the citizens of Portland will
heartily sustain whatever expenditure may be deemed necessary
for this purpose. Any policy that contracts the educational privileges of the people, or the comfort and convenience of both teachers and scholars, is to be deprecated and avoided as of the greatest
injury to the best interests of the community.
It is true that the sum expended for school purposes is quite
large; but no investment makes larger returns. It has been a
matter of some discussion, upon whom devolved the duty of determining the amount of money annually required for our public
schools. Without entering into the merits of that question, I may
be permitted to suggest that, as the establishment and management
of our schools are by law placed exclusively under the control of
the school committee, they would seem to be the proper party to
decide that matter. On the subject of salaries to the teachers,
while I would inculcate the most careful economy, I am clearly of
opinion the wisest policy is to pay sufficient to secure the permanent services of the ablest educators; otherwise our schools be-
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come merely temporary stopping places of those who propose to
enter upon other professions, or who are waiting for more profitable opportunities in other and more liberal localities.
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Your attention is particularly invited to the report of the Chief
Engineer of the Fire Department. Since the fire of 1866, this
department has been greatly improved, and its efficiency demands
our special notice. But I am advised by those who, by their intimate knowledge of the facts, are more competent to form an intelligent judgment, that much yet remains to be done to make the
workings of the system perfect. I commend the subject to your
consideration, merely remarking that over careful saving in this
department may prove in the end to be practical wastefulness.
Our firemen stand guard day and night, in storm and sunshine,
against the most dangerous enemy to our prosperity, as we have
had signal occasion to know, putting in peril both health and life.
The people can well afford to acknowledge this service, not by
complimentary words alone, but by adequate and substantial remuneration.
ALMS HOUSE.

The time will soon come when the city authorities will be compelled to make other and more enlarged provision for the poor of
the city; but whether during the present municipal year I am not,
without further consideration, prepared to advise. One thing is
certain. The present building and accommodations are not creditable to the city. I have no doubt its internal affairs are managed
as well as possible. But the necessity of the case requires the
mingling to too great an extent of the virtuous and the vicious.
There is such a thing as honest poverty, and it should be respected. No people in the Union are more regardful of the worthy
poor than ours. The private organized charities of the city are
abundant. But they are nevertheless inadequate to meet all the
cases presented. We shall always have this class with u s ; and as
the city increases in population, so will the poor increase. When
the time arrives for the consideration of the subject, it would be
appropriate to determine whether it should not be a House of In-
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dustry rather than an Alms House—that is to say, a place where
labor shall be organized, and those who can, may be compelled to
work. I believe this idea is limitedly carried out in the present
Institution; but only in a fitful and intermittent way.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

The legislature of 1867 appointed a commission to report upon
the necessity of establishing a State Industrial School for girls.
An able and exhanstive report in favor of the measure was made
to the next legislature, since which time, so far as I am advised,
no action has been had. No section of the State needs such an
institution more than the city of Portland. Girls, having apparently no restraining home influences, from six to sixteen years of
age, in large numbers are committing petty crimes, growing up in
absolute ignorance, and roaming about our streets, especially in
the warmer months, corrupting and being corrupted, almost without check. When brought before the Municipal Court, the only
alternative is their discharge or the jail. If the latter, they spend
idle time with vicious companions, at the expense of the county,
and come out worse than when they entered. I recommend, gentlemen, that prompt and decided measures be taken to bring this
subject again to the attention of the legislatue, and to present such
inducements as shall secure its location in the vicinity of Portland.
STATE GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The idea of a State hospital to be located in this city was conceived by some of our philanthropic citizens last year, a charter
secured, and there is now pending before the legislature a bill providing for a liberal appropriation for its endowment, with a fair
presumption of its passage.
The necessity of such an Institution, the beneficent influences of
which will extend to all conditions and classes of our people, has
long been felt and widely recognized.
Generous individual subscriptions have already been made in its
behalf, and the number will be largely increased both in the city
and State. And, gentlemen, if municipal action in some form
should be deemed necessary to secure the early accomplishment of
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this truly noble enterprise, the subject, I doubt not, will receive
from you appropriate consideration.
OUR HONORED DEAD.

During the past year, the city has lost two of its most valued
citizens, of whom it seems appropriate to make at least brief mention. Hon. WILLIAM P . FESSENDEN, for many years a member
of the Senate of the United States, and for a short time Secretary
of the Treasury, won a national reputation for statesmanship and
integrity. Without being what is commonly understood as a popular orator, he possessed the rare power of swaying great audiences by his keen, incisive logic, which cut its way through all
false reasonings to the core of truth. He was a great man in the
truest sense, and the fame which he honestly earned and which
will live after him, belongs to us as well as to the country he loved
and served so faithfully.
Hon. WILLIAM W I L L I S , former mayor of Portland, and for
twenty years law partner of Mr. Fessenden, passed into the other
life but a short time since, as quietly and peacefully as he had
lived. The grace of his mind we all admired, while the higher
grace of a pure life fell upon us like a benediction. His record,
so far as human knowledge extends, is spotless. While he seemed
to live much in the shadowy past, he never lost his kindly interest
in the stirring movements of the times. To all benevolent measures his warm heart beat in quick response. Suffering ever
found his hand open. His measure was that of a well-developed
manhood, and his memory will long be cherished by our citizens.
CONCLUSION.

Gentlemen of the Common Council:—We are now entering upon
the duties committed to us. No community can be truly prosperous without a recognition of the ruling power of Divine Providence
in human affairs. Trusting in that power, let us go forward in
the work assigned us, determined to do only that which, in the
high court of conscience, will ultimately stand justified.
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, J R .

AUDITOR'S
ELEVENTH ANNUAL EEPOET
OF THE

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF THE

CITY OF1 POETLAND,
For the Financial

Year

1869—70.

April 1,1869 (both included,) March 31,167a

PORTLAND, ME:
FROM THE PRESS OF F. G. RICH & CO.

1870.

CITY O F

PORTLAND.

I N BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

February 21, 1870.
j
Ordered, That the auditor of accounts be and he hereby is authorized to make his annual report of receipts and expenditures of
the city for the financial year 1869-70, in print, and that six hundred copies of tha same be printed for the use of the city, and for
distribution; and that there be appended thereto copies of the
treasurer's accounts, and also copies of the reports of the several
city officers for the present municipal or financial year, that have
been or may be ordered to be printed for the use of the city and
for distribution.
Read and passed.
Attest:

Sent down.
GEO. C. H O P K I N S , City Clerk.
I N COMMON COUNCIL, j

Feb. 21,1870.
j
Read and passed in concurrence.
Attest:
GEO. L. SWETT, Clerk.
Approved.
A true copy.
Attest:

WM. L. PUTMAM, Mayor.

GEO. C. H O P K I N S , Ciy Clerk,

CITY OF PORTLAND.
AUDITOR'S OFFICE. \

May, 23,1870.

j

To the Honorable City Council:

Gentlemen:—The ninth section of the ordinance respecting the
office of " auditor of accounts " prescribes :
" That it shall be the duty of the auditor of accounts to lay before the city
couucil, annually, at such time as the council may direct, an estimate of the
amount of money necessary to be raised for the etosuing year, under the respective heads of appropriation; and shall, also annually, at such time as the council
may direct, make and lay before said council, a statement of all the receipts and
expenditures of the past financial year, giving in detail the amount of appropriation and expenditure for each specific object, the receipt from each source of
income, the whole to be arranged, as far as practicable, to conform to the accounts
of the city treasurer; and said statement shall be accompanied by a schedule of
all the property belonging to the city, and an exhibit of the debts due from the
city."

In conformity with the latter requirement, and in accordance
with the order of February 21st, I now have the honor to submit
to the city council my report for the financial year 1869-70, which
commenced with the 1st day of April, 1869, and ended with the
last day of March, 1870.
The receipts into the treasury from all sources
have been,
$ 1,690,840.29
The balance in the treasury at commencement
of the year, was
72,214.19
The expenditures as per auditor's account
have been
1,524,734.71
Add, investment of a portion of sinking fund
by committee on reduction of city debt,
133,025.00
Leaving a balance in the treasury at the close
of the year, of.

$1,763,054.48

I

>657>759-71

$ 105,294.77
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Sinking Fund for reduction of city debt. The receipts of this
fund during the past year have been as follows :
Balance standing to the credit of that account at the
commencement of the year, with the investment, $313.206.30
To which there was added by amount raised by taxation in accordance with an ordnance of the
city requiring five per Cent, of the funded debt to
be raised in the taxes of each year
87,245.00
And from various other sources in conformity with
the provisions of the ordinances establishing the fund
39,694.82
Also, bequest of late William Moulton, Esq., (in
trust,) for the benefit of the widow's wood society
$ 1,000.00
$ 441,146.12
From which has been paid all the funded debt of the
city falling due the past year, (excepting $500,)
amounting to,
15,400.00
And amount of investment bonds charged off by order of the City Council, and destroyed,
$ 154,000.00

169,400.00

Leaving an available balance with the investment
standing to the credit of this fund at the close of
the year, of
«
$271,746.12
Which can only be applied to the purchase of the capital of the city debt, as it
may fall due, under the direction of the committee on the reduction of the city
debt.

In conformity with authority vested in this committee by ordinance, they have invested 1133,025.00 of the amount standing to
their credit at the close of the year, not immediately wanted for
the redemption of the city debt, in six per cent, bonds of the city.
CITY DEBT.—TEMPORARY.

Temporary loans have been authorized by the city council at
various times, in anticipation of receipts from taxes ; instead however of making new loans, on certificates of indebtedness, call
loans were effected by the Treasurer, which have all been paid,
with the exception of $24,525.00, authorized for various purposes,
and which by the terms of the orders authorizing the Loan, is to
be assessed in the forthcoming tax of 1870.
CITY DEBT—PERMANENT.

Loans for other than temporary purposes have been as follows,
viz :

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
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For payment of balance due on city bonds in aid of
A. & St. L. Railroad, due May ist, Aug. ist,
and Nov. ist, 1869, and Feb. ist, 1870, and not
provided for by their sinking fund
$ 234,000.00
Damages on streets,
33,000.00
Land adjoining Evergreen Cemetery
11,000.00
Peak's Island school house
6,500.00
Ward room and land, India street,
9,500.00
Stable in ward No. 3
2,500.00
Assessments on P. & O. Railroad stock,
46,000.00
Trust funds, bequest Wm. Moulton, Esq
1,000.00
$ 343.500.00
Payments on account of the funded debt of the city
the past year have been for city notes maturing,
paid from sinking fund for reduction of city
debt,
$ 15,400.00
Sinking fund bonds charged off
154,000.00
Paid by exchange State of Maine bonds,
88,500.00
JS257.900.00
Showing an increase of city debt during the year,
on account of loans authorized for other than
the ordinary expenses of the city,

$ 85,600.00

CITY BUILDING.

The expenditures for this purpose were increased by the substitution of new boilers in place of the old ones, for steam heating
the building. Complaints, especially from the county's portion of
the building, of a deficiency of " steam," led the Committee on
Public Buildings to examine into the matter. In order to obviate
this difficulty, and at the same time to economize in the consumption of fuel which was found to be large, the change was accordingly made, and thereby both objects are believed to have been
accomplished.
The gross expenditures for all purposes $16,729.71.
DRAINS AND SEWERS.

The appropriation for this department was unusually small,
($15,000.) With such limited means, it were impossible to comply with the wishes of all petitioners for sewerage. The work was
put under eontract, and all new drains were thus constructed.
The usually large expenditures of constructing sewers and also of
repairing, suggests great care in regard to location, depth, size,
and particularly the manner of building.
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The receipts into " Income " account from this department will
be seen to be larger than for several years past. Expenditures
115,198.45.
DAMAGES ON STREETS.

The expenditures incurred the past year have been mainly in
payment of land damages, occasioned by the extension and widening of Centre street from Commercial to Free, and of Cumberland
street from North to Merrill street. Several " cases of appeals"
of former years are not yet adjusted, and some new cases of appeals have been entered this year.
The excess of appropriation unexpended, absorbed by authorized
transfers. Amount paid $29,435.17.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.

The ordinary expenditures in this department, exclusive of the
pay to companies, engineers of steamers and the chief and his assistants, and including the cost of repairs upon reservoirs, was for
the past year 116,936.95.
There are now four steamers in the department. A new one
built by the Portland Company, called " Cumberland, No. 3," (the
old Machigonne and Falmouth exchanged in part payment.) The
former Cumberland having been repaired is now designated as
" Machigonne, No. 1," and is located at engine house on Con g ress
near corner of Oak street.
If to the ordinary expenses of the department is added the pay
of companies and engineers of steamers, with those of the chief
engineer and four assistants for the past year, the entire expense
of the department will be $25,181.95, exclusive of the cost of the
new engine Cumberland—this was diminished by exchange of old
ones. The department is now considered in unusually good condition.
GAS LIGHTS.

The expenditures for street lamps and lighting the past year
have been $19,038.42.
HOSE HOUSE.

There has been felt, for a long time, the need of better accom-
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modations for washing and drying hose than those afforded in the
"ill contrived place" on the corner of Spring and South streets.
A brick building but a few rods therefrom, owned by the city, was
therefore fixed upon as the place best located for the purpose,
requiring but the addition of a " tower " of sufficient capacity, and
the necessary water tanks, &c, to make it all that the Fire Department required. That has been accomplished the past season.
The building is 73 x 19 in size. The tower 57 ft. high, 11 x 17 1-2
in width; will hold for drying purposes from 4 to 5000 ft. of hose
at once, thereby accomplishing, and more effectually, in a few days,
what under the old method would require weeks to do but imperfectly. The expenditure and fitting costing $2,231.40.
LAND PURCHASED.

Land adjoining Evergreen Cemetery has been purchased of several parties, intended as an enlargement of the burial grounds.
That of Geo. M. and W. W. Stevens, containing about 63 1-4
acres, charged under this head. Also, a lot of Mrs. Jane Strayton, of about 2 3-4 acres, and a small strip of about half an acre of
E. B. Fobes, charged directly to the cemetery account. The foregoing lots costing $12,143.52.
Land has also been purchased of Geo. S. Barstow, on the north
easterly side of India street, as a site for a ward room in Ward
No. 2, containing 4581 square feet of land, and on which has been
erected a two story brick building, the lower story designed for a
hose carriage house and the second story for a ward room for said
ward. Cost of land $2,061.45. Also of Henry Trefethen, on
Peak's Island, a plat for a school house. This lot contains 10,000
square feet of land on which has been erected a brick school house
now ready for occupancy. Cost of land $200.
RESERVED FUND.

$5,000 was appropriated to be held in reserve for the payment
of such necessary and unavoidable expenses as could not, from the
nature of the case, be included in the estimates and specific appropriations. Of this fund $1,800 was paid John E. and Julia A.
Brazier, for damage for defective street; $500 transferred to Evergreen Cemetery; $1,464.32 for building drain in Vaughan street,
and the balance to "contingent," per order of City Council.
2
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STREETS, SIDEWALKS AND BRIDGES.

The expenditures in this department of the city the past year
have been $78,013.39, being an increase of expenses, as compared
with last year, of $8,758.20.
Some of the causes of excess of expenditures of appopriations
are: Pride's bridge having been rebuilt, (an iron one taking the
place of the former wooden one) and large outlays for repairs on
" Vaughan's" constitute an important item of unusual expenses.
SUPPORT OF POOR.

The expenditures in this department of the city during the past
year have been $29,804.28, being an increase over the previous
year of $8,801.54. The burning of the barn and consequent loss
of fanning tools, &c, which had to be replaced, together with unexpected, but necessary repairs upon the buildings and house, are
among the reasons assigned for the excess.
STABLE IN WARD NO. 3

The Committee on Public Buildings who were authorized to
contract for the building of a brick stable on Congress street, for
the use of the horses kept for the use of the Fire Department in
connection with steamer Casco, contracted for and completed the
same, and it has been occupied for some months. Bills for the
same have been paid amounting to $1,966.05.
SCHOOLS.

The current expenses for sustaining the public schools the past
year, including salaries of teachers, salary of truant office, repairs
of buildings and all other incidental expenses of this department,
have been $63,347.21.
The new and substantial brick school house built on Peak's
Island the past season, secures to that population permanent accommodations for school purposes for a largely increased number of
pupils. The cost of building with plat of land sufficiently large
for play grounds, amounting to $6,215.25.
For other matters of interest in connection with this department,
and valuable practical suggestions, reference may be had to the
able Report of the School Committee.
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STATE PENSIONS.

By a law of the State, passed by the Legislature of 1866, pensions were granted under certain restrictions, to soldiers who
served in the war of 1861, or in case of death, to their widows or
orphan children; and by order of the Governor and Council it was
made the duty of municipal officers of towns and cities to examine
carefully all claims for pensions under the law, certify and forward
the same to the Governor and Council, and if allowed they were
returned to the treasurers of the several towns and cities, who
were required to pay them quarterly to the parties, in person, in
whose favor the pension certificate was drawn, to be reimbursed
by the State. There has been paid the past year on this account
to quarter ending Nov. 23d, the sum of $1,188.00. This amount
has been paid from current receipts, bill sent to State department,
approved, and amount refunded to the treasurer.
STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

The sum appropriated ($3,000) by the City Council, for purposes connected with holding the above Fair in connection with
the New England Fair, in this city the past year, proved, as is
believed by those most competent to judge, to be a judicious investment, not only to the cause of agriculture, but in its beneficial
effects upon community.
UNION WHARF.

For the completion of the work undertaken last year in removing
the few remaining obstructions near the end, a small appropriation
of $1,000 was authorized, that has been expended within a few dollars, and owing to the extreme difficulty in reaching them, a few
"piles" still remain to mark the spot.
WATER EXPENSE.

This appropriation was made for the purchasing of hydrants
and drinking fountains, and setting the same, with other incidental
expenses therewith connected. The various opinions entertained by
committee and others, led to the examination of several other patterns than the "Lowry," and notwithstanding there were many of
the " Lowry " on hand, it was determined to try a post hydrant in
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conjunction, and after much consultation the purchase of 100
"Johnson" post hydrants was concluded,—twenty (20) 6 inch,
eighty (80) 4 inch cylinder.
13 " Johnson " post hydrants have been set in various parts of
the city, and one drinking fountain near Centre street on Fore
street, the latter costing when set $237.77 to the city.
WARD ROOM, WARD NO. 2.

A commodious brick building for hose carriage house, and ward
room for Ward No. 2, has been erected the past season on land
purchased of Geo. W. Barstow, on the north easterly side of India
street. The land and building costing in the aggregate $9,900.11.
PORTLAND AND OGDENSBURG RAILROAD.

Assessments on the 7,143 shares held by city are regularly
made by the directors. The assessments for the past financial
year paid by the City Treasurer amounts to $196,432.50. A loan
of $46,000 was authorized for the payment in part, and for the
expenses and discount on State bonds sold by order of the City
Council, to meet these amounts.
APPROPRIATIONS.

Although in some of the departments the expenditures have exceeded the appropriations—where the deficiency has not been supplied by loan, a transfer from existing appropriations was authorized for the payment—the surplus in others, together with receipts
other than those estimated to be receivable, has been sufficient to
meet the over expenditure, and as will be seen by statement in
another portion of this report, there is an unexpended balance of
82,948.44, carried to the credit of the committee on the reduction
of the city debt.
Accounts in detail of the city property, the city debt, and all
the other statements required by the ordinance establishing this
department, will be found under their appropriate heads.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
CYRUS NO WELL, Auditor of Accounts.
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AUDITOR'S NOTICE.
CITY OF PORTLAND^

J

Auditor's Office, City Building. J
The first day of each month is PAY DAY on all bills properly
approved.
All bills against the several departments must be presented to
the AUDITOR on or before the 25th of the month, preceding their
payment on the first of the succeeding month. All bills not so
presented lie over to the next month.
The Auditor desires parties whose claims against the City have
been duly allowed, to be prompt in their calls to receive payment.
All bills presented for payment must specify what the article of
articles were for, and for what department, and when for labor,
where it was performed, with proper dates.
Items charged to different appropriations or departments should
be made on separate bills.

SYNOPSIS
or

THE

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT,
(Showing the Net Expenditures)

FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1869-70.
April 1st, 1869, (both included,) March 31,1870.
Abatements,
Advertising,
City notes, reduction of city debt,
"
"
temporary loan of 1868
'• "
in aid A. & St. L. Railroad,.
"
»
" " " " «
City Building, including new boilers,
Cemetery and public grounds
Contingent
Discount on taxes,
Damages on streets
Drains and sewers,
Evergreen Cemetery
Forest City
"
Fire department
"
"
salaries,
Fourth of July
Gas lights,.
Hose house, (new)
Interest,
,
Land purchased,
Portland Institute and Library,
Printing and stationery,
Police salaries,
Police contingent,
Public buildings
Peaks' Island school house,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. assessments
"
"
"
expense on stock,
Peabody obsequies,
Reserved fund,
Survey of city,
State Reform School
State pensions,
,
Amount carried forward,

$789-64
813.04
15,400.00
$5,000.00
88,500,00
438*000.00
8,348.03
1.976.93
11,279.69
28,424.62
29,435.17
5,678.98
2,626.94
165.35
16,385.82
7,295-50
2,194.32
19,038.42
2,231.40
83,793.77
13,130.19
1,000.00
1,845.81
25,080.95
1,352.42
2,896.45

,

6.215.25
196,432.50
3,483.75
6,157.30
1,800.00
11.00
1,401.26
1,188.00
$792,584.56

$236,787.94
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Amount brought forward,
Streets, sidewalks and bridges, including Pride's
bridge
>.
Steamer Cumberland, No. 3
Stable in Ward No. 3,
State Agricultural Fair,
Support of poor,
School salaries,
Schools,
Salaries
Taxes—State
"
County
Union wharf, removal, &c,
VaUghan street sewer,
Ward room, Ward No. 2
Water expense,.>

$792,584.56

71.994-27
3,250.00
1,966.65
3,000.00
20.3S2.68
49,750.6a
12.546.92
23>733-7<3
149,845.76
40,388.62
869.54
1,464,32
7,838.66
15,019.17
$809,508.81

Net expenditures,

236,783.94

$621,913.98
809,508.81
$1,431,422.79

THE NET EEVENTJE
for the yeat 1869-70 has been derived from the following source's:
Each item being credited with its proportion of income as in the account of payment, viz:
Alien passengers
».
Evergreen fund, vis:
Interest on do.,*
Transfer of lots,
Keeping lots in order, perpetually)
Fees and
fines
Licenses
Rents,

#9,548.00
$144-32
85.00
200,00

$429.32
1,922.69
867.00
2,491.88
$15,258.89

Taxes*

....

705,600.40

Received from ordinary sources,
and applicable to the current
expenses of the city,....

£720,859.29

The following items are of a different class, vis :
367,025.00
500.00

State pensions received from
State for pensions advanced,
Sinking funds—Receipts, viz :

2,970.0a
t2.I92.38

Premiums on bonds exch'ged,

2,526.94

",454-76
Trust fund from executors of estate of Wm. Moulton, Esq.,..
Investment of sinking fund, temState of Maine bonds, 1S64,....
" "
"
"
1869,....
Commissioners of A. & St. L. R.
Road sinking fund towards
payment of city bonds maturing during the present finan-

16,174.08
1,000.00
5,000.00
236.500.00
7,000.00

240,5000.00

876,669.08
£1.597.528.37
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RESULTS.
N E T INCOME,

From ordinary sources,
From other sources

$720,859.89
876,669.08
$1,597,528-37

Balance in the treasury at the commencement of the
year,
NET PAYMENTS—ordinary purposes,
Other purposes,

72,214.19 $1,669,742.56
621,913.98
809,508.81
1,431,422.79
238.3I9-77

Less amount invested from sinking fund by the com>
mittee on reduction of city debt,
Balance as per auditor's account
Balance as per treasurer's account,

133,025.00
$ 105.294.77
$ 105,294.77

APPR0PRIATI0NS-1869-7O.
Statement of the APPROPRIATIONS made by the City Council, to
meet the expenditures of the city of Portland, for the financial
year which began with the first day of April, 1869, and ended
with the last day of March, 1870. Also a statement of the drafts
made by the auditor on the treasurer against said appropriations.
N. B.
The excess of expenditures over the appropriations in some cases was met
by transfers from other appropriations, duly authorized by the City Council, and in
other cases by authorized loans.
Appropriation, Expenditures per
Auditor's aoo't.
Original, &e.

Object of Appropriation.
Abatements, Transfer,
Advertising,
Assessment Portland & Ogdensburg R. R
Cemeteries and public grounds,
Appropriation,
2,400.00
Receipts,
1,00.00
City notes, reduction of city debt,,
Balance,
Appropriation,
Receipts
Surplus Income
Trust Fund,
Temporary L o a n , . .
City Building,
Appropriation,
Sub-Appropriation,.
Contingent
Appropriation, .
Receipts,
Damages on Streets, loan,
Discount on Taxes,
Drains and Sewers
Evergreen Cemetery, appropriation,,
Balance
Receipts, net,
Transfer,
Sub-appropriation,
Evergreen Fund
Balance,
Receipts
Forest City Cemetery,
Fire Department,
Appropriation,.... <
Receipts,
Fire Department—Salaries,.
Fourth of July,
Amount carried

forward,

196,432.50

789.64
813.04
196,432.50

1,500.00

2,076.93

182,197.68

15,400.00

5,000.00

5,ooo.oo

9,000.00
4,200.00

13.200.00

16,729.71

10,000,00
59-44

10,05944

".339-13

33,000.00
30,000.00
15,000.00

29,435-17
28,424.62

57,20630
87,245.00
16,174.08
20,572.30
1,000.00

600.00
659.72
5,804.42
50000
2,500.00

2,405.29
1.354-32

,...

789.64

15,000.00
55I-I3

800.00

"5.I98.45
IO.064.14

9.356.36
3.759-6i
200.00

310.35

'5.55«-'3

16,936.95

6,500.00
2,500.00

7,295-50
2,194.32

527.554-I4I

357-732-67
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Appropriations Expenditures
Original, &o. per Audit's Ao't.

Object of Appropriation.
Amount brought forward,
Gas Lights,
Appropriation
Harbor,
Hose House
Interest
Land Purchased,
Portland Institute and Library,
Printing and Stationery,
Police Salaries,
Public Buildings,
Appropriation
Police Contingent
Appropriation
Receipts,
Peak's Island School house,
P. & O. R. R. expense on stock,
Peabody Obsequies, transfer
.'
•Reserved Fund
State Reform School
tState Pensions
Survey of City
Streets &c,
School Salaries
Sub-Appropriation
Schools
Salaries,
Support of Poor
Sub-Appropriation
Steamer Cumberland
StableAgricultural
in Ward No.Fair
3
State
Taxes, County,
Balance
Appropriation,
Taxes, -State
Balance,
Appropriation,
Union Wharf removal,
Vaughan street sewer, Transfer
Ward room in Ward, No. 2
Water Expense
City bonds in aid of A. & St. L. R. R
Balance,
Loan
Receipts
City notes,—receipts,
•Balance transferred to other accounts.
fTo bo refunded by State.

527,554.14
18,500 00
200.00
2,000.00
149,000,00
11,000.00
1,000.00
3,000.00
24,600.00
2,000.00

1,200.00
4.20

1,204.20
6,500.00

3.483-75
5,000.00
1,500.00
1,188.00
500.00
70,000.00

44,450.00
5,000.00

49,450.00
14,000.00
26,000.00

22,000 00
5,000.00

27,000.00

3,250.00
2,500.00
3,000.00

9,388.62
51,000.12

60,388.74

75,178.96
125,104.40

200,283.40
1,000.00

1,464.32
9.500.00
20,075.00

3,000.00
234.000.00
241.000.00

478,000.00
88,500.00

$1,812,641.55

$1,524,734.71

APPROPRIATIONS.
BALANCES of last year
Appropriations original,
Receipts other than from taxes, including
$155,000 State of Maine bonds sold,...
Transfers from overlayings,
Income, surplus,
Trust fund
Loans, permanent and temporary,
" receipted

29
$403,838.89
762,299.56
514.360.59
789.64
20,572.30
1,000.00
367,025.00
500.00
2,070,385.98

Less amount raised in taxes of 1869 for
payment on temporary loan of 1868,...

5,000.00
2,065,385.98

Less amount of investments of sinking
fund cancelled the past year,

154,000.00
I.9II.385-98
1,524,734.71 $386,651,27

Actual expenditures

Balances standing to the credit of the following accounts, viz:
* Committee on reduction of city debt,...
Amount of investments in city bonds by
ordinance
State tax balance,
County tax balance,
Evergreen Cemetery
Evergreen fund
City bonds in aid A. & St. L. Railroad,..

$41,721.12
230,025.00 $271,746.12
50,437.64
20,000.12
707-78
3,759.61
40,000.00 $386,651.27

NOTB.—By authority of city ordinance, the committee on reduction of city debt have
invested $133,025.00 of the amount not immediately wanted for the redemption of the city
debt in six per cent, bonds of the city.
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INCOME-1869-70
Statement of the ESTIMATED INCOME for meeting the expenditures of the city of Portland for the financial year 1869-70,
with an account of the actual receipts during that year.
Sources.
Alien Passengers,
City Building,i
Drains and Sewers,
Forest City Cemetery,
Fees and Fines
Interest,
Licenses
,
Rents
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges,.
Support of Poor,
Schools,
State
Pensions,
Actual
income
Estimated Income,.
Surplus cash income carried to reduction of city
debt, p. 29

Actual Receipts. Estim'cd Reo'te.
$9,548,00
8,381.68
9.5I9-47
145.00
1,922.69
51,206.17
867.00
2,491.88
6,019.12
9,421.60
1,049.69
1,782.00

$7,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
100.00
1,800.00
42,400.00
800.00
2,000.00
5,000,00
10.000.00
900.00
1,782.00

$102,354.30
81,782.00

81,782.00

20,572.30

ESTIMATED INCOME.
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The ordinance relating to the office of auditor, provides, that
" no moneys shall be paid out of the city treasury unless the expenditures or terms of the contract shall be vouched by the chairman of the committee, or of the board under whose authority it
has been authorized and made, nor unless the same shall be examined by the auditor, approved by the committee on accounts, and
drawn for by the mayor."
By the same ordinance it is provided, that " whenever the appropriations for the specific objects shall have been expended, the
auditor shall immediately communicate the same to the city council, that they may be apprised of the fact, and either make a further appropriation or withhold, as they may deem expedient."
Hence the necessity of applying to the city council for additional
means, if, from any cause an original appropriation becomes expended. The additional means, thus asked for can only be furnished by an authorized transfer from some existing appropriation
which can spare it, or by a specific loan.
In this manner the city council retain a knowledge and control
of all the expenditures, as none can be made unless an appropriation for the same is expressly authorized by them.

CITY EXPENDITURES.
Statement of the expenditures made on account of the CITY
PORTLAND during thefinancialyear 1869-70.

OP

Commencing with the first day of April, 1869, and ending with the last day of
March, 1870.
ABATEMENTS,
Paid back sundry abatements to different parties,
made after payment of taxes,

$789-64

Per item No. 1 of Treasurer's Account.
ADVERTISING,
Paid for newspapers and advertising,

$813,04

Per item No. 2 of Treasurer's Account.
ASSESSMENT PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RAILROAD,
Paid one assessment of $2.50 and 5 do. of $5.00
per share, on 7,143 shares of stock of the above
road; subscribed for by order of city council,
$196,432.50
Per item No. 3 of Treasurer's Account.
CITY NOTES.
Paid city notes maturing this year, viz :
Temporary loans of last year provided for in tax
of this year,
City debt maturing this year, paid from sinking
fund for reduction of city debt,
(One bond of $500, unpaid.)
Paid other city bonds due at various dates,

$5,000.00
15,400.00

20,400.00
88,500.00
$108,900.00

Per item No. 5 Treasurer's Account.
CITY BONDS in aid of At. & St. Lawrence Railroad,
Paid on City Bonds issued in aid of At. & St. L.
Railroad,
Per item No. 7 of Treasurer's Account.

3

$438,000.00
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CITY BUILDING,
Expenditures on account of city and county buildings, including the expense of steam heating,
repairs and alterations of the portion occupied
by the county, viz :
STEAM HEATING,

Pay of engineer,
" " assistants,
Coal, &c,
Waste, tallow, &&,
Machinists for repairs on boilers and steam heating apparatus,
New boilers,

900.50
364-03
3.I38-7S
57.08

4,460.36

602.31
3,750.00

4.352-3'

REPAIRS,

Carpentry,
Iron work, hard ware, &c ,
Slating, plumbing, plastering. &c,
Painting,
Outside screen for City Hall,
Hose, &c, for protection of City Building,

594-03
449.96
1,269.22
161.06

2,474-27
506.71
49.64

GAS FIXTURES,

Repairing do.,
Gas consumed in hall,
Gas consumed in other rooms and offices,
FURNITURE, and repairs of, brooms, brushes, crockery, &c,
Clock, &c, for fire room,
WHITEWASHING, cleaning, removal of rubbish, shoveling snow, ice, &c,
PORTER, salary of, and help,
American ensign,
Curbstone, brick, &c, by street commissioner,

29.40

Si.i94.9S
2,231.20

241.72
6.40
490.91

616.34
19.00

56.50

Per item No. 6 of Treasurer's Account.
CEMETERIES AND PUBLIC GROUNDS,
For concrete walks in park.
Hearses, repairs of,
Cleansing tomb, &c.,
Lumber for fences, &c, and repairs of,
Tools and labor trimming the trees in the streets
and promenades of the city, and care of,
Labor and material, grading walks, cutting grass, &C,
Ladder for forester,
Amount carried forward.

3,426.15

$16,729.71

456.CO
18.00
9.00

172.96

9584*
252.03

7.40

Jl.873.80
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Amount brought forward,
Trees,
Repairing pump, and iron work,
Oversight of Eastern Cenjetery,

1,873.80
81.50
17-63
104.00
203.13

Per item No. 4 of Treasurer's Account.

$2,076.93

FOREST CITY CEMETERY,
Town of Cape Elizabeth, for taxes on flats and
upland adjoining cemetery,
Lumber and labor on gates and fences,
Trees, &a,
Tools, hardware,
Service of Superintendent, two dollars per day
when employed,
Per item No. 17 of Treasurer's Account.

5 2 -5 2
17.57
36.50
5.76
196.00
$310.35

EVERGREEN CEMETERY,
Carriage hire and railroad tickets for committee
and others,
Stone work, labor on tomb, shoveling snow, &c,
Force pump, hose, &c„
Turf, loam, foundation rock, &c,
Lumber and labor on fence, and painting,
Tools, nails, hardware and seeds,
Printing and stationery,
Sabbath (police)
Land of Mrs. Strayton and E. B. Fobes,
Labor, &c, performed in grading and ornamenting
walks and paths, under the direction of the superintendent, by order of the trustees,
Per item No. 12 of Treasurer's Account.

64.80
117.50
51.01
392-75
1,570.43
.208.10
17.68
60.00
1,074.78

5,799-3'
•

$9,356.36

CONTINGENT,
For the following expenditures which are not chargeable under any other head.
CARRIAGE H I R E ,

For committees and members of the city government when in the employ of the city,
Other persons,

182.50
103.00

£85.50

PORTLAND DISPENSARY,

For medical services, per contract,

150.00

COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS,

For their services,
Amount carried forward,

45.00
$1480.50
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Amount broughtforward,
RECORDS, for recording registry of deaths, administering oaths to city and ward officers, recording
births and burials, with other clerical services,
Recording deeds and searching records,
POSTAGES, revenue stamps, expresses, telegrams, &c,
LEGAL EXPENSES, paid for advice, services, &c,
COUPONS, commissions on payment of,
TRAVELING EXPENSES of persons engaged in business of the city,

$48&5°

285*32
24,00
329-33
420.12
17.36
214.99
$1,771.62

DAMAGES paid by order of city council,
Ann M. Haskell, for fall on sidewalk in Fore street,
300.00
A. W. Files, for injuries received on Portland street,
360.00
F. E. & Octavia C. Emery, for fall upon Chestnut street, 800.00
R. A. Brown, for injuries received on Pearl street,
200.00
Horace Harvey, for regrading Middle street,
350.00
Lewis Mitchell & al., for injuries received on Congress St., 150.00
Andrew Scammell, for injuries received on Adams St.,
250.00
William Baldwin, for injuries rec'd by sewer on Pleasant St., 75.00
Ellen and John Connor, for injuries by defective sidewalk, 300.00
Mary A. Clement, for injuries rec'd by falling on Cumb. St., 300.00
S. W. Jackson, for damages by outfall of sewer,
200.00
T. Quincy Browne, regrading Middle street,
400.00
William B. Joy, for injuries by fall on Fore street,
70.00
Ex'r Ezra Mugford, Ex'on vs. city
186.16
"
Elizabeth Jane Pote, Ex'on vs. city.
1.213.79
$5,204.95
HEALTH—fees of consulting physicians and others,
Burial fee, coffins, quarantine fees, &c,
City Physician, for attendance on small pox patients,
CLERICAL SERVICES in Assessor's office, and
copying valuation book,

85.00
36.00
219.00
340.00
143.00

TAX TABLE, preparation of,
CIVIL ENGINEER, instruments for, and repairs of,

10.00
41.24

DISTRIBUTION of tax bills by Assistant Assessors,
posting bills and notices,

192.50

ELECTIONS,

Preparation of check lists for the several wards,
posting warrants, &c,
Refreshments for aldermen and ward officers,
Ward rooms, care of,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, removal of rubbish from, cleaning, &c, and work on powder magazine and pound,
Trucking and other incidental expenses,
Amount crrried forward,

1X6.75
259-8o
4.00
71.90
52.72
88,208.48
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$8,208.48

Amount brought forward,

191.2a

WATERING STREETS,

Dredging docks and removal of sewerage deposits, &c,
Weights and measures, and black walnut case,
with freight and expenses on do. for city sealer,
Repairs on clocks, new ropes, &c,
500 engraved copies of map of Munjoy,
Funeral obsequies Senator Wm. P. Fessenden,
Claims allowed and refunded City Treasurer,
Labor and painting signs on street lamps,
Labor and service pipe for City Building, per order City Council,
Portland Band,
Services before valuation committee,

M'4-55
93-48
78-51
200.00

236.02
247.00
122.20

470.69
45.00
32.00

Per item No. 8 of Treasurer's Account.

SII.339-13

AMAGES ON STREETS,
The following expenditures have been made the
past year in payment of land on account of laying out and widening streets, viz :
Pearl street,
Plum street,
Cumberland street extension,
Merrill street,
Middle street,
Sumner street,
Thomas street,
Spring street,
Centre street,
Per item No. 9 of Treasurer's Account,
DISCOUNT ON TAXES,
Five per cent, discount on taxes paid wiihin sixty
days from Sept. I, 1869, being the date of commitment to the collector,
Per item No. 10 of Treasurer's Account.
DRAINS AND SEWERS,
Cost of construction of new sewers and repairs of
old ones, construction of new culverts and repairs of old ones in various streets in the city,
all the materials and repairs of tools furnished
by the city, and the work done by the day, excepting for new sewers laid by contract.

889.10
6,707.50
6,328.32
159.00
824.92
313-60
500.00

304.98
13.407-75
$29.435-17

$28,424.62
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Paid for labor, hauling materials, &c,
Bricks,
Lime, Cement, &c,
Lumber, Nails, &c,
Culvert stone, sewer covers and iron work,
Carriage hire of Committee,
Powder and Fuse,
Drain Pipes,

10,889.22
2,240.4a
734-45
42.85
181,83
14.00

5-«5
1,090.45
$15,198.45

Per item No. 11 Treasurer's Account,
FIRE DEPARTMENT,
Ordinary expenses, excepting Salaries, <S°r.,
STEAM F I R E ENGINES, & C ,

New hose, couplings, &c,
Hose carriage, repairs,
Repairs on steamers,
Hauling of steamers by city teams,
Trucking hose, &c,
Bedding, washing, &c,
Fuel for engines and houses,
Water-proof clothing, boots, &c,
Carriage hire of Committee,
Gas light,
Printing, advertising, &c,
Hauling hose carriage,
Furniture, &c,
Extra services of firemen,
Hose, repairs of and labor at Hose house,
Cleaning hose after
fires,
Filling reels,
Engineers, secretary to board of,
OIL, fluid, lanterns, &c,
BELLS, ringing of fire alarms,
WIRE, &C, for fire alarm telegraph,

3.37 1 - 12
148.82
1,185.30
5>527-5°
267.50
138.83
779-93
66.40
20.00
446.33
6.00
291.00
315-01
48.50
561.93
960.69
110.00
40.00
5°5.59
15.00
128.52

HYDRANT HEADS,

750.00

Labor on steamer " Falmouth."
RESERVOIRS, repairs of
Filling reservoir,
Snow and ice, removal of from reservoirs and hydrants,
Incidental expenses,

55-71
377-82
28.50
384.33
406.62

Per item No. 14 of Treasurer's Account,

.

$l6,936-95

CITY EXPENDITURES.
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F I R E DEPARTMEMT—SALARIES.
Salaries of officers and members, exclusive of
Chief engineer and Asssistants, which are
charged under the head of salaries.
Payments for six months, ending July
'uly I,
i, 1869.
1869. Ian. 1, 1870.
Machigonne—Steamer,
$220.00
#295.00
Portland,
"
225.00
295.00
Cumberland,
"
222.50
295.00
Casco,
"
222.50
295.00
Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1,315.00
1,315.00
415.00
1,205.00

i>595-°°
1,205.00

2,800.00

Pay of officers and men,
ENGINEERS OF STEAM ENGINES,

Four 12 months each, at $900. per year,
3,600.00Steward of Hand Company, at Libby's corner,
30.00
Care of and keeping in repair the line of fire alarm
telegraph and battery,
200.00
Services of Engineers, extra,
665.50

4,495.50

Per item No. 15 of Treasurer's Account.

$7,295.50

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION.
For Printing and advertising,
234.25
Military escort and Bands,
500.00
Rowing and B. B. Clubs' Prizes,
725.00
Collation for children, music in Hall, expenses of
Floral exhibition,
229.35
Lumber and labor on seats, trucking, ringing bells, 293.29
Fring salute and fire works,
212.43
Per item No. 16 of Treasurer's Account.

$2,194.32

GAS LIGHTS,
Gas for street lamps at $3.60 per M feet, less 5
per cent,
15,165.41
LANTERNS—16, a #7.00,
112.00
New ladders,
12.00
Changing location of posts, &c,
56.43
New stop cocks,
18.52
Burners,
28.35
New posts fitting the service pipe,
172.20
Glass for street lanterns,
33.00
Freeing pipes
from
frost,
20.40
Lighting, extinguishing, cleaning and repairing, 3.422.11
Number of street lamps in use 350.
Pet-item.No. 18 of Treasurer's Account.

•

$19,038.42
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HOSE HOUSE,
For building tower, joiner and mason work and
lumber, and fitting up hose house, building water trough, &c,
Drain pipe and trenching,
Gas and water pipe, and
fitting,
Zinc and labor on tanks, blacksmithing, blocks and
cordage,
Stoves, funnel, &c,
Per item No. 19, of Treasurer's Account.

1.603.27
72.78
175.26
34 I -9 I
38.18
$2,231.40

INTEREST,
Amount paid interest on the funded debt of the city,
and the usual temporary loans obtained in anticipation of the annual revenue of the city,
Amount paid on trust fund for female orphan asylum, to date,
Amount paid on trust fund for poor widows,
"
"
"
"
widows' wood society,
Per item No. 21, of Treasurer's Account.

134,249.94
480.00
240.00
30.00
$134,999-94

LAND PURCHASED,

Per item No. 20, of Treasurer's Account.

$13,130.19

PORTLAND I N S T I T U T E AND LIBRARY,
To amount paid J. W. Symonds, Treasurer, as
ordered by City Council, May 17, 1869,
Per item No. 23, of Treasurer's Account.

$1,000,00

POLICE SALARIES,
Paid services of regular day and night police—thirty-two—at the rate of $750. per annum each,
when on duty,
Services of supernumerary policemen on the 4th
of July and other special occasions,
Per item No. 25, of Treasurer's Account.

23.970.3S
1,110.60

$2^080.95

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R. Co.

Paid expenses on sale of State of Maine Bonds,
sold to meet assessments on shares of stock in said
railroad, held by the city, per order of City
Council,
Per item No. 13, of Treasurer's Account.

if3.483-7S

OITY EXPENDITURES.
PEAK'S ISLAND SCHOOL HOUSE.

Paid Henry Trefethen, for land,
Paid Wilder & McKee, bill for contract,
Paid architect, &c,
Per item No. 24, of Treasurer's Account.

POLICE CONTINGENT,
Traveling expenses of officers in search of criminals,
Conveyance of, and aid in arrest of prisoners carried to lock-up, medical attendance, trucking
liquors, &c,
Provisions for prisoners and lodgers,
Conveyance of boys to reform school,
Furniture for office,
Handcuffs, badges and repairs,
Ice in office and lock-up,
Burying dead animals,
Postage, oil, fluid, lanterns, brushes, brooms,
matches, washing, white-washing, &c.,
Carriage hire,
Keeping of City Marshal's horse,
Per item No. 26, of Treasurer's Account.

200.00
5,678.00
337-25

305.80

74.25
121.71
50.52
71-74
32.50
23.00
43-25
248.86
20.00
365.00

PEABODY OBSEQUIES,

Services of artists and others, together with materials used in draping hall and city building and
flowers used on the occasion,
Music of bands and Haydn association expenses,
Expenses of guests at the public houses, and collation on board the Revenue Cutter,
Printing and advertising,
Carriage hire of committees, expenses of Marshal
and aids (in part,) express and telegraph charges,
firing salute, tolling bells &c,
Per item No. 22, treasurer's acconnt.

2,619.65
966.04
2,023.39
125.81

422.41

PUBLIC BUILDINGS—REPAIRS, & C ,
MARKET H A L L BUILDING.

Carpentry, masonry, painting &c,
Gas,
Removing rubbish, snow, &c,
Amount carried forward,

964.26
37.97
4.37
$1,006.60

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
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Amount brought forward,

$1,006.60

W A R D I BUILDING,

Stove, painting, &c,
House, 80 Brackett street, repairs in,

2&&1
117.80

W A R D 5 BUILDING,

Furniture and cleaning,

IOiOO

W A R D 6 BUILDING,

Coal,

3-12

WARD 7 BUILDING,

Repairs and cleaning,

39, l&

ENGINE HOUSES,

Repairs on, and stables connected, including building belfry on Brackett street, engine house, &c,

1,255.25

CITY STABLE, Oak street,

Gas,
BUILDING Corner of Congress and Market streets,
Alteration and repairs,

3.L47
364-4*

LINCOLN HALL,

Whitening,

40.00
435-89

Per item No. 28, of Treasurer's Account.
$2,896.45
PRINTING AND STATIONERY,
Printing and Stationery for the various departments, excepting the school committee, fire department, overseers of the poor, and evergreen
cemetery, including printing city documents and
blanks of various kinds, notifications tax bills,
blank books and binding, stationery for the use of
the city council and city offices.
Per item No. 27, cf Treasurer's Account.

1,845.81

RESERVED FUND,
Paid John and Julia A. Brazier, $1800 for claim
for injuries sustained in 1867, for defective streets,
paid per order of city council Nov. 2, 1869. Charged this account, balance transferred to other accounts.
Per item No. 29, of Treasurer's Account.

I,§D0.00

STATE REFORM SCHOOL,
For subsistance and clothing of boys belonging to
this city, sent to, the Reform School, at the rate
of $1.00 per week for each boy, in accordance
with the laws of the State.
Per item No. 34, of Treasustrs' Account.

$1,401.26

CITY EXPENDITURES.
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STEAMER CUMBERLAND, NO. 3.
Paid "Portland Company" for balance of purchase of steam fire engine Cumberland, No. 3,
(steamer's Falmouth and Machigonne, exchanged in part payment.)
Per item No. 38, of Treasurer's Account.

$3,250.00

STABLE I N W A R D No. 3.

For materials, building and fitting up brick stable
in rear of steamer Casco's engine house in Ward
No 3.
Per item No. 33, of Treasurer's Account.

#l,o66«05

SALARIES,
Paid salaries of the following city officers, for the
financial year 1869—70.
MAYOR,

William L. Putnam,
Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr.,

1,431.45
68.55

1,500.00

CITY CLERK.

George C. Hopkins,

750.00

CITY TREASURER,

Henry W. Hersey, fixed by the city council and to
include the services of one assistant,
Commissions for taxes of previous years, 1857, '58,
'59, '61 and '62, on $201.28, at 1 3-4 per cent.,

3,200.00
3.52
3.ZQ3-52

AUDITOR,

Cyrus Nowell,

1,200.00

CITY CIVIL ENGINEER,

Charles R. Goodell, Charles O. Davis, F. D. Moore
and T. F. Chappell, ea«h a portion of year,
Assistants,

1,319-68

i,532-46
2,852.14

CITY MESSENGER,

George T. Ingraham,

800.00

CITY PHYSICIAN,

Benj. F. Fogg,

300.00

JUDGE OF MUNICIPAL COURT,

Benjamin Kingsbury Jr.,
Wm. E. Morris,

948.92
16.12
96S-04

CITY SOLICITOR,

Nathan Cleaves,
Joseph T. Symonds,

669190
30.10
700*00

Amount carried forward,

$12,270.70

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
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$12,270.70

Amount brought forward,
ASSESSORS,

S. B. Beckett,
William Boyd,
Stephen K. Dyer,

800.00
1,300.00
800.00
2,900.00

ASSISTANT ASSESSORS,

Alonzo L. Gaubert, Ward 1, 88 days,
John B. Littlefield,
" 2, 74
Edgar B. Kimball,
" 3>66
Benj. F. Brown,
" 4,75
John S. Russell,
" 5.68
" 6,51
N. D. Roberts,
Louis Bunce,
" 6,
Marshal McDonald. " 7.75

176.00
148,00
132.00
150.00
136.00
102.00
44.00
150.00
1,038.00

COMMISSIONER OF STREETS,

John D. Bailey,
George H. Libby, Clerk in Treasurer's office,

1,300.00
1,000.00

SUPERINTENDENT OF BURIALS,

Eli Goss,

150.00

RINGER OF CITY BELL,

David Stillings,
W E A. Stillings,

175.00
25.00
rt^A

George A. Harmon,
William F. Todd,

f\f\

zuo.uu

SUPERINTENDENT OF CLOCKS,

143-55
6.45
150.00

POLICE DEPARTMENT,

John Swett, Marshal,
Elbridge G. Bolton, Deputy Marshal,
Joseph A. Perry,
"
"

1,300.00
850.00
850.00
3,000.00

HARBOR MASTER,

Henry Coffin,
Benj. W. Jones,

430.65
'9-35
450.00

KEEPER OF POWDER MAGAZINE,

John S. Fogg, to April ist.,

225.00

FIRE DEPARTMENT,

F. C. Moody, Chief Engineer,
Leonard Pennell,"
"
Ezra Russell, Assistant, "
R. D. Page,
"
"
Amount carried forward.

532.26
17-74
75.00
44-88
$669.88

$22,683.70
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Amount brought forward,
Leonard Pennell, Assistant Engineer,
William H. Ayers,
"
Frank Merrill,
"
G. H. Cloyes,
"
Samuel A. Chesley,
"

$669.88
72.80
75- 00
3.20
2.82
27.30

$22,683.70

850.00
CLERK OF COMMON COUNCIL,

George L. Swett,
Benj. Barnes, Jr.,

190.86
9-'4

Per item No. 30, of Treasurer's Account.

823.733.70

SUPPORT OF POOR,
For expenses of Alms-house and for supplies furnished to paupers who were not inmates, and all
other expenditures connected with the department, viz :
FUEL for alms-house and distribution for out-door
relief, coal and wood purchased, surveying, &c,

2,453.00

SUBSISTENCE,

Provisions and groceries for paupers in house, for
family of keeper, and for out-door relief,
SUPPORT OF PAUPERS belonging to the city, by other
towns,
CROCKERY, hard ware, &c,
CLOTHING, boots and shoes,
Dry goods.

7>436-3'
1,405.60
487-°5
575-48
688.45
52-58

PBINTING AND STATIONERY,
POSTAGES, & C ,

14-68

SALARIES,

Keeper and matron of alms-house,
Secretary of board,
Chaplain,
Clock,
Physician,

562.50
125.00
125.00
812-50
4-5°
41.00

INTERMENTS,

Undertakers' fees and coffins,
COOKING STOVES and apparatus, kitchen utensils, & c

81.50
513.58

IXSANE HOSPITAL,

Transportatiou of insane persons, &c,
Board &c, at hospital,
Wilcox & Gibbs sewing machine,

48.00
2,212.22
56.00

TRANSPORTATION OF PAUPERS,

Railroad and steamboat fares, and carriage conveyance,
Medicines, paints, ice, &c,
Amount carried forward,

2

9°«36
649.51

$17,822.32
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Amount brought forward,
Stipends and assistance to paupers who were not inmates,
Lumber for use on farm, repairs of buildings, and labor on barracks, &c,
Removal of building,
Traveling expenses of committees,
Farm trees,
Cattle, horse and pig, purchased,
Materials and building new barn,
Wagon exchanged,
Harness, and repairs of,
I pair drafts,
Baskets, tubs, pails, seeds and other small stores,
Blacksmith work, and shoeing horses and cattle,
and repairing carriages,
Grain, meal and straw,
Labor, including collection of house offal, and help
in house and hospital,

$17,822.32
I22

-°°

4)577-66
I0
-°°
55-39
l
'°°
039.00
2,000.00
120.00
33-94
5-°°
392.16
407.29
2,360.62
1,257.90

Per item No. 39, of Treasurer's Account,

$29,804,28

STREETS, SIDEWALKS AND BRIDGES,
BRIDGES,

Vaughan's bridge—repairs on,
"
"
tending draw,
Pride's bridge—repairs on, and rebuilding,
Stroudwater bridge, repairs on
Tukey's bridge—repairs on
"
"
tending draw,

4,324.16
450.00

4,774.16
4,343-95
9-45

1,046.30
350.00

1,396-3°

BLACKSMI THING,

Shoeing horses and oxen, iron, iron work, repairing tools, &c.
Harnesses, &c, new and repairs oi old,
Carts and sleds, purchase of, and repairs of old,
Horses exchanged, difference in,
Grain,
Hay,
Sidewalks, bricks,
Drain Pipe, concrete paving, crossings and walks,
labor and material on culverts, &c,
Hardware, tools, &c,

849.72
634.24
930.16
400.00
1,757-02
1,483.68
4,645,62

361.37
171.18

STORES,

Oil, tallow and other small stores,
Curb Stone, culvert and monument stones,
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Paving Stone, beach cobble stone,
Amount carried forward,

150,70
i,723-52
130.00
469.14

#24,230.21
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Amount broughtforward,
Lumber, repairs, &c,
Watering trough in Danforth street, kept in repair,
Powder and fuse,
Horse hire, for committee, traveling expenses,
Grading eastern promenade,
"
Spring street,
"
Congress street,
Hauling materials on streets, grading and filling in,
Labor done by men on the streets, under the direction of the commissioner of streets, being the
amount of monthly pay rolls,
On cemetery wall and back filling do.,
Grading on Cumberland St., west end,
Reparing Hanover St., stable, stable rents, &c„
Richardson Wharf Co., building wall on Fore St.,
between Cotton and Cross street,
Labor and sand, paving Portland street,

$24,230.21
810.49
3.0a
2.25
187.50
1,368.14
440.00
2,891.65
566.91

37,723.04
5>7°9-1%
250.00
1028,67
600.00
2,202.35

Per item No. 37, of Treasurer's AccouM,
SCHOOLS,
The expenses of the school department, exclusive
of salaries of teachers, have been as follows, viz:
School Houses, repairs on,
Carpentry,
Masonry,
Painting,
Slating,
Hardware and iron work,
Bells, hanging and repairs of, keys, &c,
Stoves, funnel, and repairs of, &c,

^78,013.39

1,130.82
488.66
176.08
118.69
525.80
78.72
252.21

2.770.98

STATISTICS,

Ascertaining the number of children in the city, between the ages of four and twenty-one years,
Postage,
Clocks and repairs of, and thermometers,
Executive committee and secretary of board, compensation of
Horse Hire and traveling expenses of committee,
Diplomas for graduates of High sehool,
Furniture, fixtures, mats, brooms, brushes, jcc,
Vaults, cleansing of, and building privy,
Books and Stationery, printing, advertising, &c,
Truant Officer, salary of,
Repairing fence on Spring street,
Amont carried forward,

100.00
6.98
21.50
293.75
33.00
32.05
403.44
96.00
610.59
750.00
15.00

#5
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Amount broughtforward,
Island Schools, expenses of the school committee to
Island schools for examination, &c, viz :
Steamboat and boat hire, &c,
Refreshments,
Incidental expenses of Island schools, wood, &c,
Fuel, wood purchased,
Sawing, splitting, carting and housing,
Coal,
Gas light,
Sweeping, cleaning, making fires, removal of snow and
ice from sidewalks, engineers of steam heating,
and Janitors of High and North school buildings, &c,
Repairing drain, and gravel,
Watering streets, in front of school houses
Chemical and Philosophical apparatus, and chemicals,
Distributing reports, freights, trucking, &c,

$5>'33'29

60.00
99.69

159-69
96.22
2,156.72
802.33
2.099.94
68.40

2>752-95
141.90
5.00
14947
3°-70

Per item No. 32, of Treasurer's Account,

$13,596.61

SCHOOL SALARIES,
Salaries of Teachers in public schools,
High school,
North "
Fourth Grammar school for boys,
Centre
"
Park street,"
"
" "
Intermediate,
Brackett street Grammar school for girls,
West school,
* Primary school No. 1,
2,
It

H

"

<<

((

9.173-47
11.669.76
2,274 99
2,879.98
3,321.22

I-953-I7
1,949-98
2,058.83
1.673-54
1,650.00

J)

,

1,631.66

"

A

1,650.00

«

(1

H

4»
r

u

u

a

6f

«

it

«

-

1,235.00
1,260.00
1,650.00

8,
'
9.
* Orphan Asylum school,
* Island Schools, Peaks's Island,
Long Island,
Per item No. 31, of Treasurer's
* Including itoma of last year.

1,250.00
1,250.00
305.00
625.00
269.00

Account,

$49,750.60
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CITY EXPENDITURES.
STATE PENSIONS,
Pensions allowed by the State to soldiers in the
war of 1861, or in case of death, to their widows or orphan children under 12 years of age.
Advanced on State account, since relunded,
Per item No. 35, of Treasurer's Account.

$1,188.00

SURVEY OF CITY,
Paid bill for services of U. S. Civil Engineer,
engaged in this survey,
Per item No. 40 of Treasurer's Account.

$11.00

STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR.
For amount of disbursments (as per bills,) made
by committee of the city council,
Per item No. 36, of Treasurer's Account.

3,000.00

TAXES—STATE,

Paid balance of State tax of 1868,
Tax of 1869, in part,
Per item No. 42 -of Treasurer's Account.

75,178.96
74,666.80
$149,845.76

TAXES—COUNTY,

Paid bal. of tax of 1868,
" tax of 1869, in part,
Per item No. 41 of Treasurer's Account.

9,388.62
31,000.00
$40,388.62

UNION WHARF, REMOVAL, &c,
For removing a portion of said wharf extending into the harbor beyond the Harbor Commissioners'
line,—for dreging, removing piles, &c,
Per item No. 43, of Treasurer's Account.

$994- 54

VAUGHAN ST. SEWER,
For labor and material for sewer in Vaughan street,
54 1-2 rods,

Extra labor on culvert drains, man-hole &c,
Per item No. 44, of Treasurer's Account,
WARD ROOM, WARD NO. 2,
Paid labor and material—building
the same, per contract,
Less difference in columns,

1,417.00

47-32
91,464.32

6,812.00
25.00

$6,787.00
Extra labor, outside &c.,
Painting and graining,
Iron columns,
Gas Fixtures, stove, funnel, &c,
Architect,
Per item No. 45 of Treasurer's Account.

283.10

325-34
75-85
"7-37
250.00

$7,838.66
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WATER EXPENSE,
Paid traveling expenses of committee on Hydrants,
visiting Boston, Washington, Montreal, &c,
" Boston Machine Co. bal. bill for Lowry Hydrants,
" Deering heirs rent of land, storing do.,
" Trucking and housing, do.,
" Examination patent records,
" Johnson & Noyes, bills Johnson hydrant,
" G. W. Beal and G. L. Damon's bills, testing Johnson hydrants,
" Bill drinking fountain, and setting do.
" Bill setting 13 Johnson hydrants,
Per item No. 46, of Treasurer's Account,
Total expenditures of the city ot Portland, for the
financial year 1869-70,

*35&65
5>°7S-°°
150.00
215.27
25.00
7,708.00
193.00
237.77
1,057.45
$15,019,17

$1,524,734.71
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CITY EXPENDITURES.

RECAPITULATION
OF EXPENDITURES IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS.

Abatements,
Advertising,
City Notes,
City Building,
Contingent,
Cemeteries and public grounds,
City bonds in aid A. & St. L. Railroad,
Discount on Taxes,
Damages on streets,
Drains and sewers,
Evergreen Cemetery,
Forest city cemetery,
Fire Department,
Fire
"
salaries,
Fourth of July,
Gas lights,
Hose House,
Interest,
Land purchased,
Portland institute and library,
Printing and stationery,
Police salaries,
Police contingent,
Public buildings,
Peak's Island school house,
Portland and Ogdensburg railroad,
P. & O. railroad, expense on stock account,
Peabody obsequies,
Reserved Fund,
Survey of city,
State Reform School,
State Pensions,
Streets, sidewalks and bridges,
Steamer Cumberland, No. 3,
Stable in Ward No. 3,
State Agricultural Fair,
Support of poor,
School salaries,

$

789.64
813.04

108.900.00

16,729.71
u.339-13
2,076.93
438,000.00
28,424.62

29.43S-1?
15- '98-45
9.356.36
3io-35
i6,936-95
7.295-50
2,194.32
19,038.42
2,231.40

134.999-94
iZ.iZ0-^
1,000.00

1,845.81
25,080.95
1,356.62
2,896.45
6,215.25
196,432.50
3.483-75
6,157.30
1,800.00
11.00
1,401.26
1,188.00

78,013.39
3,250.00

1,966.05
3,000.00

29,804.28
49,750-6o
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Schools,
Salaries,
Taxes—state,
Taxes—county,
Union wharf removal, &c,
Vaughan street sewer,
Ward room, Ward No. 2,
Water expense,
-

-

-

•

-

-

TOTAL Expenditures as stated on page 50,

-

- I3.596-6I
23,733.70
H9.845-76
40,388.62
994-54
1.464.32
7.838.66
'5; OI !M7
$1,524,734,71

Auditor's Office, May 23, 1870.
CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor of Accounts.

CITY INCOME.
Statement of the INCOME received on account of the CITY
during thefinancialyear 1869—70.

OP

PORTLAND,

Commencing with the first day of April, 1869, and ending with the last day of
March, 1870.
ALIEN PASSENGERS,
Received by the Visiting Officer, head money on
the alien passengers arriving at this port, in
steamers and sailing vessels,

$9,548.00

Per item No. 1 of Treasurer's Account.
CITY BUILDING,
Received for rent of city hall and offices, and county's proportion of heating, and of expenditures
on boiler house, &c, and old materials sold,

$8,381.68

Per item No. 3 of Treasurer's Account.
CEMETERIES AND PUBLIC GROUNDS,
Received for hearse sold,

$100.00

Per item No. 2 of Treasurer's Account.
CONTINGENT,
Received from various sources

$59-44

Per item No. 5 of Treasurer's Account.
CITY BONDS IN AID OF A. & ST. L. R. R.,
Received of the Commissioners of the A. & S. L.
R. R., Sinking fund, toward payment of City
Bonds
Also, from G. T. R. Co. under head of receipted
loan, to be refunded when an amount equal to a
$1,000 Bond shall have been paid,
Per item No. 4 of Treasurer's Account,

$240,500.00

5CO.00
$241,000.00
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DRAINS AND SEWERS.
Received from assessments on sundry persons for
their proportion of the cost of new sewers, and
for the right to enter old ones, viz:
Atlantic street,
Brackett street,
High street
Danforth street,
Pearl street
Danforth and May street,
Free street,
Hampshire street,
St. Lawrence street,
Adams street,
Bramhall street,
Oxford and Mayo streets,
Wilmot street
Centre and Fore streets,
Congress street
Emery and Spring streets,
Spring street
State street
Park street,
Fore street
Spruce street,
Plum street,
Union street
Cushman and Lewis streets
Pine street,
Clifford and Thomas streets,
Paris street
Deering street
Exchange street
Locust street
Waterville street
Green street,
Henry street,
Carleton street
York and Maple streets,
Winter street,
Per item J\7b. 6 of Treasurer's Account.

57-25
9&37
1,818.69
158.79
805.29
185.21
32.31
817.99
26.82
197.14
3°-53
23.00
32.00
62.76
272.27
77-96
150.79
78.86
69.68
149-79
19.66
606.33
186.88
46.86
300-74
1,301.38
47-20
1,087.08
54.03
16.62
298.41
76.47
56,00
246.23
15-54
15.64
$9,519-47
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EVERGREEN CEMETERY,
Received from sale of 185 lots, at $20
Received from sundry persons as per their individual receipts, " in consideration of which the
trustees are to — (if the lots have been put in
good order) keep the grass cut, borders trimmed, paths in good order, and the flowers properly cultivated " during the present season,

3,700.00

3,029.42

f6.729.42

The price is fixed this year at jii.oo. for each lot.
25 per cent, of the sale of lots ($925.00.) as
above is by an " ordinance " made transferable to
"EVERGREEN F U N D , " the interest of which shall

be used for keeping the grounds and neglected
lots in order, and that the fee of transfer of lots
shall revert to this fund.
The amount of receipts from the last mentioned
sources, are,

229,32

It is further provided that upon the payment of
$25.00. made to the City Treasurer, at one time
for this fund, the donor shall be entitled to have
the lot designated by him kept in good order by
the superintendent of said cemetery forever.
Amount received from this source the past year,
is from the following named individuals of
$25.00 each:

Samuel E. Spring, Joseph Walker, Jeremiah Dow,
R. M. Richardson, Charles H. Haskell,

200.00

Per item No. 8 of Treasurer's Account.

$429.32

FEES AND FINES,
Received of Judge of Municipal Court, court fees,
"
for court fees of police force,,
"
for fees, violation of city ordinances
"
of keeper of powder magazine,
"
for witness fees of police,
"
of county treasurer, for fees of Judge of
Municipal Court, &c, accruing to
the city the past year,

647.97
294 84
86.00
25.40
54-56

813,92

Per item No. 9 of Treasurer's Account.
F I R E DEPARTMENT,
Received for sale of old materials,
•'
for use of engines,
Per item No. 10 of Treasurer's Account

$1,922.69

,,

526.13
25.00
#551-13

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
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FOREST CITY CEMETERY,
Received from sale of I lot at #12,
«
» » " 2lotsat$6
"
"
" " 4 lots at $4,
"
•• " " 22 lots at §3,
"
" " 1 lot at $2

Hay sold

12.00
12.00
i6-oo
66.00
2-0°

37-°°
$I45 >0 °

Per item No. 11 of Treasurer's Account.
INTEREST,
Received from dividends in stocks of Portland
Gas Company,
Received for accrued interest on city bonds,
"
"
"
" loans
"
"
"
"
" taxes
'
" on State of Me. bonds,
On notes held by treasurer,

6,8oo.OO
9,285.27
6,265.00
6,206.07
22,302.81
347- 02

Per item No. 13 of Treasurer's Account.

$51,206.17

INVESTMENTS OF SINKING FUND,
Received for payment for city notes
Per item No. ^4 of Treasurer's Acconnt.
LICENSES,
Received for licenses to theatres,
"
"
•'
to circuses,
"
"
"
for other exhibitions,
"
"
"
for dogs
"
"
"
for billiard saloons
"
"
"
for bowling alleys,
"
"
"
to sell gunpowder

$5,000.00
=
^^^~"
118.00
120.00
195.00
376.00
40.00
10.00
8.00

Per item No. 15 of Treasurer's Account.

$867.00

LOANS,
Amount obtained on city notes issued during the
year, by authority of the city council, at various
times for the following purposes, viz:
TEMPORARY LOANS,

City Building. New boilers,
Hose house
Water expense, for hydrants last year,
Steamer Cumberland, No. 3,
Amount carried forward,

4,200.00
2,000.00
5,075.00
3,250.00
$14,525.00

CITT INCOME.
Amount broughtforward,
Support of Poor
School salaries

57
# 14,525.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
jS24.525.00

FUNDED LOANS,

For
"
"
"
"
"

damages on streets
Peaks' Island school house
Land purchased,
Ward room in Ward No. 2
Stable in Ward No. 3,
Assessment on stock of Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
" Payment ot bonds due from Dec. 1, 1868, to
Feb. 1, 1870, issued in aid of A. & St. L.
Railroad

33,000.00
6,500.00
11,000.00
9,500.00
2,500.00
46,000.00

234,000.00
342,500.00

Per item No. 16 of Treasurer's Account.

$367,025.00

POLICE CONTINGENT,
Received for badge of Truant officer, S. Ray,
Per item No. IT, of Treasurer's Account.
RENTS,
Received for rents of city property, as follows :
Market Hall building,
House No. 80, Brackett street,
Lincoln Hall, Ward 1
Hay Scales,
Rent of stores and tenements corner Congress and
Market streets,
Land rent of Market stalls, Market and Milk sts,,
Per item No. 18 of Treasurer's Account.
SCHOOLS,
Received from State, for proportion of Bank tax of
1868,
For sale of wood,
Per item No. 19, of Treasurer's Account.
SINKING FUND,
Received for interest on balance of sinking fund to
April 1, 1870, and other sources,
Sale of Gas-light Co. rights of stock.
Per items No. 12 & 20, of Treasurer's Account.
STATE PENSIONS,
Received from State for pensions of last year and
present, to Nov. quarter, refunded,
Per item No. 21, of Treasurer's Account.
STATE OF MAINE BONDS, 1864 and 1869 issue,
Received for exchange and sale of do
Per items JVbs. 22 Sf 28 of Treasurer's Account.

$4.20
•

980.00
200.00
126.46
262.50
472.92
450.00
$2,491.88

850,60
199-09
.

$1,049.69
"

14,719.32
1,454.76
$16,174.08

t2.970.00
^ = =
$243,500.00
^ ^ ^ ^ B
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STREETS, &c,
Received from sundry persons for their proportion
of cost of sidewalks, paving, hauling dirt, sand,
gravel, &c
Materials, sold, &c
Hauling steam-fire engines, charged to fire departm't,
For repairing of P. & K. R. R. Bridge, last y e a r , , . . .
Per item No. 24 of Treasurer's Account.
SUPPORT OF POOR,
Received from Overseers of the Poor for sale of
bricks and produce from farm, for collections
from other towns and individuals for support
and expenses of paupers, viz:
Bricks, payment of notes for sale of last year,
Pork,
Articles from farm and house,
Collections from other towns and individuals,
Amounts received of Treasurer, the particular
source of not designated,
Amount paid by Treasurer of last year

i6$.2b
281.87
5>527-5°
46.49
$6,019.12

1,159.98
I.987-73
3,231.71
734-28
2,185.90
122.00

Per item No. 25 of Treasurer's Account.
TAXES,
Received of Henry W. Hersey, Collector of
1869-70, for collections by him
Same, collections of previous years,
Per item No. 26 of Treasurer's Account.
TRUST FUND,
Received of executors of estate of late William
Moulton, Esq., the interest to be used for the
benefit of the " Widow's Wood Society,"

$9,421.60

617,947.51
87,652.89
$705,600.40

$1,000.00

Per item No. 27 of Treasurer's Account.
UNION W H A R F REMOVAL, &C,
For old material sold by Harbor Committee

#125.00

Per item No. 28 Treasurer's Account.
BALANCE in the treasury at the commencement of
the

year

TOTAL INCOME of the City of Portland for the financial year ending March 31, 1870,

$72,214,19

$ 1,763,054,48

INCOME - RECAPITULATION.

Alien Passengers,
City Building,
Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
City Bonds in aid of A. & St. L. R. R.,
Contingent,
Drains and Sewers,
Evergreen Cemetery,
"
"
Fund,
Fees and
fines,
Fire Department,
Forest City Cemetery,
Gas Light Co's. sale of rights for new stock,
Interest,
Investments of sinking Fund,
Licenses,
Loans,
Police contingent,
Rents,
Schools,
.
Sinking Fund,
State Pensions,
State of Maine bonds, June, 1864, and Oct. 1869,
Streets,
Support of Poor,
Taxes,
Trust Fund,
Union wharf removal, &c,

Balance in the treasury commencement of the year,
TOTAL INCOME, as stated on page 58
Amount carried forward,

9,548.00
8,381.68
100.00
24,100.00
5944

.

9,510.47
6,729.42
429.32
1,922.69
551. II
145.00
1 454.76
51,206.17
5,000.00
867 00

-

367,025.00
. 20
2,491.88
1,049,69
14,719.32
2,970.00
243,500.00
6,019.12
9,421.60
705,600.40
1,000.00
125.00
$1,690,840,29
72,214.19
1,763 054.48
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Amount brought forward,
Expenditures as stated on page 50,
Add investment of a portion of the Sinking Fund
by committee on reduction of city debt,

$1,763,054.48
1,524,734.71
133.025.00

1,657,759.71

AUDITOR'S BALANCE as stated on page 26,
$105,294.77
Treasurer's Balance, per statement on page 26,
105,294,77
Auditor's office, May 23, 1870.
CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor of Accounts.

Statement of the Monthly Expenditures for the City of P<
Object of

Appropriation.

April.

May.

Abatements,
56 69
Advertising,
City Notes,
501 41
447 04
City Building,
141 52
652 51
Contingent,
348 87
Cemeteries and Publio Grounds
City Bonds in aid of A. & St. L R. R., due in '68, '69,70,
Discount on Taxes
215 26
Damages on Streets
192 18
20 00
Drains and Sewers
65 50
Evergreen Cemetery,
'
196 98
322 15
Forest City Cemetery
300 00
300 00
Fire Department
Fire Department—Salaries
Fourth of July,
Gas Lights,
9,298 50
5,162 50
Hose House,
Interest,
180 25
Land Purchased,
2,000 00
2,000 00
Portland Institute and Library,
58 05
104 75
Printing and Stationery
168 11
400 40
Police Salaries,
Police Contingent,
Public Buildings,
Peak's Island School House,.i
Portland & 0. R R. Assessments
P. & 0. R. R.—Expense on Stock Account,...
Peabody Obsequies,
Reserved Fund,
3,932 22
2,838 89
Survey of City
..
State Reform School
State Pensions,
4,419 72
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges
3,161 77
21 88
255 53
Steamer Cumberland, No. 3,
627 01
762 82
Stable in Ward No. 3,
166 68
462 64
State Agricultural Fair,
1,782 00
Support of Poor,
5,372 83
4,015 79
School Salaries,
210 00
Schools,
Salaries,
Taxes—State,
472 18
Taxes—County,
$23,618 95 $28,015 68
Union Wharf.—removal, &c
Vaughan Street Sewer,
Ward Room, Ward No. 2
Water Expense

he Oity of Portland, in the various Department!, for the Financial Yea
July.

June.

iy.
56 69

$

501 41
562 51
348 87

90
6,000
955
525
164

24
00
45
45
83

215
192
65
196
300

1,614
6
3,419
32
419
815

22
50
26
57
43
00

26
18
50
98
00

298 50

5,498 00

)00 00
58 05
168 11

500
277
2,000
103
125

00
94
00
14
02

$

August.

S

9
102
2,500
691
2,047
520
98,000

10 12

131 14

458 50
1,756 00
184 55

647 41
518 98
635 87

6,423 63
1,080 44
1,296 87

952 44
942 99

647 02
1,505 00
2,152 47

557 06
300 00
33 50

1,193 OO
856 41
121 00
4,365 45
300 00
8 35

13,335 00

7,212 00
2,061 45

460
2,021
112
42

29
00
87
65
08
00

79
90
50
26

2,099 00
60 25
204 32

October.

Septemb'r

19,498 50
3
2,812
179
354
200

50
50
37
20
00

$

November X
$

104
8,600
6,778
888
96
100,500

73
00
77
14
08
00

3,163
820
52
828
300

10d
03"
52
04
00

6,148 00
439
1,967
72
271
4

53
20
75
49
75

17,857 50

113
1,600
568
2,012
26

64
00
12
46
90

i

17,366 35
478 73
613 74
213 55
300 00

12,852 60
11,068 74
500 00
2,037 80
72 12
12 87
35,715 00
1,800 00

325 43

309 56
138 89

61
!55
'62
162
'82
115
!10

77
53
82
64
00
79
00

6,173 20

3,160
14,606
536
4,002
12,447

93
80
65
08
16

631 67

4.729 69

3,278
107
455
455

12,425 95

44
54
60
05

1,146 68
177 50

40 00

60 00

891 48

6,502 06
3,000
1,793
7,455
1,205
5,712
20,260

00
27
25
61
76
18

7,289 89

2,276 02
3,489 53
241 66
1,000 00

11,352 39

1,604
72
998
252
106,608
15,000

55
00
96
68
42
00

1,464 32
:72 18

1,605 75

'15 68

$63,915 10 $143,611 84

1,043 75
$49,391 18

874 §6

3,500 00

$ » , 0 2 3 89 $141,105 88 $228,026 64

CITY OF I
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w, April 1,1869, to March 31,1870, inclusive.
December January.

February

1

$

«
1,800
256
952
30
2,839
7,801
443
38
507
300

00
26
25
00

7 75
3,685
207
18
74,600

75
29
75
00

97
5,000
525
710
51

March.

00
00
97
26
00

Total.

$789
99
88,500
1,313
926

64
54
00
16
62

165,000
28,424
869
3
230

00
62
17
00
50

20
89
62
76
20
00

225 00
140 30
150 76

177 60
163 79
470 00

1,316 49
1,910 00

6,727 48
500 00

836 11
965 50

188 54
5,443 50

19,038 42
1,806 28
14,31» 00

17 50
8,330 50

219 08
27,901 94

166
2,168
105
366

285
2,000
188
152
5,960
35,715

11
1,977
81
714

50
45
57
20

431 27
1,188 00
8,450 06
161 20
2,217
13,470
1,423
3,749
8,748

01
10
87
44
00

20
1,997
218
84
50
35,715
2,221

50
00
27
02
00
00
25

50
10
21
83

71,430 00
1,262 50
5,764 75

30
00
61
73
50
00

392 65
11 00
335 00

4,038 91
3,250 00
1,772 00

2,664 44

1,317
10
1,187
576

1,495
668
1,019
258

96
00
23
33

8,615 69

32 85
54
78
31
33

4,188
13,082
743
7,678

59
72
54
65

15,000 00

52 87
1,523 97

2,792 25

7,736 8C
3,206 65

101 86

$789 64
813 04
108,900 00
16,729 71
11.339 13
2,076 93
438,000 00
28,424 62
29,435 17
15,198 45
9,356 36
310 35
16,936 95
7,295 50
2,194 32
19,038 42
2,231 40
134,999 94
13,130 19
1,000 00
1,845 81
25,080 95
1,356 62
2,8 J6 45
6,215 25
196,432 50
3,483 75
6,157 30
1,800 00
11 00
1,401 26
1,188 00
78,013 39
3,250 00
1,966 05
3,001) 00
29,804 28
49,760 60
13,596 61
23,733 70
149,845 76
40,388 62
994 54
1,464
32
7,838 66
15,019 17

$395,530 6£ $1,524,734 71
,%64,801 73 $187,576 51 $121,117 66
0? POETLANI ,

, March 31,1870,

CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

AUDITOR'S OFFICE,:
MAY 23, 1870.
To

THE HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL :

GENTLEMEN :—Herewith I have the honor to present my account of the
APPROPRIATIONS and EXPENDITURES of the City of Portland for the financial year
ending with March 31, 1869.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor of Accounts.

IN

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

May 23, 1870.
Read and ordered to be placed on file.
Attest:

J

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, 1

May 24, 1870.
Read and ordered on file in concurrence.
Attest:

S

B. BARNES, JR., Clerk.

STATEMENT
OF THE

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.
OF THE

CITY OP PORTLAND.
FOR T H E FINANCIAL YEAR, FROM APRIL I, 1869, T O MARCH 31,
1870, INCLUSIVE, V I Z :
APPROPRIATIONS,
Balances of last year,
Appropriations, original
Receipts other than from taxes
Transfer from overlayings
Income, surplus,
Loans,
" receipted,
Trust Fund,

$4°3>838,89
762,299.56
S1^^0^
789.64
20,572.30
367,025.00
500.00
1,000.00
$2,070,385.98

Less amount raised in tax of '69, for payment of
balance of temporary loan of '68

5,000.00

Less amount of investments of sinking fund, can- $2,065,385.98
celed the past year,
154.000.00

EXPENDITURES,

$1,911,385.98
$1,524,734.71

$386,651.27

BALANCES,

Standing to the credit of the following accounts, viz :
*Committee on reduction of city debt, $41,721.12
Amount of investments in c ity bonds
by ordinance,
$230,025.00
$ 271,746.12
County tax, balance
20,000.12
State tax, balance
50,437.64
Evergreen cemetery,
707.78
Evergreen Fund,
3.759-61
City bonds in aid of A. St. L. Railroad
40,000.00
$386,651.27
* In conformity with authority vested in the Committee on the reduction of the
city debt, by an ordnance of the city, they have invested the sum of $133,025.00
not immediately wanted for the redemption of the city debt, in six per cent, bonds
of the city. Of previous investments, $38,700, matured and paid, and $154,000
cancelled and destroyed, leaving balance as above, of $271,746,12.
Auditor's Office, March 31, 1870.
[E. E.]
CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor of Accounts.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

I N BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALEERMEN, )

June 20, 1870.
J
The " Joint Standing Committee on Accounts, "to whom was referred the statement of the City Auditor, of the Appropriations and Expenditures of the City
for the financial year ending March 31, 1870, ask leave to submit the following
REPORT.
They have examined the Auditor's accounts of Expenditures, comparing the
several items with the entries in the books of the office, and find the same properly authorized and correctly stated. The results are as stated in the account
submitted for examination.
JAMES BAILEY,) Committee
R. O. CONANT, \
on
O. S. FOGG,
)
Accounts.

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

June 20, 1870.
Read and and accepted.
Attest:

j

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, J

June 22, 1870.

)

Read and concurred.
Attest:

B. BARNES, JR., Clerk.

CITY DEBT.
(MUNICIPAL.)

T H E EXISTING F U N D E D D E B T of the city, at the close of the financial year,
amounts to $2,322,000, due payable as follows, viz :
TRUST FUNDS, v i z : for the benefit of Poor Widows, $4,000.00
Female Orphan Asylum,
Widow's W o o d Society,

8,000.00
1000.00
$13,000.00

Due in 1869,
" " 1870,

500.00
25,800.00

"
"
"

" 1871
"1872
"1873

"

"1874,

35.50 0 - 00

"
•;

" 1875,
"1876

61,000.00
194,700.00

"
"
"

"1877
" 1877, A . & St. L. R. R. Bonds in aid,
"1878

85,900.00
377,500.00
128,100.00

"
"

"1879,
"1880

"
"
"

" 1881
" 1881, Registered,
"1882,

20,000.00
44,000.00
112,000.00

"
"

" 1882, Registered
"1883,

64,500.00
63,000.00

"

"1884,

85,000.00

"
"

"1886,
"1887,

326,000.00
243,500.00

,

Amount carried forward,

57,000.00
121,900.00
56,000.00

88,500.00
7,600.00

$2,211,000.00
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Amount brought forward,
Due in 1888
" " 1889,

$2.2U,ooo,oo
93,000.00
18,000.00
$2,322,000.00

Against this amount there are belonging to the city,
1,700 shares of stock in the Portland Gas Light Co.,
Trust funds on which the city pays the interest only,
Amount to credit of committee on the reduction of
city debt, including investments,..,,..,
Amount of city bonds taken up by agreement with
A t & St. L. R. R. Co., not provided for by sink.
ing fund, for which the city is fully secured,
State of Maine bonds issued, 1864 and 1869,,

Notes receivable,

85,000.00
13,000.00
3.71,746.13

341,000.00
307,000.00

11,000.00
..•..*-

$1,028,746.13
$1,293,253.88

AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
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INCEEASE OF CITY DEBT.

THE

FUNDED

DEBT of the

city on the 31st of

March, 1869, was,
The amount of notes issued this year has been as follows, per order of city council from time to time,
viz:
For payment of balances due on city bonds in aid of
A. & St. L. Railroad, paid during the year, in excess of their sinking fund
Damages on streets,
Land purchased,
Peaks' Island school house,
Assessments P. & O. Railroad,
Ward room, Ward No. 2
Stable in Ward No. 3,
Trust fund,

$1,851,900.00

234,000.00
33,000.00
11,000.00
6,500.00
46,000.00
9,500.00
2,500.00
1,000.00

343,500.00
$2,195,400.00

The payments have been as follows, viz :
City notes maturing during the year, paid from sinking fund for reduction of city debt,
City notes cancelled
City notes payable at various dates,

15,400.00
154,000.00
88,500.00

*Funded debt on the 31st of March, 1870
*Funded debt at the commencement of the year,...

$1,937,500.00
1,851,900.00

Net increase of city debt during the year

$85,600.00

*NOTE.—Funded debt March 31, 1870,
$1,937,500.00
To which is to be added the amount of city
bonds in aid of A. & St. L. Railroad, now carried to account of city debt,
384.500.00
The city having received State of Maine bonds of
the company to the amount aforesaid and hitherto held for payment.
Balance of funded debt March 31,1870

257,900.00

$2,322,000.00

CITY D E B T .
(TEMPORARY.)

THE

TEMPORARY DEBT of

the

city on

the

31st

March, 1869, was,
The amount of notes issued this year has been as follows, per order of the city council, viz:
For temporary loan in payment of,
City Building,
Hose house,
Water expense
Steamer Cumberland
Support of poor,
School salaries,

$5,000.00

$4,200.00
2,000.00
5,075.00
3,250.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

24,525.00
$29,525.00

T H E PAYMENTS HAVE BEEN AS FOLLOWS, VIZ:

Temporary loans of the past year,
Amount of temporary loans of 1869, to be raised in
the tax of the coming year,

5,000.00

$24,525.00
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SINKING FUND.

T H E following amounts were received during the year 1869-70, on account 0 {
the SINKING FUND, being items which are required to be placed every year to the
credit of the committee on the reduction of the city debt, by the second section
of the ordinance establishing a Sinking Fund.
ANNUAL APPROPRIATION,

From city taxes, as required by ordinance, being
five per cent, of the funded debt of the city,....

$87,245.00

SUEPLUS BALANCES,

Being the surplus of cash income
Unexpended balances,
Trust fund,

20,572.30
2,948.44
1,000.00

INTEREST,

From interest on sinking fund, loaned to the treasurer of the city, and other sources,
Sale of gas stock rights and premium on bonds,..
BALANCE of last year to the credit of the sinking
fund for the reduction of city debt,

12,192.38
3,98li7°
313,206.30
f441.146.12

PAYMENT of city notes maturing during the year,
per order of committee on reduction of city debt,
Amount cancelled arid charged off by order of said
committee,

$15,400.00
154,000.00
169,400.00
$271,746-2'

AMOUNT invested in city bonds
*Balance

230,025.00
41,721.12
$271,746.12

By the ordinance establishing the sinking fund it is provided in Sect. 1, "That
the Mayor, the Chairman of the Board of Aldermen, and the President of the
Common Council, shall be a committee, to be called the Committee on the Reduction of the City Debt." And it is made the duty of the Auditor to conform to
all orders in writing which shall be made and signed by all the members of the
said committee. Under the written instructions of the committee the following
notes paid and cancelled have been charged to the account of said committee, as
on next page.
*See note on page 29.
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CITY OF PORTLAND.

I N COMMITTEE ON REDUCTION OF CITY DEBT.

February 28th, 1870.
To CYRUS NOWELL, Auditor of Accounts.
SIR:—You will please charge to account of the Committe on Reduction of City
Debt, the following described City notes, maturing and paid during the present
financial year, viz:
June 1,
1869
728 1,000.00 Due
Certificate No.
11

"

11

II

"

II

11

II

"
"

II
(1

(i

II

11

II

11

II

•1

II

729

1,000.00

730

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
500.00
500.00

73"
732

733
734
735
736
737
738
739

11

II

11

II

1422

11

"

11

•1

11

"

"423
1424
1425
1426
1441
1442

11

II

11

II

11

II

11

II

if

II

u

II

II

1443
1444
1446

•447

500.00
500.00
500.00
1,000.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
1000.00
500.00
600.00
300.00
1,000.00
500.00

Oct. 1,

"

24

Nov. 3
"
"

18
23

Dec. 3
"

3

$ [5,900.00
Fifteen thousand nine hundred dollars.
(500.00 unpaid.
WM. L. PUTNAM, Mayor,

$15,900.00

EZRA CARTER, Chairman of Board of Aldermen.
JAMES H. HARMON, President of Common Council.
Committee on Reduction of Public Debt.
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CITY OF PORTLAND,

1

January 19th, 1870. J
To CYRUS NOWELL, City Auditor:

We, the undersigned, " Committee on the Reduction of the City Debt," having
agreeable to an order ot the City Council, passed January 10th and approved
January 12th, 1870, cancelled (and destroyed by burning) the following named
bonds and coupons attached to same not yet due, amounting in the aggregate of
said bonds to the sum of one hundred and fifty-four thousand dollars, ($154,000,)
—being a portion of the investment of the sinking fund; you are hereby authorized and directed to credit to the account of " Investments of the Sinking Fund "
with said sum, in reduction of so much of said investments, and to charge to
bills payable account the same in reduction of the city debt by that sum, viz:
18 city bonds, Nos. 704 to 721, inclusive, of Marchl,
'67, issue, on 10 years, at $1000 each, 15 coupons attached,
$18,000.00
66 city bonds, Nos. 722 10787, inclusive, of March 1,
'67, issue, on 20 years, at $1000 each, 35 coupons
attached,
66,000.00
36 city bonds, Nos. 1291 to 1326, inclusive, of Sept.
I, '68, issue, on 20 years, at $1000 each, 38 coupons attached,
36,000.00
15 city bonds, Nos. 1367 to 1381, inclusive, of Aug.
I, '68, issue, on 20 years, at $1000 each, 38 coupons attached
15,000.00
38 city bonds, Nos. 1393 to 1430, inclusive, of March
I, '69, issue, on 10 years, at $500 each, 19 coupons
attached,
19.00000
Total,,

$154,000.00
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM, ) Committee of Sinking Fund
EZRA CARTER,
\
and
JAMES H. HARMON, ) Seduction of City Debt.

APPROPKIATIONS
FOR

THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1869-70.
AND AN ESTIMATE OF THE

WAYS AND MEANS OF MEETING THE SAME.

By the ninth section of the ordinance respecting the office of Auditor of Accounts, he is required to lay before the City Council, annually, at such time as the
council may direct, an estimate of the amount of money necessary to be raised
for the ensuing year, under the respective heads of Appropriation.
Such estimates were duly made and laid before the city council in May last;
they were referred to the committee on estimates, by whom an order was reported
which passed the city council.
The order was in substance as follows:
Ordered. That to defray the expenditures of the city of Portland for the financial year which commenced with the first day of April, 1869, and ends with the
last day of March, 1870, the following sums of money be, and the same are hereby, respectively appropriated for the objects and purposes as explained in the
auditor's estimates herewith accompanying, that is to say:
ADVERTISING,
For advertising in and subscription for daily paper

$800.00

CITY DEBT,
For the annual appropriation required by the ordinance to be applied to the " reduction of the
city debt,"

$87,245.00

CITY BUILDING,
For necessary expenses in the various city offices,
occupied by the several departments of the city,
expense of cleaning and lighting hall, repairs,
alteration of building, and cost of steam heating
the city and county building, repairs on boilers,
&c, including salary of engineer, assistants and
janitor,

$9,000.00

Amount carried forward,

#97>°45-°°
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Amount broughtforward,
CEMETERIES AND PUBLIC GROUNDS,
For care and improvement of cemeteries, and public grounds and promenades in the city; setting
out trees, &c, repairs on funeral cars, harnesses,
and other ordinary expenses of burial grounds;
iron gates for park, pay of city forester and
men, &c, &c,

$97,045.00

$2,400.00

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
For all expenses of the city not included under
other heads of appropriation, embracing among
other items cost of celebrations, including fourth
of July, expenses of elections, legal expenses,
traveling expenses of committees, music in
streets, postages, telegrams, care of public buildings, excepting city building and school houses,

$10,000.00

DISCOUNT ON TAXES,
For discount allowed to parties paying their taxes
under the five per cent, discount,

$30,000.00

DRAINS AND SEWERS,
For construction of new common sewers and repairing old ones, new culverts for street drainage, and for all other expenses of this department,

$15,000.00

EVERGREEN CEMETERY,
For necessary improvement of grounds and lots in
Evergreen Cemetery,
Additional,

$600.00
2,500.00
3,100.00

F I R E DEPARTMENT—ORDINARY EXPENSES,

For expenditures of fire department, excepting salaries of officers and members, as follows, viz :
Street department, hauling engines, to
fires,
"

"

"

2

z

"

"

"

New hose,
Hauling hose carriages,
Fu2l, oil, gas,
Cleaning hose, oiling and repairing,
Repairs on engines and apparatus,
Expenses and repairs on fire alarm telegraph,
Incidental expenses,

4,927.50
»««_•.

700.00
350>00

5,000.00
95aoo

1,500.00
2.000.00
350,00
. 222.50
$15,000.00

Amount carried forward,

5172,545.00
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*l72>545-°°

Amount brought forward.
FIRE DEPARTMENT—SALARIES,
For pay of officers and members of the fire department, excepting the salary of chief engineer and
assistants, and including the pay to engineers
and firemen of steamers, care of and keeping in
order the battery and line of Fire Alarm Telegraph,

$6,500.00

FOREST CITY CEMETERY,
For expenses of grading, labor on walks, and
paths, setting out trees, and plants, repairs of
fences, &c, salary of superintendent, and all
other incidental expenses,

$200.00

GAS LIGHTS,
For cost of gas, lamps, posts, lanterns, lighting
and cleaning, and all other incidental expenses
of lighting the streets of the city,

$18,500.00

HARBOR,
For keeping the harbor free from ice and other obstructions,

$200.00

INTEREST,
For interest on city debt, trust funds, and temporary loans, &c,
On bonds in aid of At. & St. L. R. R. Co.,

123,020.00
25,980.00
_

PORTLAND I N S T I T U T E AND LIBRARY,
For payment of amount ordered by city council,

$149,000,00

$1,000.00

POLICE SALARIES,
For payment of salaries of policemen, except the
salaries of the marshal and deputies,

$24,600.00

All the fees received by the department for service
of warrants, witness fees, and all other compensation received directly or indirectly from whatever source in an official capacity being paid
into the city treasury.
POLICE CONTINGENT,
For ordinary expenses of the police department,
compensation to injured policemen, medical attendance, and all other contingent expenses of
the department, to include the keeping of the
city marshal's horse,

$1,200.00

Amount carried forward.

*373.745'°o
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Amount brought forward,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
For the ordinary repairs of public buildings belonging to the city, except school-houses and
new city building,

373>745-°0

$2,000.00

PRINTING AND STATIONARY,
For printing, binding and stationary required by
the city council and in the various city offices,

$3,000.00

RESERVED FUND,
For payment of necessary expenditures after the
passage of the annual appropriations, but which
cannot be anticipated, and estimated for specifically,

$5,000.00

SCHOOLS,
For ordinary expenses of the public schools, including salary of truant officer, estimated as follows, viz:
Fuel,
Repairs,
Books and stationery,
Outstanding bills,
Salary of truant officer,
Incidentals,

S,ooo.oo
3,000.00
1,200.00
200.00
750.00
5000.00
$14,000.00

STATE REFORM SCHOOL,
For clothing and subsistence for boys sent from
this city to that institution,
SALARIES OF CITY OFFICERS,
For payment of the salaries of the various city
officers, and judge of municipal court,
STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR,
For purposes connected with the holding the State
Fair in this city the coming autumn, as ordered
by the city council,
SUPPORT OF POOR,
For gross expenditures required to carry on the
alms-house and city farm and brick yard; assistance to paupers and out-door relief, under
the direction of the overseers of the poor, based
upon the following estimates:
Subsistence,
Fuel for house and distribution,
Labor on farm,
Clothing, bedding, &c,
Transportation of paupers and support of, at Insane Hospital,
Salary of keeper and matron,
Amount carriedforward,

"~
$1,500.00

$26,000.00

$3,000.00

12,000.00
2,000.00
r.soo.oo
1,600.00
1,800.00
750.00
19,650.00

$428,245.00

APPROPRIATIONS.
Amount brought forward,
Repairs on buildings and fences,
Outstanding bills,
Chaplain, salary of, and teachers,
Treasurer and Secretary, salary of,
Collecting house offal,

$19,650.00
2,000.00
75- 00
200.00
125,00
450.00

$428,245.00

22,000.00

STREETS, SIDEWALKS AND BRIDGES,
For the usual expenses of paving, repairing and
grading streets, laying sidewalks and repairs on
bridges, tending draws, building protection walls,
&c.,

70,000.00

SCHOOLS—SALARIES,

For the payment of the salaries of the teachers in
the public schools, including the school at the
Female Orphan Asylum,

44,450.00

SURVEY OF CITY,
For payment of expenses connected with a topographical survey of the city, under direction of
United States Civil Engineers,

500.00

TEMPORARY LOAN,
For payment of temporary loan of 1869, for removal of a portion of Union Wharf, removing
obstructions, dredging, &c, as ordered by the
city council January 16, '69,

5,000.00

TAXES—STATE,

For this city's proportion of the State tax assessed for 1869,

125,104.44

TAXES—COUNTY,

For this city's proportion of the County taxes assessed for 1869,
UNION W H A R F REMOVAL,
For payment of expense removing piles, dredging, &c, at end of wharf,
WATER EXPENSE,
For purchase and payment of hydrants and setting the same, with other expenses connected
therewith,
Estimated expenditures,

51,000.12

1,000.00

15,000.00
$762,299.56
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RECAPITULATION.
Estimated expenditures,
Estimated Income, as per statement on pages 30 and 78.

$762,299.56
81,782.00

Balance to be provided for by taxation or otherwise,

$680,517.56

To meet this requisition a gross tax was ordered and
assessed to the amount of
Deduct for abatement and losses,

710,815.49
3°>z97-93

Amount required,

$680,517.56

WAYS AND MEANS

An estimate of the ways and means of meeting the Expenditures of the City of
Portland for the financial year 1869-70, commencing with the first day of April,
1869, and ending with the last day of March, 1870.
ALIEN PASSENGERS,
Estimated amount to be received from visiting officer, for head
money on alien passengers

$7,000.00

CITY BUILDING,
Estimated receipts for use of new city hall, and from county's
proportion of cost of steam heating,

5,000.00

DRAINS AND SEWERS,
Estimated amount receivable from parties for assessments on
them for entering the common sewers,

5,000.00

FOREST CITY CEMETERY,
Estimated amount to be received from sale of lots in Forest City
Cemetery,

100.00

FEES",
Estimated amount receivable from fees of Police Department,
municipal court, powder house and all other sources

1,800.00

INTEREST,
Estimated amount receivable for interest on stocks and bonds,
and on outstanding taxes collected,

42,400.00

LICENSES,
Estimated receipts from licenses for circuses, theatres, exhibitions, &c,

800.00

RENTS,
Estimated amount of rents receivable for stores, market stalls,
hay scales and market hall,

2,000.00

SCHOOLS,
Estimated amount to be received from the State for this city's
proportion of school fund,

900.00

Amount carried forward,

$ 65,000.00
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Amount brought forward,
STATE PENSIONS,
Estimated amount to be received from the State for pensions
advanced on State account
SUPPORT OF POOR,
Estimated amount to be received by Overseers of the Poor for
proceeds of sale of bricks, produce from the city farm, towns
for support of paupers, and all other sources of income
STREETS,
Estimated amount receivable from the Street Commissioner for
use of horses to haul steam fire engines and other purposes,..
Estimated income

$65,000.00

1,782.00

10,000.00
5,000.00
$81,782.00

RECAPITULATION.
Estimated Expenditures as stated on page 75
Estimated Income as above,
Balance,
Tax assessed
Deduction for abatements, losses, &c
Amount required,

$ 762,299.56
81,782.00
$680,517.56
$710,815.49
30 207.03
8680,517.56

TRUST FUNDS.

THE CLAPP FUND FOR POOR WIDOWS.
By the Will of the Hon. ASA CLAPP, the sum of $4,000 was bequeathed to the
City of Portland, in trust, "the interest thereof, at six per cent., to be annually
distributed on the first Monday of January, by the Mayor and Aldermen of said
city, for the time being, or such other person or persons as said city may appoint,
to the poor widows, inhabitants of said city, and such married women as, in consequence of the neglect or vices of their husbands, may at that season of the year
be suffering the want of the common necessaries of life."
In accordance with the above, the mayor and aldermen appointed the "Widow's
Wood Society " to distribute said interest on the first Monday of January, 1869.
T H E CLAPP FUND FOR T H E FEMALE ORPHAN ASYLUM.
By the same Will, the sum of $8,000 was also left to the City of Portland in
trust, " the interest thereof, at six per cent., to be paid to the Treasurer, for the
time being, of the Female Orphan Asylum of said Portland, in quarterly payments—to be applied by the managers of said Asylum according to their discretion, for the benefit of the children of that institution.
These trusts were accepted by the city in 1849.
By the Will of the late WILLIAM MOULTON, Esq., the sum of one thousand
dollars was bequeathed the City of Portland in trust, the interest thereof to be
paid semi-annually to the managers of the " Widow's Wood Society," for the
beneEt of said society.
This trust was accepted by the city in June, 1869.
THE BROWN MEMORIAL TRUST FUND.
BE IT KNOWN, that I, JOHN B. BROWN, of the city of Portland, in the County
of Cumberland, and State of Maine, in memory of my deceased son JAMES OLCOTT BROWN, and of his deep interest in the cause of education, and the general
diffusion of its blessings and benefits, do by these presents give and grant unto
JACOB MCLELLAN, Mayor of said city, HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer of said city,
and JOSEPH C. NOYES, Chairman of the School Committee of said city, and to
their several successors in said several offices, during their continuance therein,
the sum of Five Thousand Dollars, in five bonds of the State of Maine, numbered
2,760 to 2,764 inclusive, for one thousand dollars each, dated June 1, 1864, and
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payable in twenty-five years from date, with interest at the rate of six per cent, per
annum—in trust for the following sole objects and purposes :—
First—To keep said sum invested as it now is, until the maturity and payment
of said securities, and upon such maturity and payment to re-invest the same;
and also, from time to time, as the same shall accrue under the provisions of this
declaration of trust, to invest any surplus of the income of said fund, in such
National or State securities as they shall deem the most profitable and safe,—and
to keep the same so invested and re-invested forever.
Second—To apply annually the annual income of said fund, or so much thereof
as shall be therefor required, to the purchase of silver medals in all respects similar to the one deposited herewith with said Trustees, and to be called " T H E
BROWN MEMORIAL MEDAL,"—and to the establishment at Bowdoin College in

Brunswick, in the State of Maine, of four scholarships, to be called " THE
BROWN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS," as hereinafter provided, to wit:—

In each of the years from eighteen hundred and sixty-five to eighthen hundred
and seventy-five, both inclusive, six medals shall be purchased; three of which
shall be awarded by said Trustees, at the time of their graduation to the three
best scholars, of not less than one year's standing in said school, graduating from
the Boy's Department of the Portland High School,—and three to the three best
scholars, of similar standing, giaduating from the Girl's Department of said school.
In each of the years from eighteen hundred and seventy-six to eighteen hundred
and eighty-five, both inclusive, eight medals shall be purchased,—four of which
shall be awarded as hereinbefore provided to the four best scholars in each department aforesaid of said Portland High School.
And in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-six, and annually in every year
thereafter, ten medals shall be purchased,—five of which shall be awarded, as
hereinbefore provided to the five best scholars in each department aforesaid of
said Portland High School.
From the time of their establishment to and including the year eighteen hundred and seventy-five, each of said scholarships shall be of the annual value of
fifty dollars in money—and from and after the year eighteen hundred and seventyfive, each of said scholarships shall be of the annual value of seventy-five dollars
in money, until the principal of this trust fund shall amount to the sum of seven
thousand and five hundred dollars;—from and after which time the whole income
of said fund, after deducting the cost of the annual medals as hereinbefore provided, shall be annually appled to the four scholarships—making the annual value
of each equal to one-fourth part in money of the annual income of said fund, less
the cost of the annual medals aforesaid.
A scholarship shall be established in the year eighteen hundred and sixty-six :—
and at the close of the collegiate year at Bowdoin College aforesaid, in August of
that year, and of every succeeding year, the annual value thereof shall be paid by
said Trustees to the best scholar in the then Freshman class at said College, who
graduated at the Portland High School aforesaid, after having been a member
thereof not less than one year.
Another scholarship shall be established in the year eighteen hundred and sixtyseven ; and at the close of the collegiate year at Bowdoin College aforesaid, in
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August of that year, and of every succeeding year, the annual value tliereof shall
be paid by said Trustees to the best scholar in the then Sophomore class at said
College, who graduated at the Portland High School aforesaid, after having been
a member thereof not less than one year.
Another scholarship shall be established in the year eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight;—and at the close of the Collegiate year at Bowdoin College aforesaid, in August of that year, and of every succeeding year, the annual value
thereof shall be paid by said Trustees to the best scholar in the then Junior class
at said College, who graduated at the Portland High School aforesaid, after having been a member thereof not less than one year.
Another scholarship shall be established in the year eighteen hundred and sixtyeight ;—and at the close of the collegiate year at Bowdoin College aforesaid, in
August of that year, and of every succeeding year, the annual value thereof shall
be paid by said Trustees to the best scholar in the then Senior class of said College, who graduated at the Portland High School aforesaid, after having been o
member thereof not less than one year.
Any surplus of income, not required for the purchase of medals, or for the payment of scholarships, shall be invested as before provided, and added to the principal, until the principal shall amount to the sum of seven thousand and five
hundred dollars.
If in any year, before the fund shall have increased to the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars, there should not be in any class a person entitled to the
benefit of the scholarship thereto pertaining, the amount thereof shall be invested as before provided, and added to the principal of this fund.
And if in any year after, the fund shall have increased to the sum of seven thousand and five hundred dollars, there should not be in any class a person entitled
to the benefit of the scholarship, thereto pertaining, the amount thereof shall be
applied by said Trustees to the founding, or to the increasing of a library for the
Portland High School as aforesaid.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I, the said JOHN B. BROWN, have hereunto sub-

scribed my name and affixed my seal:—And the said Jacob McLellan,
Mayor of the City of Portland, and Henry P. Lord, Treasurer of the
City of Portland, and Joseph C. Noyes, Chairman of the School Committee of the City of Portland, in testimony of theirvacceptance of said
Trust, have hereunto subscribed their names the first day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five.
J O H N B. BROWN,
[SEAL.]
Witness,—JOHN

RAND.

JACOB McLELLAN,
Mayor of the City of Portland.
HENRY P. LORD,
Treasurer of the City of Portland,
JOSEPH C. NOYES,
Chairman of the School Committee of the City of Portland.
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ANNUAL EEPOET
OF THE

D I R E C T O R S TO THE S T O C K H O L D E R S
OF THE

Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company,
AUGUST 3,1869.

Within the last year, a large part of the track has been relaid
by the lessees, with new iron and sleepers, and this work of
repairs and renewal is still going on effectively. The successful
establishment of the Portland Rolling Mills has contributed very
much to the facility with which new rails of superior quality are
now furnished to this and other lines of road having immediate
connection with Portland.
Very extraordinary difficulties were encountered from repeated
snow storms in the months of February and March last, extending
throughout the Atlantic line and over much of the Grand Trunk
line in Canada. Nothing so severe had occurred since the opening of the through line in 1853. But these difficulties were
overcome by the persistent efforts of the managers of the line.
As the winter was altogether beyond the average in severity, and
the track is now so much improved, there is a just encouragement
of greater success in the future operations of the road.
Some progress has been made in the equity suit brought by the
trustees under the Company's mortgage of 1851, but it is not yet
determined. Meanwhile the interest has been regularly paid by
the lessees, on the outstanding bonds issued under that mortgage.
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The first loan of the credit of the City of Portland in aid of
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad began to mature in
December last. The steps taken and payments made upon the
maturing instalments of the loan are stated in the annexed report
of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.
With regard to the balances of instalments, not satisfied out of
the Sinking Fund, satisfactory arrangements have been completed,
under the Legislative Act of March, 1868, by which the City
issues new bonds on its own account, to supply the deficiency,
retaining, of course, all the essential securities which it had for
the whole original debt, with the additional provision of a new
Sinking Fund, adjusted at such rates and time of accumulation,
that it will discharge the entire debt at maturity, if no losses
occur—these arrangements being also so formed, that they will
apply in the same manner, and to a similar result with the second
city loan, which matures in February, 1871.
The report of the Treasurer gives the customary statement,
respecting the stock accounts, and funded debt of the Company.
ST. JOHN SMITH, President.
Portland, August 3,1869.

TEEASUEEE'S EEPOET.

To the Stockholders of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad
Company.
I submit my twenty-fourth annual report as Treasurer of the
Company, being for the year ending June 30, 1869.
The Capital Stock issued is $2,494,900, divided as follows:
438 shares in Federal Currency, of $100 each,
143,800
5063 shares in Sterling Currency, of £100 or $484
each,
2,450;492
38 Fractional share rights of $16 each,
608
$2,494,900
During the past year an arrangement has been made with the
City of Portland, in reference to their $1,500,000 loan, by which
the 15,000 shares, previously reported as held by the City as collateral, and upon which no assessments have been paid, have been
surrendered to the Company and the certificates cancelled, and
are now unissued capital.
Upon the Federal shares, two dividends of $2.00 per share
have been paid at this office, and the dividends upon the Sterling
shares have been paid in London.
The debt of the Company has been reduced the past year
$159,200, by payments to that amount upon the Company's obligations to the City of Portland.
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The total debt now is $3,324,800, consisting of obligations to the
City of Portland for the 1st and 2d loans of their
Bonds,
$1,340,800
Company's mortgage Bonds of 1851,
614,500
Company's Sterling Bonds of November 1, 1853, on
25 years, £100,000 at $4.84 to the £,
484,000
Company's mortgage Sterling Bonds, 5-20, at $4.84
to the £, £182,900, equal to
885,236
Amount due on exchange of Bonds,
264
$3,324,800
The Lessees have promptly provided for the payment of the
Dividends, the interest on the debt, and the contributions to the
Sinking Funds. They have also assumed and paid the Excise Tax
of 5 per cent, on the Company's mortgage Bonds, thus giving the
holders their full six per cent, interest.
CHA'S E. BARRETT, Treasurer.
Office of A. & St. L. R. R. Co. )
Portland, July, 1869.
\

SINKING FUND
OF THE

ATLANTIC AND ST. LAWRENCE R. R.

COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
To the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland, and the Directors of the
Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company.
The Commissioners of the Railroad Sinking Funds submit their Annual Report
of the condition of the funds for the year ending July 31, 1869.
I. Fund established by the Act of August 1, 1848, for the reimbursement of
the City Loan of $1,000,000.
This debt began to mature in 1868—$200,000 coming due on the first day of
December in that year, and jS 100,000 on the first day of May following. The loan
having been placed on shorter time than was sufficient for the accumulation of
the fund beyond about one-half of the debt, as explained in the Commissioners
Report for 1867, and no provision existing in the Loan Act for making partial
payments out of the fund, the Commissioners made application to the Supreme
Court in November last for authority and instruction as to the discharge of their
trust in this contingency. Upon a hearing, after notice to the City and the Railroad Company, a decree was made, empowering and instructing the Commissioners, in substance, to apply from the Sinking Fund, towards the discharge of any
instalment of debt, a sum corresponding as nearly as practicable to the proportion
which the whole fund should bear to the then subsisting amount of debt.
Upon the making up of the accounts of the fund to December 1, 1868, it was
ascertained that the proportion at that time was 464-loooths; and accordingly
the sum of $92,800 was applied from the fund towards the instalment of $200,000
then maturing, On the first of May last, the proportion was 480-ioooths, and
$48,000 was applied towards the instalment of $100,000 due at that date.
The Commissioners directed these proportions to be applied, severally, on
every city bond presented for payment, and endorsement was made on each one
accordingly—the balances due to the holders being provided by arrangements
between the City and the Railroad Company, under authority of the legislative
Act of March 3, 1868.
A further instalment of $100,000 will become due on the first of August,
proportion applicable from the fund at that time will be one-half.

The

The satisfactory manner in which the Sinking Fund has accumulated to these
extents, leaves only the regret, that the City Loan was not placed upon a time,
some seven or eight years longer, when the Fund, if safely kept, would have discharged the whole debt.
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The following is the statement of the increasementofthefund from the beginning
—the contributions to principal being reduced this year, as provided by law, in
proportion to the reduction of the debt, and interest diminishing with the reduction of the fund.
PRINCIPAL,

INTEREST.

1849

$ 8,000

$

1850

I4. 2 S 0

686.95

1851
1852

16,500
10,000

1,499-95
2,174.08

1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
i860
1861
1862

10,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000

3.279-39
4.0i5-56
5,H3.oi
6,380.93
7.553-02
8,988.24
11,164.14
12,242.06
13,655.61
14,135,61

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

7,500
15.000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000

14,436.24
16,162.10
17,599.22
20,526.69
22,569.29
26,708.64

1869

12,306

8

120.00

23,277.10

8258,556

jS232.317.83
258,556.00

Paid out Dec. I, 1868
"
" M a y 1, 1869

5490,873.83
$92,800
48,000
140,800.00

8350,073.83
The investments of this fund at this time are as follows:
City of Portland Bonds
Mortgages of Real Estate
United States Stocks

$204,000100
yq 059.71
xg cr0.oo
62,389,02

Cash

Credit balance of Premium account

,,,

9363,898.73
13 824.90

Total Fund, July 31, 1869
1350.073.83
The credit balance of Premium account was not used in making up the propor-
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tion applicable to the reduction of debt,—this balance being the resulting profits
for the time upon the investments of the fund, all of which are placed in the
accounts at par. It is held in reserve to meet any possible depreciation of securities before the maturity of the final instalment of the debt, at which time the existing profits, if any, will be applied towards that payment.
II. Fund established by the Act of July 27, 1850, for the reimbursement of
the City Loan of $500,000 maturing Feb. 1, 1871.

PRINCIPAL.
$15,000
5,000

I8SI
1852

$

INTEREST.
50.00
775-oo

1853
1854
1855
1856

5,000
5,000
5,000
7,500

1,299.33
1,665.14
2,069.22
2,516.60

1857
1858
1859
i860
1861
1862
1863
1864

7.5oo
7.500
7.500
7,500

3,750
7,500

3,061.42
3.577-69
4.683.15
5.204-49
6,015.77
6,015.34
6,698.12
8,527.26

1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

7,500
7,500
7,500
7.500
7,500

7.047-33
10,019.34
9.937-19
11,894.41
10,853.75

$121,250

$101,910.55
121,250.00

Total Fund July 31, 1869

$223,160.55

The investments of this Fund, at this time, are as follows :
City of Portland Bonds
Mortgages of Real Estate
United States Stocks
Eastern Railroad Stock

Cash

Credit balance Premium account

•.

$131,000.00
58,836.90
24,000.00
6,000.00

5.^5.73
$225,522.63
2,362.08
$223,160.55
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III. Fund established under the Act of March 3, 1868, to provide for the
redemption of all that part of the City Loans of 1848 and 1850, not paid from
the former Funds.
This Fund is placed in the charge of the same Commissioners, and is constituted, substantially, upon the same principles, but with the difference that it is
designed to accumulate until the whole balance of debt is actually redeemed.
The amount of contribution to this Fund since Dec. I, 1868, is $4,162.50, of
which $3,500.00 is invested in City Bonds.
P. BARNES.
) ~_ . .
CHARLES E. BARRETT, \ Commtssumers.
Portland, July 31, 1869.

APPENDIX.

TAXES.
The following statement will show the amount assessed on the Polls, and on
the Real and Personal Estates of the- City of Portland, for several years, together
with the purposes for which they were severally assessed;

1869.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 7,8i4 polls, at three dollars each,

$399,832.86
287,540.63

Total,
For the
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

$710,815.49

23,442.00

125,104.44
51,000.12
504,413.00
30,297.93

Total,

$710,815.49

1868.
Tax raised from real estate,
It
II
II
personal estate,
II
II
" 7»738 polls, at three dollars each.
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,
Total,

404,547-5°
309,764.45
23,214.00

$737,525-95
89,372.44
48,976.12
571,695.00
27,482.39
$737,525-95
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1867.
Tax raised from real estate,
personal estate,
"
"
" 7,388 poils, at three dollars each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz :
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

366,311.75
327>3774S
22,164.00
$715,853.20
107,238.44
40,122.68
537,700.00
30,792.08

Total,

$715,853.20

1866.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 7,422 polls, at three dollars each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

379432.56
339.86949
22,266.00
$741,568.05
164,037.44
30,604.75
512,450.00
34.475-86

Total,

JS74I.56&05

1865.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 6,894 polls, at three dollars each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz :
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

420,870.80
363,733.16
20,682.00
$805,285.96
328,032.44
23,508.39
415,600.00
38,145.13

Total,

$805,285.96

1864.
Tax raised from real estate,
!•
it
U
personal estate,
II
tl
II
6,222 polls, at two'dollars each,
Total,

306,388.16
254.253-77
12,444.00

APPENDIX.
For the following purposes, viz :
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

93
174,970.44
24,034.45
348,050.00
26,031.04

Total,

f573.o85-93

1863.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 3,999 polls, at two dollars each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

207,691.20
153,910.13
7,998.00
$369,509-33
65,640.44
24,717-78
261,647.00
17,594.11

Total

?369.599-33

1862.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
'
" personal estate,
"
"
" 3,305 polls, at one dollar ninety cents each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

i93.58o.55
121,059.90
6,279.50
£320,919-95
54.707-44
29.775-75
222,072.61
I4,364-I5
$320,915.95

Total,

1861.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
U
(«
U
3,324 polls, at two dollars each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,
Total,

164,345.82
103,359-24
6,648.00
$274,353.06
34,208,07

26,945-59
200,183.45
13,015.98
£274,353.06
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1860.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 3,424 polls, at one dollar ninety cents each,
Total,

146,406.96
9W6.04
6,505.60
$244,888.60

For the following purposes, viz :
City proportion of State tax,
'
County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

27.374-94
2S.zS9-65
186,228.00
6,026.01

Total,

$244,888.60

1859.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 3,369 polls, at one dollar seventy cents each,

119,169.90
80,268.30
5>727-3°
$9°5>l65.5P

Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,

14,650.65
19,611.33
168,313.00
2,590.52
^205,165.50

Total,

1858.
Tax raised from real estate,
" personal estate,
"
" 3,266 polls, at one dollar ninety cents each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,
Total,

"0,954-54
80,311.96
6,205.40
$i97.47i-90
14,650.65
«9.°79-43
160,164.98
3.576.84
$197,471-90
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1857.
Tax raised from real estate,
"
"
" personal estate,
"
"
" 3,240 polls, at one dollar eighty-five cents each,
Total,
For the following purposes, viz:
City proportion of State tax,
"
"
" County tax,
City tax,
Overlayings,
Total,

100,943.00
77,046.40
S>994>00
^184,983-83
14,650.65
I3.I39-I I
152,232.33
4,861.74
J184.983.83
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VALUATION
OF

REAL AND P E R S O N A L E S T A T E S .
The valuation of the real and personal estates of the city of Portland for the
year 1869, was as follows:

1869.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

$16,799,700.00
12,081,539.00

Total,
$28,881,239.00
Rate of taxation, twenty-three dollars eighty cents on one thousand.

1868.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

16,181,900.00
12,390,578.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, twenty-five dollars on one thousand.

$28,572,478.00

1867.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

14,951,500.00
13,362,345.00

Total,
$28,313,845.00
Rate of taxation, twenty-four dollars fifty cents on one thousand.

1866.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

15,299,700.00
13,704,415.00

Total,
$29,00^,115.00
Rate of taxation, twenty-four dollars eighty cents on one thousand.

1865.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Rate of taxation, twenty-eight dollars on one thousand.

15,031,100.00
12,990,470.00
$28,021,570.00
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1864.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

$14,730,200.00
12,223,739.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, twenty dollars eighty cents on one thousand.

$26,953,939-0°

1863.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

14,423,000.00
10,688,204.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, fourteen dollars forty cents on one thousand.

#25,111,204.00

1862.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

14,339,300.00
8,967,400.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, thirteen dollars fifty cents on one thousand.

$23,306,700.00

1861.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

14,416,300.00
9,066,600.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, eleven dollars forty cents on one thousand.

$23,482,900.00

1860.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

13,556,200.00
8,516,300.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, ten dollars eighty cents on one thousand.

$22,072,500.00

1859.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

13,341,100.00
8,918,700.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, nine dollars on one thousand.

7

$22,159,800.00
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1858.
[2,901,620.00
9,338,600.00

Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Rate of taxation, eight dollars sixty cents on one thousand.

,$22,240,290.00

1857.
12,617,929.00
9,755,800.00

Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Rate of taxation, eight dollars on one thousand.

$22,373,729.00

1856.
11,671,035.00
9,472,136.00

Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Rate of taxation, eight dollars sixty cents on one thousand.

$12,143,171.00

1855.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

11,028,377.00
9,474,406.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, seven dollars on one thousand.

$20,502,763.00

1854.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

10.339.678.00
8,622,836.00

Total,
Rate of taxation, six dollars forty cents on one thousand.

$18,962,514.00

1853.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Rate of taxation, seven dollars on one thousand.

9,783,280.00
7.972.332-00
$16,755,612.00
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1852.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,

9,081,954.00
7i38Si749-00

Total,
Rate of taxation, six dollars on one thousand.

$16,467,703.00

1851.
Valuation of real estate,
do.
personal estate,
Total,
Bate of taxation, six dollars ten cents on one thousand.

8,697,395.00
6,996,852.00
$15,694,247.00
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VALUATION
OF

E S T A T E S AND T A X E S ASSESSED
FROM EIGHTEEN FIFTY TO EIGHTEEN SIXTY-NINE.

Valuation.

Increase.

1850 Si3.364,238
1851 15,694,247 $2,330,009
1852 16,467,703
773,456
«853 17,755,612 1,287,909
18,962,514
1,206,902
1854
1855 20,502,763 1,540,249
640,408
1856 21,143,171
1857 22,373,729 1,230,558
1858 22,240,290
1859 22,159,800
i860 22,072,500
1861 23,482,900 1,410,400
1862 23,306,700
1863 25,111,200 1,804,500
1864 26,953,200 1,842,000
1865 28,021,570 1,068,370
1866 29,004,115
982,545
1867 28,313,845
1868 28,572,478
258,633
1869 28,881,239
308,761

Decrease.

$133,439
80,490
87,300
176,200

690,270

Taxes.
9L74I-3I
100,738.15
114,118.44
129.937-33
126,711.59
i48,735-74
187,518.16
184,983.83
197,471.90
205,165.50
244,888.60
274.353-o6
320,919.95
369,599.3s
573.085-93
805,285.96
741,568.05
715,853.20
737.525-95
710,815.49

$15,517,001

Decrease.

$8,996.84
13,380.29
15,818.89

$3,225-74
22,024.15

38,782.42
12,488.07
7,693.60
39,732.io
29,464.46
46,566.89
48,670.38
203,486.60

2>534-33

232,200.03

25,714.85
21,672.75
26,710.46
$740,977-47 jS121.903.2g

516,684,700 Si,i77,697
1,167,699

Increase.

Increase.

121,903.29

Increase.

$619,074.18
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STATE VALUATION OF 1860 AND 1870,

Counties.
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland.
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec...
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis...
Sagadahoc...
Somerset
Waldo
Washington .
Vork

Polls.
1866.
6,55*
2,098
15,098
4,3^0
7,810
11,684
7,271
6,127
8,286
14.438
3.266
4,56o
7,507
8,443
7,342
13,038

127,899

Estates.
i860.

Polls.
1870.

Estates.
1870.

$8,230,892
7-894
?I7,592,555
4,992,285
1,105,796
5,212
48,942,323
36,361,035 I9,8l2
5,791,659
4,518
4,194,193
6,309,819
8,3H
7,554,073
21,094,034
15,273,355 12,024
7,609
9,212,824
10,507,542
6,002
6,177,241
6,857,610
7,783,462
8,390
9,894,166
16,149
t4.350>837
22,697,890
2,330,653
3,355
4,857,280
10,054,434
4,669
n,04i,340
6,872,974
8,169
10,990,600.
8,428
7,740,729
10,090,581
8,819
9,566,038
7,024,719
22,442,875
19,135,618 13-834
$162,158,581 •43,195 $224,822,860

The State valuation of this city is #29,439,257, or about 13 1-10 per cent, of the
Whole valuation.
The State valuation of the County of Cumberland is $48,942,323, of which this
city's part, $29,439,257 is about 60 per cent, of the whole.
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STATE TAX.

T H E STATE TAX assessed for 1870 is $1,350,413.00.
Portion to be paid by the City of Portland is §176,713.68.
The State tax paid by the City ot Portland from 1850 to 1870 inclusive, is as
follows:
TAX.

INCREASE.

1850,
$12,208.36.
1851 to 1859, inclusive, 14,650.65
i860

2,442.29

27,374.94

12,724.29

1861,

34,208.07

6,833.13

i86>
1863

54,7°7-44
65,640.44

20,499.37
10,933.00

174,97044
328,032.44

109,330.00
153,062.00

1864,
1865
1866

164,037.44.

1867,
1868,

107,238.44
89,372.44

1869
1870

125,104.44
175,713.68
Total,
Less decrease

Increase in 20 years,
Increase in 8 years

DECREASE.

.

163,995.00
56.r99-°o
17,866.00

3S.73 2 - 00
51,609.24

,.

$403,165.32
238,660.00
$164,505.32
122,006.24

The City of Portland pays nearly i-8th of the whole State tax.

$238,660.00
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STATE V A L U A T I O N
OF THE

COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
Towns.
Baldwin
Bridgton
Brunswick
Cape Elizabeth . .
Casco
Cumberland
Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham
Gray
Harpswell
,
Harrison
Naples
N e w Gloucester..
North Yarmouth.
Otisfield
Portland
Pownal
Raymond
Scarborough
Sebago
Standish
Westbrook
,
Windham
Yarmouth

Polls.
i860.
282
617
766
538
258
39°
423
682
732
408
401
294
288
404
244
285
4.244
264
274
457
227
5io
1,099
535
476
15,098!

Estates.
i860.
212,918
703.223
1,761,904
757.632
212,695
455.540
621,978
821,460
1,086,704
360,080
446,288
241,072
233.327
665,946
454.776
255.904
21,866,000
345.889
167,260
537.478
149.623
451,689
1,834,050
786,758
930,841
$36,361,035

Polls.
1870.
292
667
916
1,007
258
399
443
594
774
431
43°
3°7
278
407
222
269
7,814
264
305
410
221
535
1,561
540
468
19,812

Estates.
1870.
256,225
855.197
2,305,806
1,784,831
241,486
511,920
688,527
912,053
1.445.968
480,780
454,601
304.635
268,645
848,905
523,086
298,582
29,439.257
378,355
229,121
705,728
'75.55°
422,709
3.291.143
1,014,877
1.034.336
$48,942,323
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COUNTY T A X .

The County tax assessed for 1870, by the County Commissioners of the County
of Cumberland, is $70,000.00.
The City's proportion of the same, is $40,278.64.
The County tax paid by the city of Portland from 1850 to 1870, inclusive, is as
follows:
TAX.

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
i860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870

S.°°3-43
6,326.50
8,303.50
9,295.76..'.
9,611.76
H.370-9S
^.W-n
13,i39.i 1
19,07943
19,611-33
25,259.65
26,945,59
29,775-75
24,717.78
24,034.45
23,508.39
30,604.75
.40,122.68
48,976.12
51,000.12
40,278.64
Total
Less decrease

Total increase in 20 years,
Total increase iu 8 years,

INCREASE.

DECREASE.

1,323.01
1.977-05
692.21
316.00
4,759-19
1,231.84
5,940.32
531-90
5.648.32
1,685.94
2,830.16
5>057-9»
683.33
526.06
7,096.36
9,5i?.93
8,853.44
2,024.00
10,721.48
$53,495.83
18,220.68
$35,275.15
9,271.15

Of the whole County tax, the CITY tax is about four-seventha

$18,220.68

AN ACCOUNT
OF THE

REAL A N D PERSONAL PROPERTY
OF THE

CITY OF PORTLAND.
March 31, 1870.

STOCK AND BONDS,
Seventeen Hundred Shares in the stock of the Portland Gas Com'
pany, at their par value of $50 per share,

$85,000.00

LAND AND BUILDINGS.
According to the following valuation :=•DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY AND tOCATION.

Interest of City in the new City buildings, corner of Congress and
Myrtle streets,
New two story Brick Engine and dwelling house and stores east
corner of Market and Congress streets, and land adjoining on
Congress street> containing in all about 9,000 square feet,
Two story Brick Engine House, stable and land, 30 hy 50 feet
west side Brackett street, 1,500 square feet,
Two story Frame House and land west side Brackett street, containing about 2,000 square feet,
Three story Brick Engine House and land, 23 by 51 feet, north
side Congress street, near Oak street, 1,173 square feet,
Two story Brick Engine House and Ward Room and land, on
Congress street, next north-east of the Observatory, containing
6,776 square feet,
Amount carried forward,

VALUE.

200,000.00

19,000.00
4,000.00
2,500.00
3,200.00

10,000.00
$238,7*0.00
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Amount brought forward,
Three story Brick School House and land, rear First Parish
Church and south side of Cumberland street, and passage way
from Congress street, 37,749 square feet,

$238,700.00

45,000.00

New Three story Brick School House and land, including funeral
lane, south side Congress street, containing about 38,500 square
feet, more or less,

100,000.00

One story Brick School House and land, east side of Casco street,
60 by 105 feet, 6,030 square feet,

4,800.00

Two story Brick School House and land on Monument street, 67
by 140 feet, 9,940 square feet,

7,000.00

Three story Brick School House and land, west side Chestnut
street, 84 by 112 feet, 9,408 square feet,

15,700.00

Three story Brick School House and land, west side of Center
street, 97 by 180 feet, 18,236 square feet,

21,500.00

One story Brick School House and land, north side Spring street,
57 by 151 feet, 8,607 square feet,

7,000.00

Two story Granite and Brick School House and land, north side of
Spring street near State street, 60 by 79 feet, 4,740 square feet,

12,000.00

Two story Brick School House and land, west side Park street, 90
by 210 feet, 18,900 square feet,

21,400.00

One story Brick School House and land, east side of Walnut street,
125 by 57 feet, 7,125 square feet,

4,500.00

Three story Brick School House and land, east side of Brackett
stoeet, 62 1-2 feet by 249 feet, containing about 15,560 square feet,

14,250.00

Two story Brick School House and land, Lowell street, 100 by 115
feet, 11,500 square feet,
Two story Frame School House and land, east side Vaughn street,
75 by 130 feet, 9,800 square feet,

4,500.00
3,800.00

Two one and a half story Frame School Houses, Peaks' and Long
Island, $1,000, $1,200,

Brick School House and land, Peaks' Island,

2,200.00

6,000.00

Market Hall, Stores and Market House and land, 16,704 square
feet, more or less, junction of Congress and Middle street,

34,000.00

Two story Brick Building, Mariner's Spring, and land, corner of
South and Spring streets, 22 by 88 feet, 1,936 square feet,

6,000.00

Land, south side of Spring street, near Center, 50 by 75 feet, 3,750
square feet,

1,000.00

Hay Scales and land, west side of Green street, containing 15,200
square feet,

5,000.00

Hose House and land, west side of South street, 20 by 116 feet,
2,322 square feet,

4,000.00

Amount carried forward,

$558,350.00
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Amount brought forward,
Stables, sheds and land, foot of Hanover street, 250 feet front, and
flats to the channel,

$558,350.00
6,700.00

City Alms House and city farm, 56 acres more or less, with other
buildings connected,

50,000.00

Lincoln Park, bounded by Congress, Federal, Pearl and Franklin
streets, containing 108,427 1-2 square feet, or about 21-2 acres,

65,000.00

Market Lot, bounded by Market, Fore, Milk and Silver streets,
containing 24,259 square feet,

30.000.00

Land on Market, Milk and Silver streets, containing about 3,313
square feet, formerly used for Market lot,

3,000.00

Land, west side of Franklin street, 3,145 square feet, formerly
school house lot,

800.00

Land, on Washington and North streets,

3,000.00

Land, on Myrtle street, adjoining city building lot, containing about
2,000 square feet,

1,000.00

Vacant land, thirty-one acres south side Congress street, near Cumberland and Oxford Canal, (with barn,)
Twenty-four acres, foot Bramhall's hill and Powder
magazine,
Three acres in Eastern Promenade to shore,
Lafayette

8,400.00
2,700.00

Three acres, south side Congress street, to Arsenal,
About 500 square feet, corner of
Quebec streets,

12,400.00

900.00

and
50.00

About 3,320 square feet, corner of Washington street
and Eastern Promenade,

200.00

Passage-way between Atlantic and St. Lawrence sts.,

200.00

Brick stable in Ward No. 3, rear steamer Casco's
house,

2,000.00

Ward Room and land, India street, lot 4,581 square
feet,

9,900.00

$754,600.00
CEMETERIES—Seven acres, Eastern Cemetery, corner of Congress and Mountfort streets,
Fifteen acres Western Cemetery, corner of Danforth and Vaughan streets,
Sixty acres, flats and upland, Forest City Cemetery, Cape Elizabeth,
Fifty-five acres, Evergreen Cemetery, Westbrook, of the original purchase, to
which has been added about sixty-six acres, since purchased, making one
hundred and twenty-one acres.
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AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
CITY CIVIL ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.

The following instruments are in charge of the City Civil Engineer, viz s
I transit and receipt for transit.
1 level and 2 rods.
2 transit rods.
t axe,
1 case drawing instrument*.
1 steel straight edge.
t steel triangle.
I T square.
1 two feet scale.
2 one foot scales.
3 rubber triangles.
2 rubber curves.
I horn curve.
4 wooden curves.
1 German silver protractor.
8 paper weights.
1 nest color dishes.
1 tyle.
7 drawing boards.
Acting City Civil Engineer—-THO. F. CHAPPELL
FURNITURE in the various rooms and offices in City Government House.
CEMETERIES—One City Receiving Tomb in Eastern Cemetery.
One City Receiving Tomb in Evergreen Cemetery.
Funeral cars and harnesses, shovels, spades, tools, &c, in Forest City and
Evergreen Cemeteries, are under the charge of the Superintendents.
HAY SCALES, in charge of the Weigher of Hay.
PLATFORM SCALES, in charge of the City Weigher.
STANDARD WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, in charge of City Sealer.

LAMPS, three hundred and fifty gas lamps and posts, in use.
LOWRY & JOHNSON HYDRANTS, unused as yet.

RECAPITULATION.
OF

REAL A N D PERSONAL PROPERTY
STOCKS AND BONDS,

$85,000.00

REAL ESTATE,

754,600.00

NOTES RECEIVABLE,

TOTAI

11,000.00

$850,600.00

T H E FUNDED DEBT of the city, after deducting such portion as is already provided for, amounts to $1,293,253.88, as per statement per page 65, and the above
table shows that the city holds in its corporate capacity, real estate, within the
sum of $538,653.88, sufficient for the payment of the funded debt.

REPORT
OF THE

CITY TREASURER.

CITY OF POETLAND.

TREASURER'S OFFICE, )

May 23, 1870.

{

To the Honorable City Council:
GENTLEMEN :—I have the honor to submit herewith my account as Treasurer
and Collector, for the financial year ending March 31, last
Your obedient servant,
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

3,1870.
May 23,

J

Read and ordered to be placed on file.
Attest:

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, )

May 23, 1870.

J

Read and ordered on file in concurrence.
Attest:

B. BARNES, JR. Clert.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, )

June 14, 1870.
The " Joint Standing Committee on Accounts beg leave to

)

REPORT.
That they have examined the Treasurer's and Collector's Accounts for the financial year ending March 31, 1870, and find the same correctly vouched and prop
erly stated.
The balance of Cash in the hands of the Treasurer at the close of the year, was
8105, 294. 77.
JAMES BAILEY,) Committee
R. O. CONANT, \
on
O.S.FOGG.
J Accounts.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, I

June 14,1870.

J

Read and accepted and sent up for concurrence.
Attest:

B. BARNES, JR. Clerk.

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, 1

June 14, 1870.

J

Read and accepted in concurrence.
Attest:

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

8
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1870.
Mar. 31.

TREASURERS ACCOUNT.
CITY OF PORTLAND, in account current, from April i, 18
To Cash paid on Mayor's orders and charged to the
following Appropriations, viz:
HS789.64
1 Abatements,
813.04
2 Advertising,
3 Assessments Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad,...
196,432-50
4 Cemeteries and Public Grounds
2,076.93
5
108,900.00
6 City notes,
16.729.71
7 City Building
438,000.00
8 City Bonds in aid of Atlantic and St. Lawrence R. R.,
"•339-13
9 Contingent
29.435-17
10 Damages on streets,
28,424.62
11 Discount on taxes,
12 Drains and sewers,
15,198.45
13
9.356-36
Evergreen cemetery
14
3-483-75
Expenses
on
assessments
Portland
&_Ogdensburg
R.
R,
15
16,936.95
16 Fire department,
7.295-50
2,194.32
17 Fire department salaries,
18 Fourth of July celebration,
310.35
19,038.42
19 Forest city cemetery,
2,231.40
20 Gas lights
13,130.19
21 Hose house,
134.999-94
22 Land purchased,
6.157.30
2
3 Interest,
1.000.00
24 Peabody obsequies,
6,215.25
25
Portland Institute and Public Library
25,080.95
26
1,356.62
27 Peak's Island school house,
1,845.81
28 Police salaries,
2,896.45
29 Police contingent,
1,800.00
3° Printing and stationary,
23.733-70
31 Public buildings,
49,750.60
32 Reserved Fund,
13.596.61
33 Salaries
34 School Salaries,
1,966.05
35
1,401.26
Schools,
1,188.00
36
Stable,
Ward
3
3,000.00
37
38 State Reform School
78.0I3-39
39 State Pensions,
3,250.00
40 State Agricultural Fair,
29,804.28
11.00
41 Streets
40,388.62
42 Steamer Cumberland
I49.845-76
43 Support of Poor,
»
994.54
44 Survey of City
1,464.32
45 Taxes—County,
7,838.66
46
Taxes—State
t5.019.17
Union Wharf—removals, &c.
Si.524-734-7"
Vaughan street sewer,
133,025.00
Ward room, Ward 2,
,
105,294.77
Water expense
Investments in city bonds by direction of committee on
JjSi.763.°54-48
reduction of City Debt,
Balance,
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TREASURER'S ACCOUNT.
to March 31, 1870, with H. W. Hersey, Treasurer.
1870.
Mar. 31,

1870.
Mar. 31.

CR.

By cash received and credited to the following ac
•counts, viz:
Alien Passengers
Cemeteries and public grounds,
City building,
City bonds in aid of Atlantic and St. Lawrence R. R...
Contingent,
Drains and sewers,
Evergreen cemetery,
Evergreen fund
Fees and fines,
Fire department
Forest City cemetery,
Gas light Co., rights for new stock,
Interest,
Investments of sinking fund,
Licenses,
Loans
Police contingent,
Rents
Schools,
Sinking fund
State pensions,
State of Maine bonds of June I, 1864 issue,
"
Oct. 1, 1869 "
Streets,
Support of poor,
Taxes 1869 under discount,
jS568.684.92
" after
"
49,
Totaland
receipts
1868
previous years, 87
TrustBalance
fund, cash on hand April 1, 1869,.
Union wharf removals, &c
By Balance,

,

C I T Y OF PQRTLAND,

Treasurer's Office, March 31st, 1870,
E. E.

H. W. HERSEY, Treasurer.

INDEX.

Address of Mayor,
Abatements,
Auditor's notice about bills,
Accounts of Auditor,
"
" Treasurer,
"
" Commtttee on, reports of do..
Advertising,
Alien passengers,
Assessment Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad,
Appropriations,
Auditor's account,
"
report,
"
report, synopsis of
Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad sinking fund,
Balance in treasury,
Balance standing to the credit of various accounts,
City building,
City debt,
" " permanent,
" " temporary,
" " increase of
City notes,
" property, real and personal,
'•'
" in various departments,
Committee on accounts, report of Auditor, '
'•
Treasurer,
"
" reduction of city debt,
Contingent account, •
City Bonds in aid &c,
Damages on streets,
Discount on taxes,
Drains and sewers,
Evergreen cemetery,
"
Fund,

3-3
23, 27, 33
26
13. 23, 27,33
114,115
113
27, 33
25, S3
15,20,27,28,40
20,27,62
13. 23. 27. 33
13. 63
23
.
83-90
26, 60
62
IS. 34. 53

•
*

.

1S.64
14,67
15,66
27,33
105
108
63
113
29. 69. 70
35. 72

S. 33. S3
16,37

37. 7*
•

.

•

15.37.72
27.35. 55
27, 55
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INDEX.
Expenditures,
«
Estimated, •
Net,
.
.
.
.
"
Recapitulation of,
Estates, Valuation of,
•
Fees and Fines,
Fire Department,
"
"
Salaries,
Forest City Cemetery,
Fourth of July Celebration,
•
Gas Lights,
Harbor,
•
. . .
Hose House,
Income,
"
Estimated,
"
Net Revenue,
"
Recapitulation,
Interest,
Investment of City Bonds,
"
" Sinking Fund,
Land purchased,
Licenses,
Loans,
Mayor's Address,
Notice of Auditor,
Portland Institute and Library,
Police Contingent,
" Salaries,
Poor, Support of,
Printing and stationery,
Peaks' Island School House,
Property, Real and Personal,
"
in Departments,
Public Buildings,
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad,
Peabody Obsequies,
Receipts,
Reduction of City Debt,
Reform School—State,
Rents,
Results of Auditor's Account,
Reserved Fund,
Revenue—Net,
Salaries,
Schools,
"
Salaries,
Sinking Fund, ,
"
" Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Report,

27,33
• 75
23

•

5«
96
55
16, 27, 38.55, 72
27, 39, 73
27,35
27, 39
28, 39, 73
28, 73
16, 40

3C53
3°
25

59
28, 40, 56, 73
29, 63
56, 62
17,28

•

56
56,75
3—9
26
40

28, 41, 73
a8, 40, 73
18, 45, 74
28, 42, 74
17, 4i
105
108
28, 41, 74
20, 28, 40
28, 41
13,53
29, 69, 70
42,74

57,77
26
17, 42, 74
25

43, 74
'8, 47, 74, 77
48, 57, 74
56, 62
83—90
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INDEX.

Sinking fund Reduction of City Debt,
Support of Poor,
Steamer Cumberland, No. 3>
Stable in Ward No. 3,
State Reform School,
" Valuation,
Stocks and Bonds, •
State Pensions,
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges,
"
Damages on,
Survey of City,
State Agricultural Fail,
State of Maine Bonds,
Taxes,
" Discount on,
" State,
" County,
Treasurer's Accounts,
"
Balance,
Trust Funds,
Union Wharf,
Vaughan Street Sewer,
Valuation of Estates,
Ward Room in Ward No. 2,
Water Expense,
Ways and Means,

-

•

-

-

-

-

68, 70
- 18, 28,45, 74
28,43
18,43
42, 74
101, 103
65, log
19, 49, 78
18, 46, 78
37
28,49, 75
49, 74
57
28, 49, 58, 91, 102
37, 72
75
75, 102, 104
113, 114, 115
26,30
58, 64, 79
19, 49, 58, 75
28, 49
96, 100
20, 49
19, 50, 75
77

For Report of School Committee, Commissioner of Streets, Overseers of the
Poor, City Marshal, Chief Engineer of Fire Department, City Ordinances, &c,
see appropriate heads.

ACTS OF THE LEGISLATURE
RELATING TO T H E

POETLAND WATEE COMPANY
AND

OEDINANCES OF THE CITY COUNCIL

PORTLAND WATEE COMPANY.
CHAPTER 159.
AN ACT TO SUPPLY THE PEOPLE OP PORTLAND WITH PURE WATER.

by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Legislature assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. John B. Brown, St. John Smith, Samuel E. Spring,
Rensealaer Cram, Rufus E. Wood, Jacob McLellan and Dennis W.
Clark, with their associates and successors, are hereby made a
corporation by the name of the Portland Water Company, for the
purpose of conveying to the city of Portland, a supply of pure
water for domestic and municipal purposes, including the extinguishment of fires, the supply of shipping and the use of manufacturing establishments.
SEC. 2. Said corporation may hold real and personal estate
necessary and convenient for the purposes aforesaid, not exceeding in amount one million dollars.
SEC. 3. Said corporation is hereby authorized, for the purposes aforesaid, to take and hold the water of Long Creek, so
called, and of all streams tributary thereto in the town of Cape
Elizabeth, and may also take and hold, by purchase or otherwise,
any land or real estate necessary for erecting and maintaining
dams and reservoirs and for laying and maintaining aqueducts for
conducting, discharging, distributing and disposing of water, and
for forming reservoirs thereof.
SEC. 4. Said corporation shall be liable to pay all damages
that shall be sustained by any persons in their property by the
taking of any land or mill privilege, or byflowage,or excavating
through any land for the purpose of laying down pipes, building
dams, or constructing reservoirs; and if any person sustaining
damage, as aforesaid, and said corporation shall not mutually
BE IT ENACTED,
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agree upon the sum to be paid therefor, such person may cause his
damages to be ascertained in the same manner and under the same
conditions, restrictions and limitations as are by law prescribed in
the case of damages by the laying out of highways.
SEC. 5. The capital stock of said company shall not exceed
one million dollars, and shall be divided into shares of one hundred dollars each. Said capital stock shall be applied exclusively
to the supply and distribution of water for the purposes set forth
in this act.
SEC. 6. The city of Portland shall have the right, at any time
within five years from the date of approval of this act, to take,
exercise and control, all the property, rights, powers and privileges
of said corporation, on paying to said corporation the amount of
money actually paid in and expended under the provisions of this
act, with ten per centum additional; and in case said city and
said corporation shall not agree upon the sum to be paid therefor,
the supreme judicial court, at any time thereof holden in the
county of Cumberland, upon application of said city, shall appoint
three commissioners, whose duty it shall be to hear the parties and
determine what amount has been expended under the provisions
of this act; the report of whom, or the major part of whom, when
made and accepted by the court shall be final; and upon payment
of that sum the franchise of said corporation, with all the property, rights, powers and privileges, shall vest in and belong to said
city of Portland.
SEC. 7. If said corporation shall not be organized and its
works put into actual operation within three years from the
approval of this act, the city of Portland shall succeed to all the
rights and privileges herein granted.
SEC. 8. Nothing contained in this act shall be construed to
affect or diminish the liability of said corporation for any injury to
private property by depreciating the value thereof or otherwise,
but said corporation shall be liable therefor in an action on the
case.
SEC. 9. The said company are hereby authorized to lay down,
in and through the streets of said city, and to take up, replace
and repair, all such pipes, aqueducts and fixtures as may be neces-

PORTLAND WATER COMPANY.
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sary for the objects of their incorporation, first having obtained
the consent of the city council therefor, and under such restrictions and regulations as said city council may see fit to prescribe;
and any obstruction in any street of said city, or taking up, or
displacement of any portion of any street without such consent of
the city council, or contrary to the rules and regulations that may
be prescribed as aforesaid, shall be considered a nuisance, and said
company shall be liable to indictment therefor and to all the provisions of law applicable thereto; and said company shall, in all
cases, be liable to repay to said city all sums of money that said
city may be obliged to pay on any judgment recovered against
said city for damages occasioned by any obstructions, or taking
up, or displacement of any street by said company whatever, with
or without the consent of the city council, together with the counsel fees and other expenses incurred by said city in defending any
suit to recover damages, as aforesaid, with interest on the same,
to be recovered in an action for money paid to the use of said
company.
SEC. 10. Whenever the company shall lay down any pipes or
aqueducts in any street, or make any alteration or repairs upon
their works in any street, they shall cause the same to be done
with as little obstruction to the public travel as may be practicable, and shall, at their own expense, without unnecessary delay,
cause the earth and pavement removed by them to be replaced in
proper condition. They shall not be allowed, in any case, to
obstruct or impair the use of any public or private drain, or common sewer or reservoir; but said company shall have the right to
cross, or where necessary, to change the direction of any private
drain in such a manner as not to obstruct or impair the use thereof,
being liable for any injury occasioned by any such crossing or
alteration, to the owner thereof or any other person, in an action
upon the case.
SEC. 11. Said corporation shall furnish at all times, to the city
of Portland, without expense to the city, for use in the public
buildings and school houses of the city, and for the extinguishment
of fires, such amount and volume of water as may be needful
therefor; the necessary pipes and hydrants for distribution thereof
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for the purposes named in this section, being furnished, laid and
connected with the pipes of this company at the expense of the
city.
SEC. 12. At any time after the organization of this corporation the city of Portland shall be authorized, upon a vote of the
city council to that effect, to take and hold in the capital stock of
the company an amount not exceeding one half thereof, upon paying to the company a like proportional part of the cost up to such
time of all their buildings, works, dams, reservoirs, pipes and
other property, and ten per centum of such proportional part in
addition thereto. The amount so received by the company for
the proportional part so taken by the city, shall be distributed and
paid over to the other stockholders in proportion to their several
interests, and the par value of the several shares held by them
shall be reduced accordingly. The company shall at the same
time create and issue to the city such a number of shares of the
same par value, together with a fractional share, if necessary, as
shall represent the whole amount paid by the city for the proportional part of the capital stock so taken; at all meetings of the
stockholders of the company the shares held by the city shall be
represented by such agent as the city council may, by vote from
time to time, appoint, who shall be entitled to cast one vote for
every share held by the city, and if said company shall neglect to
comply with the provisions of this section for the space of one
month after an offer and request from the mayor to that effect, all
the rights and privileges of said company shall wholly cease and
be of no effect; and in the event of a disagreement between the
said company and the city as to the cost, up to the time of such
offer, of the property of said company as hereinbefore set forth,
then upon application of said city the same shall be determined by
commissioners appointed in the same manner as is provided in the
sixth section of this act, whose report when accepted by the
supreme judicial court shall be final and conclusive as to the
amount of cost up to such time of the property of said company.
SEC. 13. If said company or any of their servants or officers
employed in effecting the objects of the company shall willfully or
negligently place or leave any obstruction in any of the streets of
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Portland, beyond what is actually necessary in constructing their
works, laying down, taking up, and repairing their pipes and fixtures, or shall willfully or negligently omit to repair and put in
proper condition any street in which the earth or pavement may
have been removed by them, the company shall be subject to
indictment therefor, in the same manner that towns are subject to
indictment for bad roads, and shall be holden to pay such fine as
may be imposed therefor, which fine shall be collected, applied and
expended in the same manner as is provided in case of the indictment aforesaid against towns, or may be ordered to be paid into
the treasury of the city. If any person shall suffer injury in his
person or property by reason of any such negligence, willfulness
or omission, he shall be entitled to recover damages of the company therefor, by an action on the case in any court of competent
jurisdiction.
SEC. 14. Any person who shall maliciously injure any of the
property of said company, or who shall corrupt the waters of said
creek or any of its tributaries, or render them in any manner impure, or who shall throw the carcasses of dead animals or other
offensive matter or materials into the waters of said creek or its
tributaries, or leave the same upon the same when frozen, or who
shall in any manner willfully destroy or injure any dam, reservoir,
aqueduct, pipe, hydrant, or other property held, owned or used
by said corporation for the purposes of this act, shall pay three
times the amount of damages to said company, to be recovered in
any proper action; and every such person, on conviction of either
of said acts, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five thousand
dollars and by imprisonment not exceeding one year.
SEC. 15. If in the erection and. construction of the works
herein provided for, it shall become necessary to erect any dam or
permanent works ove,r tide waters, the said company is hereby
authorized to erect, construct and maintain the same, first having
the authority, in writing, of the harbor commissioners of Portland
harbor therefor, and the approval of the city council of said city.
SEC. 16. The mayor and aldermen, for the time being, shall
at all times have the power to regulate, restrict and control the
acts and doings of said corporation, which may in any manner
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affect the health, safety, or convenience of the inhabitants of said
city.
SEC. 17. The first meeting of said corporation may be called
by a notice signed by any two of the corporators, published five
days successively before the day fixed for such meeting, in any
newspaper published in Portland.
SEC. 18. This act shall be taken and deemed to be a public
act and shall be in force from and after its approval by the
governor.
[Approved February 23,1866.]
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CHAPTER 364.
AN ACT TO AMEND AN ACT ENTITLED " A N ACT TO SUPPLY THE
PEOPLE OF PORTLAND WITH PURE WATER."

by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Legislature assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The third section of chapter one hundred and fiftynine of the special acts of eighteen hundred and sixty-six, is
hereby amended by striking out after the words, " the water of,"
in the second line, the words " Long CreeK, so called, and of all
streams tributary thereto in the town of Cape Elizabeth," and
inserting, in place thereof, the words " so much of the waters of
Sebago Lake, as may be necessary for the adequate supply of
water for the city of Portland."
SEC. 2. The said act is hereby further amended by striking
out the sixth section thereof, and inserting in place thereof, the
following:
" SEC. 6. At or after the expiration of six years from the date
of acceptance of this act by said corporation, the city of Portland
shall have the right to take, exercise and control all the property,
rights, powers and privileges of said corporation, on paying to said
corporation such sum as may be agreed upon by the city and said
corporation; or in case they cannot agree upon the sum to be
paid, such sum as shall be fixed upon by three commissioners, who
shall be appointed by the supreme court upon the application of
said city, and who shall fairly appraise the property and rights of
said company, and return their report thereof to the supreme
judicial court in the county of Cumberland, which report, when
accepted, shall be final and conclusive upon the parties, and the
said court may make any orders or decrees, or issue any process,
necessary to carry the same into effect."
B E IT ENACTED
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SEC. 3. The said corporation may issue its bonds for the construction of its works, upon such rates and time as it may deem
expedient, not exceeding in all the sum of eight hundred thousand
dollars, and secure the same by a mortgage of the franchises and
property of said company.
SEC. 4. The city council of the city of Portland may, by vote,
exempt any property of said corporation not now in existence,
from taxation for the term of six years.
SEC. 5. This act shall take effect when approved by the
governor.
[Approved February 26,1867.]
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AN ACT ADDITIONAL TO AN ACT ENTITLED AN "ACT TO SUPPLY
THE PEOPLE OF PORTLAND WITH PURE WATER."

by the Senate and House of Kepresentatives in
Legislature assembled, as follows:

B E IT ENACTED

SEC. 1. Any contract or stipulations which may be made by
the city council of Portland on behalf of said city, and the Portland Water Company, as a condition of giving the consent of said
city council, required in the ninth section of chapter one hundred
and fifty-nine of the special laws of the y.ear one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, entitled " an act to supply the people of
Portland with pure-water," shall be binding on the parties thereto.
SEC. 2. The city council may embody such conditions and stipulations as may be agreed on by said parties, and may be deemed
necessary to protect the interest of the inhabitants of said city in
the ordinance by which the consent required in said ninth section
shall be given, and such ordinance shall be binding on said water
company. But nothing in such ordinance contained shall relieve
said company from any of the duties and liabilities imposed by said
act to which this act is additional.
SEC. 3. In addition to all legal remedies which may at any
time exist, the supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction in
equity, to compel the performance of all such conditions and stipulations, or of any contract or agreements made by said city and
said company by virtue of such conditions and stipulations; and
for this purpose it may grant injunctions and make decrees of specific performance by said company of such conditions, stipulations
and contracts, upon a summary hearing, and from time to time
modify such injunctions and decrees as the case may require, in
accordance with the rules and practice in equity proceedings in
relation to injunctions.
9
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SEC. 4. After the city council of Portland shall have given its
consent for said company to lay their pipes in the streets, as provided in section nine of the act aforesaid, and shall have entered
into a contract with the said company as authorized to do by this
act, the mayor and aldermen of said city, at any time thereafter,
may and are hereby authorized and empowered to appoint a board
of commissioners, consisting of three citizens of Portland, whose
duty it shall be to see that the regulations made by virtue of said
act, and the terms and conditions agreed upon between the city and
said company are punctually observed and performed.
Such commissioners shall be appointed by nomination by the
mayor and confirmation by the board of mayor and aldermen.
One shall be appointed for one year, one for two years, and one for
three years, so that one shall go out of office annually at the same
time at which the term of office of the mayor expires. When the
term of any commissioner expires, a new appointment shall be
made in the same manner, for the term of three years. When a
vacancy occurs in any manner, an appointment shall be made for
the balance of the term.
SEC. 5. The time allowed by law to said company for the completion of its works is hereby extended to two years from the
passage of this act.
SEC. 6. This act shall take effect when approved.
[Approved February 14,1868.J

ORDINANCES
OF THE

CITY COUNCIL.
AN ORDINANCE TO AUTHORIZE THE PORTLAND WATER COMPANY
TO SUPPLY THE CITY OP PORTLAND WITH PURE WATER.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
S E C 1. The Portland Water Company are authorized to lay
down in and through the streets of the city of Portland and to
take up and repair all such pipes, aqueducts and fixtures as may be
necessary for the objects of their incorporation, subject to all the
requirements of their charter and the additional act approved February 14,1868, and to the conditions of the following agreement
which is hereby incorporated into this ordinance as a part thereof,
and as a condition of the consent thereby given.
B E IT ORDAINED

This memorandum of an agreement made and entered into at
Portland, this twenty-eighth day of February, A. D. 1868, by and
between the city of Portland, of the first part, and the Portland
Water Company, a corporation established and organized under the
laws of the State of Maine, party of the second part, witnesseth:
That in consideration that the city of Portland doth hereby consent that the said Portland Water Company may lay down its
mains and pipes in the streets of the city of Portland, subject to
all the conditions and limitations and liabilities imposed in the charter of said company, which are as follows, viz:
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The said company are authorized to lay down in and through the
streets of said city and to take up and repair all such pipes, aqueducts and fixtures as may be necessary for the objects of their incorporation, the consent of the city council being given thereto
under the following restrictions and regulations, and subject to the
following agreements:
Said company shall be liable in all cases to repay to the city all
sums of money that said city may be -obliged to pay on any judgment recovered against said city for damages occasioned by any
obstructions, or taking up or displacement of any street by said
company whatever, with or without the consent of the city council,
together with counsel fees and other expenses incurred by said city
in defending any suit to recover damages as aforesaid, with interest
on the same, to be recovered in an action for money paid to the use
of said company; and whenever the company shall lay down any
pipes or aqueducts in any streets, or make any alteration or repair
in their works in any street, they shall cause the same to be done
with as little obstruction to the public travel as may be practicable;
and shall at their own expense, without unnecessary delay, cause
the earth and pavement removed by them to be replaced in proper
condition; they will not in any case obstruct or impair the use of
any private or public drain, or common sewer or reservoir or gas
pipe, but said company shall have the .right to cross, or, when
necessary, to change the direction of any private drain in such
manner as not to obstruct or impair the use thereof; being liable
for any injury occasioned by any such crossing or alteration to the
owner thereof, or any other person injured, in an action on the case.
The said company on its part, doth hereby covenant and agree
with said city as follows:
First—Said corporation shall furnish at all times to the city of
Portland, without charge to the city, for use in public buildings and
school houses of the city, and for the extinguishment of fires and
other strictly municipal purposes, such amount and volume of water
as may be needful therefor; the necessary service pipes and
hydrants for distribution thereof for the purposes aforesaid being
furnished, laid and connected with the pipes of this company at the
expense of the city, and will also supply, upon the same conditions,
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free from charge to the city, the water for three public fountains,
the regulation of the supply of water from the fountains to be
under the joint control of the water commissioners of the city, and
the president of the company.
Second.—The water shall be introduced into the city from Sebago Lake, by a twenty inch hydraulic main, so as to supply the
hydrants, within two years from January first, A. D. 1868.
Third.—A reservoir or reservoirs shall be constructed on Bramhall's or Munjoy Hills, of the capacity of 16,000,000 gallons, and
the higher elevations on Bramhall and Munjoy shall be supplied by
a stand pipe or by gravitation directly from the mains, in a manner
satisfactory to the engineer of the city. The capacity of the reservoirs shall be increased from time to time when necessary to meet
the requirements of increased consumption.
Fourth.—For city distribution, in addition to the twenty inch
mains, there shall not be less than 5000 feet of sixteen inch pipe,
5000 feet of twelve inch pipe, 5000 feet of ten inch pipe, 10,000
feet of eight inch pipe, 40,000 feet of six inch pipe, and 10,000
feet of four inch pipe.
Fifth.—In the event of reasonable ground of complaint of want
of supply to more sparsely populated portions of the city, the city
council shall decide upon the feasibility and necessity, and the company shall lay its mains wherever the city council shall decide it
reasonable to require it under all the circumstances of the case.
Sixth.—The rate charged to the water takers shall be reasonable as compared with the rates In other cities, with due consideration to the cost and income of the works; and in case of excessive
or exorbitant rates, shall be liable to correction by the supreme
judicial court, under the equity powers conferred on the court by
the act of February 14th, 1868, and for manufactories and other
similar large consumers the maximum rates shall be fixed by the
city and the company, and in case of their disagreement, by three
commissioners appointed by the supreme judicial court.
The works shall be constructed under the supervision of an engineer appointed by the city, who shall confer with the engineer of
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the company as the work progresses, and in case of disagreement
a third engineer shall be selected, whose decision shall be final.
In witness whereof, the said Portland Water Company, hath hereto,
by its president, thereto duly authorized, affixed the name and
seal of said company, the assent of said city being given in the
ordinance in which this agreement is incorporated.
by ) Corporate seal
G. F. SHEPLEY, President.
\ of the Co.
Approved March 3d, 1868.
AUG. E. STEVENS, Mayor.
THE PORTLAND WATER COMPANY,

MEETINGS OF THE CITY COUNCIL.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Stated meetings of the board of mayor and aldermen
shall be held on the first Monday evening of each month, at seven
and a half o'clock. Stated meetings of the common council shall
be held on the second Monday evening of each month, at seven
and a half o'clock. Special meetings of the mayor and aldermen,
and of the city council, shall be called by the mayor at such times
as he may deem expedient, by causing a notification thereof to be
left at the residence or usual place of business of each member of
the board or boards to be convened.
BE IT ORDAINED

SEC 2. All ordinances inconsistent with this ordinance are
hereby repealed.
[Approved April 7,1868.]

NUMBERING STREETS.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC 1. The buildings and lots on all streets that may be hereafter laid out, those already laid out but not numbered, and any

BE IT ORDAINED
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street already laid out, two-thirds of the legal voters occupants of
the same petitioning therefor, shall be numbered in the following
manner:
On the streets that run lengthwise of the city territory, beginning at their northeasterly termination with numbers 1 and 2, and
progressing southwesterly with the odd numbers on the northwesterly side of the street, and the even numbers on the opposite side;
and on the transverse streets beginning with numbers 1 and 2 on
the southeasterly or harbor side with the odd numbers on the northeasterly side of the street and the even numbers on the opposite
side.
SEC. 2. There shall be a number for every lot not. exceeding
twenty-five feet of land fronting on a street, and a number for
every additional twenty feet or fraction thereof, excepting that on
those streets that are compactly built up, a number shall be assigned for each and every door, and to adjoining vacant lots proportionally ; and corner lots shall be numbered on both streets.
SEC. 3. The board of mayor and aldermen may require the
city civil engineer, or they may employ some competent persons to
make a plain skeleton plan of each street, designating the numbers
and dimensions of all the lots, with the names of the owners thereon, on a scale of not less than one inch for every fifty feet, which
plan shall be kept in the office of the city civil engineer for
reference.
[Approved December 17,1868.]

TRUSTEES OF EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of
the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Instead of appointing annually a Superintendent of
Evergreen Cemetery, as now provided, three persons shall in like
manner be appointed, who shall have the entire charge and control
of the same ; one of whom shall be appointed for the current municipal year, one for two years and one for three years, and at the
commencement of all succeeding municipal years, one shall be apB E IT ORDAINED
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pointed for the term of three years, and until another shall be
appointed in bjs place.
SEC. 2. The three persons so chosen shall be called the Trustees of Evergreen Cemetery, and shall have all the powers and
duties relating to the same, which are prescribed in the city ordinances for the superintendent thereof, and for the Committeee on
Cemeteries and Public Grounds.
SEC. 3. They are not to receive any pay for their services.
Their expenses visiting the cemetery, are to be paid not exceeding
in the aggregate one hundred dollars, and they are authorized to
employ a local agent to take care of the cemetery and the property of the city there, to attend to interments, and to give information and assistance, to purckasers, in the selection of lots.
SEC. 4. All parts of city ordinances inconsistent herewith,.are
repealed.
[Approved May 10, 1869.]

COMPENSATION OF INSPECTORS OF PETROLEUM, COAL OIL, AND
BURNING FLUID.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of
the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The compensation allowed to inspectors of petroleum,
coal oil, and burning fluid, shall be as follows:
For fifteen barrels, and under, at the rate of twenty cents per
barrel; for over fifteen and under thirty barrels, fifteen cents per
barrel; for over thirty and under fifty barrels, ten cents per barrel ; for over fifty barrels, five cents per barrel.
[Approved June 10, 1869.]
BE IT ORDAINED

COMPENSATION OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The annual compensation of the officers and members

BE IT ORDAINED
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of the several fire engine and hook and ladder companies shall be
as follows, viz:
To the foreman of each company, 50 dollars; to the foreman of
each fire engine, and steward of each hook and ladder company,
50 dollars; to each member of the respective companies other than
the officers aforesaid, not exceeding eleven for each steam fire
engine, and seventeen for each hook and ladder company, 40
dollars.
That all ordinances or parts of ordinances not in accordance with
the above, be and are hereby repealed.
This ordinance shall take effect from and after July first, 1869.
[Approved June 21,1868.]
IIP" Repealed.—See subsequent ordinance, approved June 13,1870.

STREET MONUMENTS.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The City Engineer, when required, shall take the angles contained between different street lines, and make a record of
the same, as the true lines of the streets, and these angles shall all
have reference to a given base line. He shall cause monuments
which shall not be less than five feet in length, in the centre of the
top of which, shall be a copper bolt, one half an inch in diameter,
and four inches deep; the centre of the bolt shall be placed at the
intersection of lines parallel to, and three feet distant from the lines
of the street, at the angle as well as the points of intersection.
The tops of the monumeuts, when practicable, shall be set to the
grade of the sidewalk.
B E IT ORDAINED

It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Streets to put down
such monuments, when required to do so by the said engineer.
SEC. 2. All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
with this ordinance, are hereby repealed; provided that all monu-
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ments so erected shall be duly recorded, and no person shall
remove, or cause to be removed, any such monuments, without the
consent in writing of the mayor and aldermen first obtained, under
a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each offence.
[Approved June 21,1869.]

BONDS OF THE STATE OF MAINE OWNED BY THE CITY.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Section nine (9) of the " Revised Ordinance on
Finance " is so amended, that the bonds of the State of Maine
may be exchanged in the manner provided therein, for any of the
municipal bonds of the city, now outstanding; the same to be cancelled as provided in said ordinance.
BE IT ORDAINED

SEC. 2. Whenever any bonds shall be received from the State
of Maine, of the class to be issued for the equalization of bounties,
the same so received, or any portion thereof, by the order of the
city council may be substituted for the State of Maine bonds now
on hand; and the bonds so released, or any portion of them, may
by order of the city council, be applied to the payment of any
future assessment, on the city's subscription to the stock of the
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company.
SEC. 3. This ordinance shall take effect when approved.
[Approved July 19,1869.]

AMENDATORY OF THE ORDINANCE ON STREETS.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Whenever any permit is granted to occupy any portion
of any street, it shall be the duty of the holder of the permit to
keep the gutter clear of obstructions, unless for sufficient cause the
mayor or street commissioner shall allow him to enclose it, giving
BE IT ORDAINED
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him therefor a written permit, in which case he shall build and
maintain a temporary plank walk, not less than three feet in width,
around the portion of the street occupied, the same to be to the
satisfaction of the street commissioner, and not to extend outside of
the portion of the street allotted in his permit.
SEC. 2. Any person violating the provisions of this ordinance,
shall suffer the penalties prescribed in section sixteen (16) of the
" ordinance on streets," and his permit shall be void.
SEC. 3. This ordinance shall take effect when approved.
[Approved July 19,1869.]

RELATIVE TO QUARANTINE.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The harbor master and city physician shall perform
such duties, relative to quarantining vessels, as may be required by
the mayor and aldermen, and shall receive therefor such fee and
expenses from each vessel visited, liable to be quarantined, as may
befixedby the mayor and aldermen.
BE IT ORDAINED

[Approved August 9,1869.]

TO AMEND SECTION FORTY-SIX OF THE " ORDINANCE ON STREETS."

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Section forty-six (46) of the " ordinance of the city
of Portland on streets," is hereby amended by striking out the
word "five" in the last clause, and inserting in place thereof the
word "four," and by striking out the words "from the first day of
April to the first day of October, and after four o'clock in the evening during the other six months of the year," in the same clause,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
BE - IT ORDAINED

All articles brought by railroad to be landed in Commercial
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street, shall be landed on the south side of the railroad track, and
any article landed in the street, either from or for the purpose of
being loaded upon the cars, shall be so placed as not to obstruct
any street crossing on Commercial street or connecting with it, and
so as to leave a clear space not less than fourteen feet in length,
from the coping stone, and shall not be allowed to remain in the
street over six working hours after they are landed. Provided,
however, that cars may be unloaded into stores, and loaded from
stores, on the northwesterly side of said railroad track, after four
o'clock in the evening.
[Approved August 27,1869.J

PROTECTION OF THE TABLE GROUNDS OF THE CITY.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. No person shall remove any gravel, soil, or material,
from any portion of the Western Promenade, the cemeteries, or
any other public grounds, within the city, without the consent of
the mayor expressly given therefor.
BE IT ORDAINED

SEC. 2. Any person violating this ordinance, shall be subject
to a penalty of fifty dollars.

[Approved August 30, 1869.]

OPENING OF STREETS WHERE WATER PIPES OR GAS MAINS ARE LAID.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. That hereafter in all cases where any private person
or persons are about to open any portion of any street where the
water pipes of the Portland Water Company are laid, when such
opening shall intersect, lay open, or in any manner interfere with
the water pipes of the Portland Water Company, such person or
BE IT ORDAINED
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persons, before proceeding to make such opening, shall give reasonable notice of the time and place of such opening to be made to
the Portland Water Company, or its Secretary, by leaving the
same at the office of said company.
SEC. 2. That hereafter when any private person or persons are
about to open any portion of any street where the mains of the
Portland Gas Light Company are laid, when such opening shall intersect, lay open, or in any manner interfere with the mains of the
Portland Gas Light Company, such person or persons, before proceeding to make such opening, shall give reasonable notice of the
time and place of such opening to be made, to the Portland Gas
Light Company, or its Treasurer, by leaving the same at the
office of said company.
SEC. 3. Any person violating this ordinance, shall be subject
to a fine of not exceeding twenty-five dollars.
[Approved September 14, 1869.]

RELATIVE TO EXCAVATIONS NEAR STREETS.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Any person who shall make any excavation, or hereafter increase any excavation, near any street or public way in this
city, so as to endanger any portion thereof, without first making
written application to the mayor and aldermen, setting forth its nature and extent, and obtaining their consent, and requesting and
obeying their instructions in the premises, shall be subject to a penalty not less than twenty nor exceeding one hundred dollars.
SEC. 2. This ordinance shall take effect when approved.
B E IT ORDAINED

[Approved September 14,1869.]

RELATING TO PORTLAND HARBOR.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:

B E IT ORDAINED

SEC. 1.

All vessels entering the upper harbor not intended to
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be conveyed to some wharf immediately, shall be anchored on the
south side of a line ranging with the red buoy near the northeast end of the breakwater, and the south-east end of the Portland,
Saco and Portsmouth Railroad wharf, up to abreast the end of
Brown's wharf.
SEC. 2. All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
with the foregoing ordinance, are hereby repealed.
[Approved September 14, 1869.]

REGISTERING OF THE BONDS OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Whenever the holder of any coupon bond of the city,
heretofore or hereafter issued, for municipal purposes, shall surrender the same with three unpaid coupons to the city treasurer, for
the purpose of having the same converted into a registered bond,
it shall be the duty of the city treasurer to receive and cancel the
same, and to issue to the person surrendering the same, a certificate to be countersigned by the mayor,, setting forth that such person is entitled to receive from the city, in accordance with a registered bond of the city for that purpose, a sum of money corresponding to the amount of such coupon bonds surrendered, payable at the same time, and with interest at the same times and rate
of payment, all payable at the office of the city treasurer, and such
registered bond shall therefore be filled out by the city treasurer,
signed and countersigned as above, and kept in suitable books of
registry provided for that purpose, with a number and other necessary references corresponding to the number and description of the
certificate issued. And the faith of the city is hereby pledged for
the payment of all sums due upon such registered bonds, with
interest according to their tenor, to the lawful holders of such
certificate.

BE IT ORDAINED

SEC. 2. The necessary forms for such registered bonds and
certificates, and for the transfer of the same, and the necessary
regulations, for the payments of interest accruing thereon, and for
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the preserving the evidences of the same, and for making and pre.
servmg the records of the transfers, shall be determined by the
joint standing committee of finance, and the forms and regulations
so determined, shall be observed by the city treasurer.
SEC. 3. All such registered bonds shall be of the denomination of five hundred dollars ($500) or any multiple thereof, and
one certificate may issue for any number of coupon bonds of the
same class surrendered.
SEC. 4. Whenever the city council shall hereafter authorize
any loan other than temporary loans, to be made for municipal
purposes, the city treasurer shall be authorized, unless otherwise
directed by the city council, to effect such loan or such part of the
same as the joint standing committee on finance shall direct, upon
registered bonds, and certificates issued therefor in like manner
and under such regulations as are prescribed in the first section
for the registered bonds and certificates therein provided for.
SEC. 5. The city treasurer, under the direction of the committee on finance, is hereby authorized to procure suitable blanks
and books necessary to carry this ordinance into effect; the expenditure incurred therefor shall be subject to the approval of the
mayor, and upon such approval, may be allowed by the committee
on accounts.
SEC. 6. No such registered bonds shall be transferred except
at the office of the treasurer, and no other transfer of the same
shall be binding on the city.
S E C 7. Whenever it may be necessary to dispose of any registered bonds belonging to the sinking fund of the city, for the
purpose of raising means for the payment of any of the city bonds
or certificates matured or maturing, such bonds may be, by order
of the city council, surrendered, and corresponding coupon bonds
issued therefor.
-[Approved January 12,1870.]
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AN ORDINANCE, ADDITIONAL, RELATING TO THE BONDS OP THE
STATE OF MAINE, OWNED BY THE CITY.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. Any bonds of the state of Maine owned by the city,
may be sold, and the proceeds appropriated by order of the city
council, to the payment of assessments on the city's subscription to
the stock of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company.
SEC. 2. This ordinance shall take effect as soon as approved.
BE IT ORDAINED

[Approved April 18, 1870.J

AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF SIDEWALKS.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:
SEC. 1. The commissioner of streets is authorized, under the
direction and subject to the approval of the committee of the city
council, called the " committee on streets, sidewalks and bridges,"
to construct, without notice, sidewalks or footways, laid with brick
or flat stones with suitable curbs, on any street or portion thereof,
where such sidewalks may be necessary, and for that purpose may
cause the curb to be set at any time previous to the construction
of the walk.
BE IT ORDAINED

SEC. 2. When sidewalks are constructed under the provisions
of the preceding section, one-half the cost thereof shall be assessed on the adjacent lots, and the cost of the curb and the cost of
the paving of the walk may be assessed separately as each is or
may be done ; provided that no owner or proprietor shall be
assessed for more than two hundred feet in length of sidewalk or
footway, on any one street in front of any unimproved lots or parcels of land.
SEC. 3. The expense of said walks complete, or of said curbs,
or of said paving, shall be estimated and assessed by th6 mayor
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and aldermen in accordance with the provisions of section 3d of
an act of the legislature, entitled " An act additional to chapter
two hundred and seventy-five, private and special laws of eighteen
hundred ahd sixty-three, conferring certain powers on the city of
Portland." Approved February 26,1970.
[Approved June 13,1870.]

AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE COMPENSATION OF THE OFFICERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
of the city of Portland, in city council assembled, as follows:

B E IT ORDAINED

SEC. 1. The annual compensation of the officers and members
of the several fire engines and hook and ladder companies, shall be
as follows, viz:
To the foreman of each company, 60 dollars; to the clerk of
each company, 60 dollars; to the firemen of each fire engine, 60
dollars; and to the steward of each hook and ladder company,
50 dollars ; to each member of the respective companies other than
the officers aforesaid, not exceeding eleven for each steamer, and
seventeen for each hook and ladder company, 50 dollars; and the
same to be in full for all services as members of the fire department, and in full for reeling hose, and to cover all claims for clothing heretofore furnished by the city.
SEC. 2. This ordinance shall take effect from and after April
first, eighteen hundred and seventy. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances not in accordance with the above be and are hereby
repealed.
[Approved June 13,1870.]
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LEGISLATIVE ACT, CONCERNING SIDEWALKS.

S T A T E OF M A I N E .
IN T H E YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE T H O U S A N D E I G H T HUNDRED
AND SEVENTY.
AN ACT ADDITIONAL TO CHAPTER TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTYFIVE, PRIVATE AND SPECIAL LAWS OF EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY-THREE, CONFERRING CERTAIN POWERS ON THE CITY OF
PORTLAND.

by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Legislature assembled, as follows:
SECTION 1. The city of Portland may at their option require
the owners of adjacent property to construct footways or sidewalks, as now provided in the act to which this is additional, notwithstanding anything herein contained.
SEC. 2. The city of Portland may at their option, without
notice and under such regulations or orders as they may have
established or passed, or may hereafter establish or pass, construct
sidewalks or footways, laid with brick or flat stones with suitable
curbs, on any street or portion thereof, and direct one-half the
cost thereof to be assessed on the adjacent lots, and for that purpose may direct the curb to be set at any time previous to the
construction of the walk, and cause the cost of the curb and the
cost of the paving of the walk to be assessed separately as each is
or may be done, provided that no owner OT proprietor shall be
assessed for more than two hundred feet in length of sidewalk or
footway, on any one street in front of any unimproved lots or parcels of land.
BE IT ENACTED

SEC. 3. The expense of said walks complete, or of said curbs,
or of said paving, shall be estimated and assessed withm one year
by the mayor and aldermen of said city on the several lots chargeable therewith, and by them certified to the city treasurer in the
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manner and with all the rights to the parties interested, as provided in section twenty-four of the act to which this is additional, and
may be enforced as therein provided, but said assessment shall at
any time be corrected on due notice, and certified anew by the
mayor and aldermen aforesaid, and no assessment shall be void by
reason of error in the name of the owner or occupant of the lot
assessed, provided the lot assessed is so described that the same
may be distinctly known.
SEC. 4. The provisions of the last section shall apply to all
assessments of the cost of constructing any sewer heretofore or
hereafter made in the city of Portland.
Sec. 5. This act shall take effect when approved.
[Approved Feb. 26,1870.]
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REPORT OP KEEPER OF POWDER MAGAZINE.

REPORT
OF THE

KEEPEE OF THE POWDEE MAGAZINE,
F O R T H E YEAR ENDING MARCH 31,

1870.

Dealers Names.

On hand April lit, I860.

Rufus Cushman
Wm. D. Robinson
Watson Newhall
Fletcher & Co.,
G. L. Bailey
H. W. & A. Deering,
R. R. Robinson
Harris, Atwood & Co.,
Levi S. Brown,
A. F. Chase
City of Portland, 1 shovel, 1 copper hammer

22 kegs, 1 case.
8 "
17 pkgs.
18 kegs.
5 pkgs.
3 kegs.
9 pkgs.
20 cans.
15 pkgs.
19 "
2 kgs lead balls, ullage.
138 packages.

RECEIVED FOR T H E YEAR 1869

AND

1870.

Wm. D. Robinson
Fletcher & Co.,
H. W. & A. Deering,
A.F.Chase,

50 kegs.
91 "
5 "
98 "

"

"

"

20 J "

"

"

"

13 cans.

It"
284 packages.
AMOUNT DELIVERED FOR THE YEAR ENDING A P R I L IST,

Rufus Cushman,
Wm. D. Robinson
Watson Newhall
Fletcher& Co.,
H. W. & A. Deering
Levi S. Brown,
A.F.Chase

4 kegs.
43 "
3 "
96 "
8 "
7 pkgs
103 "

1870.

40
4.30
.30
9.60
.80
.65
9.3S

Number of packages delivered
264
Amount of cash received,
$25,40
Respectfully submitted,
J O H N S. FOGG, Keeper of Magazine,
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March 11, 1870.
J
Reading dispensed with, ordered to be printed in concurrence.
Attest:
G. L. SWETT, Clerk

REPORT.

To the Honorable City Council:
Gentlemen :-—Agreeable to custom, I herewith submit my
report of the Medical Department of the Alms-house, and city
poor.
During the year the number of patients in tho hospital, has
been much larger than usual, owing to the oyer-crowding of the
buildings with occupants, from want of sufficient room to properly
accommodate those sent there.
The larger number of deaths have occurred among the aged,
for the amount of sickness among the younger and more vigorous,
the fatality has been small, when considering the number attacked
and the severity of the symptoms.
The part of the house now used for a hospital, is wholly insufficient to properly care for those constantly needed to be placed
in it.
Within a few feet from the main house was built a good substantial, very well arranged hospital, but has never been used as such.
That this building should longer remain unoccupied does not admit
of a doubt, and I am led to the belief, with the hope likewise, that
the efforts of some of the overseers in this desired attainment may
meet with favorable results.
Much has been accomplished by the overseers in giving to the
place a more desirable appearance, and added much to the healthy
condition of all concerned. The out-buildings have been renovated, and that always detestable nuisance, a-piggery, has faded
away, and over its miasmatic exhalations now is wafted, fresh and
wholesome air.
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In the city the number of patients has also been large, though
they have all received the attention and care which the circumstances of their condition and surroundings would admit.
His Honor, the Mayor, called my attention to the complaints
made with reference to that locality bounded by High, Maple,
York and Commercial streets, and desired me to visit it and
report. That report has been before you and was made after
careful examination. I exceedingly regret to learn, that it has
been wholly disregarded, or referred to the next city government,
which is its equivalent.
I am convinced from the amount of labor required of a physician who intends and does his duty in this department of the city
government, is inadequately remunerated, for the human nature
that is in man, does not usually impel him to do more than he is
compensated for. I believe this is beyond cavil. The salary
should be at least, one thousand dollars.
During the summer months, by order of the city government,
a quarentine was established and vessels arriving from infected
ports, were thoroughly examined and proper means adopted for
the prevention of yellow fever. Several cases were found on shipboard, but none were brought to the city. Several insane persons
have been confined at the alms-house, but I would state that it is no
place for this class of patients, in truth, it is an injury rather than
a benefit; some provision should be entered into with the state authorities, in order to remove this evil. I must add my statement to
the efficiency of the keeper of the alms-house, and his wife. Everything in their power has been done for the care of the inmates.
And to the overseers.I must acknowledge my thanks, for their
ever ready co-operation in all the suggestions tending to the welfare of those unfortunates ever within the alms-house.
Respectfully,
B. F. FOGG.
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The following Report, written by W. H. SHAILER, was adopted as the Report
of the Board; and it was voted that two thousand one hundred copies of the
same be printed, under the supervision of the writer, and that the Executive
Committee take charge of their distribution.
Attest:

J. B . HALL, SECRETARY.

REPORT.
In accordance with a custom which is acknowledged to be both
appropriate and just, the Superintending Committee on Schools
submit their Annual Report. In such reports made from year to
year, upon the same subject, there must of necessity be something
of a sameness in the facts stated, and in the suggestions made.
Yet every succeeding year is so marked by its own peculiarities of
events transpired, of labor performed, and of the manner of its
performance, as to justify the custom of preparing such reports
annually. In this way new facts worthy of record may be preserved, new suggestions may be made and old suggestions which
were important, if not yet observed, may be repeated, and gain
a new force by the repetition.
The Board of the School Committee as now composed, consists
of twenty-one gentlemen, selected from persons in the different
professions and callings in life, and are supposed to be qualified,
in all respects to discharge the duties and me i the responsibilities of the office to which they are elected. And by their acceptance of such office, and voluntarily taking the required oath, it
is supposed that they will attend faithfully to its obligations, and
suffer no interests and trusts committed to their hands to decline,
through the lack of their attention or care.
THE WORK TO BE PERFORMED.

Persons without experience in such matters, are not apt to consider what amount of time, of deliberation, and labor is required
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of such a committee, in a city like this, in a single year. Nor
do our citizens generally appreciate the work that is actually performed by such committee, or the vital importance of the trusts
placed in their hands. Viewed in any proper light, it may be
seen from the very nature of the case that the responsibilities
resting upon them are very great. The entire property which the
city holds vested in school houses, furniture, apparatus, and the
like, amounting in all to a sum probably not less than four hundred
thousand dollars, is, for the time being, under their control. Added to this are about sixty thousand dollars, appropriated annually
by the city authorities, to be expended under the direction of this
same Committee, in meeting the current expenses of our schools.
Besides these financial interests, there are others still more weighty
and important committed to the special care and direction of this
Board. There are within the limits of the city something more
than ten thousand children and youth, between the ages of four
and twenty-one years. For the proper education and training of
these, so far as they may be disposed to avail themselves of our
public Schools, the Board are to provide. They must see that
suitable teachers are selected, and perform their work with fidelity,—that rooms are properly heated, ventilated, and made comfortable for the schools, and that all the conveniences and appurtenances of the school-houses are such as will promote the best
physical and mental development of the pupils. These and other
things which need not be specified, are amoung the trusts to be
constantly watched and cared for by the Superintending School
Committee. It will be seen, therefore, that the work which they
have to perform is not only important, but must of necessity be
various in kind. And such being the case, it may not be altogether
uninteresting to parents, and the citizens generally, to know something of the arrangements made by the Committee for dfcing their
work, and the means employed for seeing that it is well done.
THE MANNER OF PERFORMING THE WORK.

Immediately after their organization for the year, the Board
appoints from its number, various sub-committees, to whose special
care certain specific duties are particularly assigned. Each school
has a sub-committee of its own, varying in number, according to
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its grade and number of its rooms. A committee also is appointed
to have special care of the material wants and necessities of all
the schools. All contracts for fuel, furniture, simple repairs,
sweeping, etc., are made by them, and they attend also to the
settlement of all bills, subject to the approval of the gene:al Board.
Besides these, there is a "committee on construction," whose duty
it is to report plans for new school-houses, when there is a resolve
to build, or when any considerable alteration is to be made in
houses that are already in existence. In addition to these permanent committees, are one or two others of much importance, which,
however, are temporary in their continuance.
The Board hold a regular meeting every month, and frequent
special meetings, as occasion may require. At each monthly
meeting it is the custom for every member present to give a report
on the schools he has visited since the last previous meeting of the
Board, and specially of the state and progress of the schools more
immediately under his supervision. These reports generally are
so full, and so minute in their details, that the members of the
Board obtain information in regard to the condition of each school,
and the success of the several teachers. Hence the Board are
not without knowledge in regard to such schools as they do not
have opportunity to visit personally.
SCHOOLS.

The whole number of schools under the supervision of the Committee is nineteen, in which are employed about one hundred teachers ; and at the close of this year of service, the Board are happy to
report, that in the main, thess several schools are in a highly prosperous condition. The school-houses, almost without exception,
are commodious and very conveniently arranged for school purposes. The city is to be congratulated on the improvements made
in this respect, during the last ten years. In two or three of the
Primary schools the committee have within the year exchanged
the small chairs which haye been in use for a long time, for desks
and seats of modern construction, which adds much to the quiet of
these rooms, and the convenience of the pupils in attendance there.
It was found necessary also, in consequence of the large number
attending the Fourth Grammar School for Boys, to furnish addi-
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tional accommodation for hearing the several classes recite.
Accordingly a room was finished and furnished for this purpose,
directly over the main room occupied by that school. Besides
these, there have been but small expenditures for alterations or
improvements in school-houses the past year, by this Committee.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

In the Primary Schools, which embrace the larger portion of all
the pupils attending our public schools, the Board find much deserving of commendation. In some of them there have been very
decided improvemerts within the year. The teachers have been
ambitious to excel, and have been more than usually attentive to
the art of teaching. New methods for interesting and instructing
the pupils have been adopted, and the usual routine has been
broken up. Object teaching has, to some extent, been practised,
and proved successful. The children have been interested, and
made rapid advancement. The late examinations of these schools
were eminently satisfactory. But while this is true in respect to
a portion ef the Primary Schools, it is not equally true of all of
them. In some localities there are untoward circumstances to
contend with, which do not exist in others. The children do not
have the same surroundings and advantages at home that others
have,—are not so regular in their attendance at school, all of
which operate unfavorably, and prevent the attainment of the
largest success in these schools. And then, in some instances,
there seems to be a lack of ability or enthusiasm on the part of the
teachers. They fail to awaken and keep alive in the minds of the
children an interest essential to the most beneficial results. Such
teachers may have many excellent qualities, and manage to get
along very respectably in their way, term after term, but they
have not those inventive faculties, that aptness to teach, that lively
enthusiasm, that constant search after knowledge, which are found
in successful teaching. The children under their tuition learn the
alphabet, learn to spell words and to pronounce them, and yet
have but little idea of associating words with things, or inquiring
what words were designed to signify. Such defects the Committee
have sought to remedy.
They have felt that the utmost care should be given to the man-
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ner in which the Primary Schools are conducted, and the children
there taught. These schools are at the foundation of our whole
system, and have an importance attached to them which words
cannot measure, The habits there formed extend, at least in their
influence, through the whole course of our system. The day has
gone by, or at least is going by, in which it was supposed that any
body was qualified to teach a primary school, who could govern
children, by compelling them to sit still, and was able to teach
them the first rudiments of learning from the books which were
furnished. It is beginning to be understood that in such schools
there is use for the best talents, and the most varied knowledge.
The wider the resources, and the more numerous the facts from
which a teacher can draw illustrations, and explain the nature and
structure of material things which children see, and with which
they come in contact, the better the qualification for instructing
those who are taking their first lessons in learning. It is a knowledge of things which the inquisitive minds of little children seek,
and then of words as significant of things. And to meet their
wants in this respect the teacher should have, not only exact and
varied knowledge, but be well informed in regard to the best
methods of using that knowledge, so as to interest and instruct
children.
The Committee, entertaining such views, have endeavored to
give special attention to the Primary Schools, and are happy to
say the teachers have, for the most part, gladly seconded every
effort of the Committee, and have sought to inform themselves in
regard to the different methods of imparting instruction. And
while the Committee report these schools as being generally in a
good condition, and rejoice in the improvements already made,
they express the hope that those who succeed them in office will
give special attention to this department of our school system, and
that it will be brought to a state much nearer perfection.
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL.

The Intermediate School, though ranking with the Primaries in
attainments, is different from them in the class of pupils of which
it is composed. It has disadvantages to contend with which our
other schools have not, and has at times been found more difficult
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to manage. It gives us pleasure to report that this school during
the year has been doing an excellent work. Under the management of its well qualified Principal there is reason to believe that
its progress will be sure and satisfactory.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Of these there are six, and though all holding the same rank,
and pursuing the same studies and having the same qualifications
for admission, they are not all organized on the same principle.
Two of them are exclusively for boys, two for girls, and two for
both sexes. Four of them are under the direction of the same
Principals as reported last year. At the commencement of the
school year, in September last, it was deemed advisable to transfer
Mr. E. Wenthworth, a long-tried and successful teacher in this
city, from the Park Street Grammar School for Boys to the North
School. And it is but justice to say that in this new and responsible position, Mr. Wentworth has fully met the expectations of the
Committee. He has under his daily supervision twenty-four teachers, in as many different rooms, and an average of some twelve
hundred pupils. To attend successfully to all these,—to have the
police, and other regulations of the school, such as to be for the
order and harmony of the whole,—to see that the instruction imparted in each room is thorough and adapted to the pupils in that
room,—and make his influence felt perpetually in every part of
the building, demands a combination of talents not easily attainable in any one man. It is sufficient to say in this connection,
that the success of Mr. Wentworth proves that in him, to an
unusual extent, are these talents combined. On his removal from
Park Street a vacancy was made in that school, which was filled
temporarily by the choice of Mr. M. J . Haynes, for several years
a successful teacher in the city of Biddeford. It is hoped that
the school will suffer no permanent injury by the change, but mamtain in the future the high character for excellence of discipline,
thoroughness of instruction, and correctness of deportment which
it has had in the past.
The other schools of this class are in their usually good condition.
The teachers have been faithfully at work, and the progress of
the pupils has been highly commendable. A larger number
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than usual from these schools presented themselves last summer
for admission to the High School, nearly all of whom passed the
thorough examination with credit. This perhaps, upon the wholes
is the fairest test of the correctness and thoroughness of the manner in which they had been taught.
HIGH SCHOOL.

The High School has been in successful operation during the
year. The number of scholars in attendance has been larger than
at any time previous since the school was established. A class of
sixty-four, who had completed the prescribed course of studies,
was graduated last summer; and the prospect now is, that about
the same number will be prepared for graduation at the close of
the present term. It is an encouraging feature of the school that
the number of those who remain till the completion of the course
is yearly increasing. This is so, especially in the department of
Boys. The full course will be found none too extensive for those
who are to be engaged in business, or any active calling in life, and
it will be well for the boys themselves, as also for the school, when
a still larger per cent, of those who enter shall remain and finish
the course.
The course of instruction in the Higher English branches has
greatly improved within the last two or three years, and is now
well adapted to give a good education to those who do not desire
to pursue classical studies. In some instances pupils are ambitious
to enter this school at too early an age, before their mental and
physical constitutions have attained sufficient maturity to secure,
without injury, the benefits of the course there pursued. They
may learn the lessons as given in the books, make good recitations
of these, obtain excellent marks; but there are but few pupils
under fourteen years of age, who are able to grasp the subjects,
and comprehend them with that vigor and strength of intellect
necessary to good scholarship. Hence in their efforts to do it,
either the physical constitution gives way, and is permanently impaired, or towards the close of the course, in some of the severer
branches pursued, a want of previous development will be discovered, and in later years this class will themselves see that their
attainments are superficial, and their mental discipline one-sided
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and incomplete. The Committee, therefore, knowing these facts,
would caution parents and guardians against allowing their children
to enter this school at too early an age. Some may have gone
over the studies required for admission, at the age of twelve years,
but it will be far better for such to remain out of school for a year
or two, acquire more physical strength, and then commence the
studies of the High School, with fresh and more mature intellectual vigor.
A High School in a city like this should be such, not only in
name, but in reality. All that pertains to it should be progressive.
By degrees the terms for admission should be advanced; the course
of study should be more severe and extensive, and the mental discipline and training of the pupils should, in all respects, be commensurate with the progressive movements and increasing demands
of the age. By thus elevating the character of the High School,
we shall most effectually elevate the character of all the schools
which are below it in grade, and the teaching throughout our whole
system will necessarily become more thorough and exact.
Under its present excellent management, the High School may
advance to a yet higher position, and accomplish for the city
nobler results than have yet been attained.
ISLAND SCHOOLS.

The Island Schools, of which there are two, have received the
attention of the Committee. But owing to a variety of causes,
the visits to them havo not been as frequent as in some previous
years.
The School on Long Island was interrupted and shortened, durthe winter term, by the sickness of the teacher employed to instruct it, beside from this the school has been conducted as in
former years, and with about the same results.
On Peak's Island the school was attended by qifite a large
number of pupils, and with good success. The increasing population of this Island has, for several years past, been making increasing demands upon the Committee, for enlarged accommodations for that school. Allusions have been made to this fact in
several of the annual reports. It was seen that the time was near
at hand when provision must be made, not only for a larger num-
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ber of pupils, but for grading the school. Yet a variety of circumstances tended to delay the action contemplated. The Board
are now happy to report that progress has been made in this
direction during the past year. The city authorities have caused
a new school-house to be erected in a suitable locality, which will
give ample accommodation to the school, probably for several years
to come. This house is now nearly completed, and will shortly be
furnished, and made ready for occupancy. Then the long felt
necessity will have been met; and with care in selecting teachers,
and supervising the school, there is reason to hope that it will take
rank with others, of similar grades, in the city.
FINANCES.

In regard to the finances entrusted to the Board, it may be
proper to state, that these have been managed with reference to
what was deemed to be the wisest economy. The impression on
some minds seems to be that persons entrusted with funds to
expend for the public good, are careless and wasteful in their expenditures. And the School Committee have not been altogether
free from censures of this kind. These censures are founded
mostly, it is believed, on a misapprehension of facts in the case.
The Board is composed of citizens, who have a common interest
with others, in all the expenditures of the city; they pay taxes
as others do, and desire to have these as light as is consistent with
the public good. Some members of the Board are shrewd business
men, accustomed to manage finances to a large amount. They
know the worth of money, and are wise and judicious in the use
of it. There are, perhaps, no better financiers in our city than
are found in this Board. At the commencement of the year a
committee of- five, usually, is appointed to make an estimate of
of the sum needed for current expenditures. They go over the
whole matter carefully, item by item, and report to the Board.
The subject is there taken up in a similar way, every point carefully considered and discussed, and the lowest sum finally agreed
upon, which the Board believe adequate to meet the necessary
expenses for the year. There are no subjects which come before
the Board, that are more carefully considered or more thoroughly
discussed, than this. They, from the position which they occupy,
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and the knowledge which they have, look at this subject as practi.
cal men, and after mature deliberation, ask of the city authorities
an appropriation for school purposes, which is only equal to the
exigencies of the case. It is not possible to tell, in advance, the
exact sum which will be needed for repairs, for fuel, for incidental
expenses, and the like; and only an approximate estimate can be
made. But for the salaries of teachers, janitors, etc., the estimate
is made upon what the Committee actually agree to pay.
IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE AND TRUANCY.

The subject of truancy and irregular attendance at school is one
which has been frequently presented in previous reports of the
Board; and yet it is a subject whose importance is not fully
appreciated or understood. Our schools suffer more from this,
probably, than any other single cause. The teachers are perplexed, the classes embarassed, and the standard of scholarship lowered
by the frequent absences of those who belong to the schools. For
trifling reasons children, in some instances, are suffered to remain
out of school, and thus fail of learning lessons, which are essential
to a correct understanding of lessons which succeed; and the
pupils, finding that those who attend regularly are above them in
rank, soon lose their interest in study, cherish a dislike for the
school, and at length are obliged to go into a lower class, or they
cease from attending school altogether.
Besides those who are thus irregular, with the consent or knowledge of their parents, there are large numbers who are guilty of
habitual truancy. The officer, whose special business it is to look
after this class, reports that during eleven months, ending March
1,1870, he arrested three hundred and seventy-three truants, and
these, it is supposed, are but a fraction of the whole number who
were actually guilty. The injury to the schools is enormous,
besides the evils resulting to the truants themselves. To have so
large a number growing up in our midst, thus practising deception, disobedient to rightful authority, neglecting the advantages
of an education offered to them, should arouse the apprehensions
of every good citizen, and lead to the most stringent measures to
remedy the evil.
The Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools for 1869,
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shows that an average of only thirty-four per cent, of those residing in Portland, between the ages of four and twenty-one years,
were in our public schools the past year. Admitting that our regulation, which does not permit children to enter our schools until
they are five years of age, excludes many who are allowed to attend
in other towns, and that many attend private schools, still there is
no sufficient reason why the average attendance upon our public
schools should not be much larger than it is. The subject is one
which demands the serious attention of parents and the citizens
generally.
TEACHERS AND TEACHING.
The Board would further suggest, that more careful attention,
in future, be given both to teachers and teaching. Without this,
it is vain to expect any considerable improvement or progress in
our schools. Teaching as an art should be better understood by
all who engage in this as a profession. It is true that very much
depends upon natural talents, and aptitude to communicate knowledge, but something more than this is needed for the largest success in teaching. In other professions it is not enough that one
have natural adaptedness, or that he have general knowledge, but
he must devote time, and severe study to the special demands of
his profession. And why should it not be so with the profession
of teaching? Is this profession less important in its results than
others? Are its requirements, in its better form, less difficult to
be understood? Can any one, uneducated or educated, become a
good teacher who does not understand what good teaching is ?
Such a one may hear recitations, but that is not teaching. And
one great fault has been hitherto, that there was too much hearing
of recitations, and too little teaching.
To be a good teacher one must give study to the art of teaching.
This may be done in connection with experience, but it is not done
without habits of thought and diligent study. And it aids greatly
if one has given attention to the best methed of conducting a
school, and the requisites for good teaching, before the experience begins. To commence with clear conceptions of what is to
be done, and a correct ideal of the person who can do it, gives
great advantage in any calling or profession. The knowledge
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acquired at Normal Schools is of great value in regard to these
points. But as a majority of our teachers generally are from those
educated in our own schools, and many of them cannot, after their
graduation, conveniently attend Normal Schools, the Committee
would suggest the expediency of having some provision made
whereby those graduates of the High School, who desire to engage
in teaching, can have a course of instruction with special reference to this object. It is thought that arrangements for this
purpose can be made, so that during the last term of the schoolyear, those designing to teach may be thus instructed, without in
terfering materially with their regular studies, and without much
additional expense to the city. The Principal of the High School,
and such other gentlemen as might be invited to do so, could
arrange for a course of two lectures each week, on the best
methods of conducting a school; embracing its government, and
all that pertains to its discipline, and the art of teaching. The
time might be so arranged as to permit any who are engaged in
teaching to attend such lectures, if they desired it. The advantages of such a course of instruction would be many and great,
even though, at first, the course was somewhat limited.
Our settled policy should be to employ, or continue in employ,
good teachers only ; and give such an adequate compensation for
their services. In no other way can the standard of our schools
be raised, or teachers of the first order be retained. A
really good teacher is as valuable to this community as to any
other, and it is just/that such teachers should be fairly compensated. We cannot well afford to have any teacher, whose services
we may wish to retain, induced to leave for want of an adequate
support. Others we can part with, without feeling the loss, but
not such. A generous policy in this respect will, in the end, be
the strictest economy.
There are other topics, such as the teaching of Music and
Penmanship, which may demand, and receive the attention of
the Board that succeeds this. Beyond this suggestion, nothing
perhaps, need be said upon these topics at present.
The usual statistics, names of the schools, teachers, salaries, etc.
will be found appended to the report. From these may be obtained all the information desired on these points.
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CONCLUSION.

In concluding their report, the Committee express their great
pleasure at the increasing interest which parents, and others of our
citizens, manifest in our public schools. They see the need of such
Bchools, and desire to have them of the highest order; for this
they are willing to be taxed to any reasonable amount. There is
nothing for which they more freely would make expenditure than
for this. All they demand is, that such expenditures be wisely
and judiciously made; and this they have a right to demand and
expect. Many objects and enterprises are at present exciting the
attention of our citizens, and calling for their pecuniary aid. These,
it is thought, will serve to increase the growth and material prosperity of the city. Should these anticipations be realized, our standing
and resources, as a city, will be very different from what they now
are; and a wise forethought will not discard probabilities. Our
educational interests must keep pace with the growth of the city.
The real strength and prosperity of a community consists, not
so much in what the community possesses, as in what it is; intelligence and moral worth are superior to materia] wealth. Without
these the largest resources will be comparatively valueless; and
for these, and a general diffusion of them among all classes, our
public schools must not only be kept up, but made of the first order.
We must educate the children, and prepare them, as they enter
active life, to meet intelligently any demands that will be made
upon their knowledge or their virtues. The Board, therefore,
bespeak the hearty co-operation of parents, and all our citizens, in
this work of education, and in making our public schools as good,
and as nearly perfect as is practicable, or possible. Without such
co-operation, the School Committee can accomplish but very little,
with it they may carry forward the work of education to yet nobler
results, and grander achievements.
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SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL

COMMITTEE.

The members of the Board of School Committee, and the years
when their terms expire, are as follows:
1870.
AMBROSE GIDDINGS,

108 Spring Street

PRENTISS LORING

23 Gray

"

WILLIAM H. SHAILER

29 Pearl

"

MONROE A. BLANCHARD

17 Elm

"

SYLVESTER B. BECKETT,

5 Gray '•

CHARLES B. MERRILL

45 State

"

1871.
CHARLES HOLDEN

114 Cumberland

SAMUEL R. LEAVITT
LEWIS B. SMITH,
GEORGE W. TRUE,
JOSEPH B. HALL

"

42 Franklin

"

66 Winter

"

50 State

"

High Street Court, rear 30 Danforth

"

6 Carleton

"

2 Montreal

"

53 Park

"

WILLIAM E. GOULD
NOAH P. BURGESS,
1872.
JAMES H. HAMLEN
BENJ. H. BAILEY

55 High

"

62 Winter

"

St. Paul's Rectory, Congress

"

AURIN L. DRESSER,
N. W. TAYLOR ROOT
SETH C. GORDON

Falmouth Hotel

LEWIS PIERCE,

pme

«

No. 7 Locust

"

5

DANIEL O'C. O'DONOGHUE
WILLIAM H. SHAILER,
Chairman.

J O S E P H B. HALL,
Secretary pro tern.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

CHARLES HOLDEN.

C H A R L E S B. MERRILL,
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STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE
AT THE

PUBLIC
TERMS

ENDING

JULY,

SCHOOLS
1869, A N D F E B R U A R Y , 1870.

HIGH SCHOOL,.

District.—All territory within the limits of the city.
House.—Cumberland street, rear of First Parish Church.—
Entrance for grils, Cumberland street; for boys, Congress street..
Sub-Committee.—Shailer, Bailey, Merrill, Hamlen, True, Pierce,
Holden.
TEACHERS.—A. P . STONE, Principal.
ALBRO E. CHASE, Assistant Master.

Miss ANGELA A. SMALL, Assistant Mistress.
Assistants.—Edwin S. Small, Mary S. Deering,
Katharine B. Larrabee, Mary F. Lawrence, Lucretia D. Sewall,
Lucretia A. Tobie, Alice S. Fairfield, Harriet A. Leavitt, Abby
T. Sewall.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

Term ending July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

Term ending February, 1870.
158 Whole number belonging,
146 Average attendance,
144 Present at examination,

187
174
173

GIRLS' DEI 'ARTMENT.

Term ending July, 1869.
Whole number belonging.
Average attendance,
Present at examination,
Term ending July, 1869.
Total number belonging,
Total average attendance,
Total present at examination,

2

Term ending February, 1870,
Whole number belonging,
184 Average attendance.
187 Present at examination,
Term ending February, 1870,
361 Total number belonging,
33° Total average attendance,
331 Total present at examination,
203

221

201

194
408
375-5
367
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NORTH

SCHOOL.

District.—For girls of the Grammar department, all that territory northeast of a line running from the harbor through the
centre of Franklin street to Back Cove. For boys of the Grammar
department, all that territory northeast of a line running from the
harbor through the centre of India and Smith streets, across Lincoln street to Back Cove. For children of the Primary department, all that territory southwest of a line running from the
harbor through Waterville street, embracing both sides thereof, to
Monument street, crossing vacant land below the Observatory, to
Congress street, thence through Congress street to North street,
thence through North street, embracing both sides thereof, to Back
Cove, and northeast of a line running from the harbor through the
centre of Franklin street to Back Cove.
House.—Congress street, near corner of India street.
Sub-Committee.—Holden,
Shailer, Gage.

Gould, Hall, Burgess, Gordon, Root,

Principal; Helen Crafts, Assistant Principal; Sarah T. Moulton, Isabella C. Blanchard, Sarah
J. Nutting, Harriet E. Morrill, Louisa T. Babb, Ida L. Leighton,
^Elizabeth E. Scamman, Susan T. Peters, Frances E. Bancroft,
Frances E. Blake, Ellen M. Worcester, Caroline 0 . Cole, Harriet
W. Fox, Almira S. Jones, Mary E. Butler, Anne M. Garvin,
Ellen W. Hunt, Mary A. Weymouth, Elizabeth A. Day, Jane
Haynes, Eglina B. Files, Assistants; Harriet C. Blanchard, Frances E. Hunt, Alice Warren, Elizabeth Short, Temporary Assistants.
TEACHERS.—EBEN WENTWORTH,

•Transferred to High School.

tTransferred to Intermediate.

At the commencement of the year George C. Webber was Principal, but he
asked, and received, leave of absence until the end of the term, and Mr. A. J.
Blethen was employed in his place, until July, when Mr. Wentworth was elected
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STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT.

Term ending July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at Examination,

Term ending February, 1870.
334 | Whole number belonging,
240 I Average attendance,
334 | Present at examination,

373
273
296

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT.

Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,
Total belonging,
Total average attendance,
Total Present at examination,

1217
735
961
1551
975
1295

WEST

Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,
I Total belonging,
| Total average attendance,
| Total present at examination

1085
635
749
1458
908
1045

SCHOOL.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from
Fore river to the junction of Weymouth, (formerly Alms House
street,) and Congress streets, nearly at a right angle with Weymouth street, thence through Weymouth street, including both
sides thereof, to the creek in rear of the Alms House, thence by
said creek to Grove street, and by the line of Westbrook to its
junction with Fore River, thence by said river to the point begun
at.
House.—Lowell street, near Libby's Corner.
Sub-Committee.—Hall, Smith, Leavitt.
TEACHERS.—Adrianna M. Carleton, Principal; Emily Nollett,
Ellen D. Stevens, Carrie M. Weymouth, Caroline Riggs, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT.

Term ending July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

I Term ending in February, 1870.
59 | Whole number belonging
46 I Average attendance,
43 | Present at examination,

50
47
42

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT.

Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,
Total belonging,
Total average attendance,
Total present at examination

156
114
131
215
160
174

Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,
Total number belonging,
Total average attendance,
Total present at examination,

132
126
110
182
173
152
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PARK STREET GRAMMAR FOR BOYS.

District.—All that territory southwest of a line running from
the harbor through the centre of High street to Congress street,
thence through the centre of Congress street to Green street,
thence through the centre of Green street to the line of Westbrook, thence by Westbrook line to Grove street, thence by the
Creek to Weymouth street, (formerly Alms House street,) thence
through Weymouth street, taking neither side thereof, to Congress street, thence to Fore river nearly at a right angle with
Weymouth street.
Rouse.—Park Street, between Congress and Spring streets.
Sub-Committee.—Merrill, Smith, Dresser.
TEACHERS.—EBENEZER WENTWORTH, Principal, until July
1869 ; J . M. Haines, temporary principal; Abbie Russell, Callie
E. Foster, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
167
Average attendance,
160
Present at examination,
144

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
189
Average attendance,
178
Present at examination,
180

FOURTH GRAMMAR FOR BOYS.

District.—All that territory southwest of a line running from
the harbor through the centre of India And Smith streets across
Lincoln street to Back Cove, and northeast of a. line running from
the harbor through the centre of High street to Congress street,
thence through the centre of Congress street to Green street,
thence through the centre of Green street to the line of Westbrook. This district includes that of Centre Grammar School for
boys, temporarily suspended.
House.—High School Building; entrance, Congress Street.
Sub-Committee.—Blanchard, True, Root.
•TEACIIERS.—George E. Taylor, Principal; Flora B. Coolidge,
Sarah J. Clark, Mary F. Hitchcock, Assistants ; Ella F . Strout,
Francis E. Hunt, Susan Dennis, Emma Durrell, Temporary Assistants.
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STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE,
Term ending in July, 1869.
I Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
198 Whole number belonging,
220
Average attendance,
172 Average attendance,
187
Present at examination,
154 [ Present at examination,
184

BRACKETT STREET GRAMMAR FOR GIRI.S.

District.—All that territory southwest of a line running from
the harbor through the centre of High street to the line of Westbrook, thence by said line to Grove street, thence by the creek to
Weymouth street, (formerly Alms House street,) thence through
Weymouth street, taking neither side thereof, to Congress street,
thence to Fore river nearly at a right angle with Weymouth street.
House.—Brackett Street, between Pine amd Spring Streets.
Sub-Committee.—Giddings, Bailey, O'Donoghue.
TEACHERS.—Lydia A. Harris, Principal; Elizabeth M. Phillips,
Temporary Assistant; Jane W. Bailey, Assistant; H. N. Harlow,
Temporary Assistant.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
151
Average attendance,
120
Present at examination,
121

ATTENDANCE:
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
158
Average attendance,
126
Present at examination,
127

CENTRE GRAMMAR FOR GIRLS.

District.—All that territory southwest of a line running from
the harbor through the centre of Franklin street to Back Cove, and
northeast of a line running from the harbor through the centre 0*
High street to the line of Westbrook.
House.—High School Building.

Entrance Cumberland street.

Sub-Committee.—Gould, Loring, Beckett.
TEACHERS.—Sarah A. Chamberlain, Principal; Carrie M. Gerrish, Assistant; Carrie A. Woodman, Assistant; Ellen R. Pickering, Assistant.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July 1869.
Whole number belonging,
180
Average attendance,
157
Present at examination,
159

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
182
Average attendance,
158
Present at examination,
155
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INTERMEDIATE FOB BOYS.

District.—All territory within the limits of the city.
House.— Chestnut street, between Congress and Cumberland
Streets.
Sub-Committee.—Leavitt, Hall.
TEACHERS.—Andrew H. Files, Principal; Ellen M. Robinson,
Mary E. Jordan, Caroline C. Cole, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
174
Average attendance,
101
Present at examination,
103

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
207
Average attendance,
107
Present at examination,
156

PRIMARY, NO. 1.

District.—All that territory northeast of a line running from the
harbor through Waterville street, taking neither side thereof, to
Monument street, thence crossing vacant land below the Observatory to Congress street, thence through Congress street to North
street, thence through North street, taking neither side thereof, to
Back Cove.
House.—Monument street, between Atlantic and St. Lawrence
streets.
Sub-Committee.—Blanchard,

Root.

TEACHERS.—Mary A. Greer, Principal; Emma J. Wilson, Anna
M. Colley, Emma L. Robinson, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
234Average attendance,
188
Present at examination,
214

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
204
Average attendance,
164
Present at examination,
173

PRIMARY, NO. 3.

District.—All that terrritory lying between a line running from
the harbor through the centre of Franklin street to Back Cove, and
a line running from Back Cove through the centre of Preble and
Center streets to Free street, thence through the centre of Free and
Middle streets to Exchange street, tbence through the centre of
Exchange and Moulton streets to the harbor.
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House.—Chestnut street, between Congress and Cumberland
streets.
Sub Committee.—Shailer, Dresser.
TEACHERS.—Hannah E. Drinkwater, Principal; Annie A. Frost,
Martha W. Blake, Assistants ; Adaline Babb, Temp. Assistant.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
T e r m ending in ]u]v. 1869.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

T e r m ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

314
280
279
PRIMARY,

301
263
267

NO. 3.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from the
harbor through the centre of Moulton and Exchange streets to Middle street, thence through the centre of Middle and Free streets to
Oak street, thence through the centre of Oak street to Pleasant
street, thence through the centre of Pleasant street to Maple street,
thence through the centre of Maple street to the harbor, thence by
the harbor to the point begun at.
House.—Center street, near corner Spring street.
Sub-Committee.—Giddings, Gordon, Merrill.
TEACHERS.— Charlotte A. Putney, Principal; Mary E. Hall,
Susan E. Grover, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF
T e r m ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
305
Average attendance,
199
Present at examination,
231

ATTENDANCE.
T e r m ending in February, 1870.
W h o l e number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

321
192
249

P R I M A R Y , N O . 4.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from
Back Cove through the centre of Preble and Center streets to Free
street, thence through the centre of Free street to Oak street,
thence through the centre of Oak street to Cumberland street,
thence through the centre of Cumberland street to Green street,
thence through Green street, embracing both sides thereof, to
Deering's bridge, thence by the line of Back Cove to the point
begun at.
House.—Casco street, opposite Prospect street.
Sub-Committee.—True, Pierce.
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TEACHERS.—Isabella Garvin, Principal ; Alswitha Evans, Julia
W. Griffin, Assistants; Alice Turner, Temp. Assistant.
STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
321
Average attendance,
214
Present at examination,
243

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
309
Average attendance,
191
Present at examination,
219

PRIMARY, NO. 5.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from
the harbor through the centre of Park street to Spring street,
thence through the centre of Spring street (not including the lots
on the northwest side of Spring between Park and State streets,)
to Winter street, thence through the centre of Winter street to
Pine street, thence through the centre of Pine street to Brackett
street, thence through the centre of Brackett and Dow streets to
Congress street, thence through the centre of Congress street to
Mellen street, thence through the centre of Mellen street, crossing
Portland street and Deering's oaks to the creek southwest of Deering's bridge, thence by said creek and Back Cove to the foot of
Green street at Deering's Bridge, thence through Green street taking neither side thereof, to Cumberland street, thence through the
center of Cumberland to Oak street, thence through the centre of
Oak street to Pleasant street, thence through the centre of Pleasant street to Maple street, thence through the centre of Maple
street to the harbor, thence by the harbor to the point begun at.
House.—Park street, between Congress and Spring.
Sub- Committee.—Holden, Loring.
TEACHERS.—Mary F. Stackpole, Principal; Assistants, Sarah
M. Bailey, Maria S. Burnell.

STATISTICS OF
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
222
Average attendance,
168
Present at examination,
167

ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
222
Average attendance,
149
Present at examination,
160

THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
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NO. 6.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from the
harbor through the centre of Park street to Spring street, thence
through the centre of Spring street (including the lots on the
northwest side of Spring between Park and State streets,) to
Clark street, thence through the centre of Clark street to the harbor, thence by the harbor to the point begun at.
House.—Spring street, between High and Oak streets.
Sub-Committee.—Hamlen, Gage.
TEACHERS : Martha A. Owen, Principal; Assistants, Mary P.
Richardson, Louisa E. Boothby, Octavia M. Beckett.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in July, 1869.
Whole n u m b e r belonging.
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

173
142
145

T e r m ending in February 1870.
W h o l e n u m b e r belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

PRIMARY,

177
133
140

NO. 7.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from the
harbor through the centre of Clark to Spring street, thence through
the centre of Spring street crossing the Western cemetery and
promenade to the harbor, thence by the harbor to the point begun
at.
House.—Walnut street, near corner of Danforth street.
Sub-Committee.—Smith, Beckett.
TEACHERS.—Mary E. Fales, Principal; Assistants, Ophelia
A. Grover, Elizabeth Rand, Mary McKearney.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
T e r m ending in July, 1869.
Whole number belonging,
Average attendance,
Present at examination,

I T e r m ending in February 1870.
230 I W h o l e number belonging,
182 | Average attendance,
205 j Present at examination,

210
150
177

P R I M A R Y , NO. 8.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from

2<;
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Spring street through the centre of Winter street to Pine street,
thence through the centre of Pine street to Brackett street, thence
through the centre of Brackett and Dow streets to Congress street,
thence through the centre of Congress street to Carlton street,
thence through the centre of Carlton to Pine street, thence
through the centre of Pine street to its junction with Emery street,
thence through the centre of Emery street to Spring street, thence
through the centre of Spring street to Winter street, the point
begun at.
House.—Brackett street, between Pine and Spring streets.
Sub- Committee.—Burgess, Bailey.
TEACHERS.—Alicia Marks, Principal; Assistants, Mary A.
Stubbs, Frances M. Elwell.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in July, 1869.
| Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
154 I Whole number belonging,
167
Average attendance,
137 | Average attendance.
140
Present at examination,
152 | Present at examination,
159

PRIMARY,

NO.

9.

District.—All that territory enclosed by a line running from the
harbor near Vaughan's bridge, (crossing the Promenade and
Western Cemetery,) through the centre of Spring street to Emery
street, thence through the centre of Emery street to Pine street,
thence through the centre of Pine street to Carlton street, thence
through the centre of Carlton street to Congress street, thence
through the centre of Congress street to Mellen street, thence
through the centre of Mellen street, crossing Portland street and
Deering's oaks to the creek southwest of Deering's bfidge, thence
by said creek to Weymouth street, (formerly Alms House street,)
thence through Weymouth street, taking neither side thereof, to
Congress street, thence to Fore river, nearly at a right angle with
Weymouth street, thence by Fore river to the point begun at.
House.—Vaughan street, near corner Brackett street.
Sub-Committee.—Leavitt,

O'Donoghue.
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TEACHERS.—Mary E. McKenney, Principal; Mary E. Raymond, Maria S. Burnell, Sarah Brock, Sarah E. Currier, Assistants.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in July, 1869.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
191 Whole number belonging,
182
Average attendance,
133 Average attendance,
119
Present at examination,
144 Present at examination,
12 \
PEAK'S ISLAND SCHOOL.

District.—Composed of Peak's, Bangs,' House and Diamond (cr
Hog) Islands.
Sub-Committee.—Beckett, Smith, Gordon.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in July, 1869.
Term ending in February, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
66 |
Average attendance,
52 I No Report.
Present at last day of term,
52 |
LONG ISLAND SCHOOL.

District.—Composed of Long, Jewell's and Little Chebeaguo
Islands, and part of Crotch and Hope Islands.
Sub-Committee.—Beckett, Smith, Gordon.
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE.
Term ending in July, 1869.
Term ending in March, 1870.
Whole number belonging,
45
Average attendance,
30 No Report.
Present last day,
23
ALMS HOUSE SCHOOL.
Whole number belonging,
30 | Average attendance,
Present last day,
27.

27

ORPHAN ASYLUM.
Whole number belonging
28 | Average attendance,
Present last day,
26,

26

SALARIES OF TEACHERS.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Principal (male)
First Assistant Master,
Second Assistant Master,
First Assistant Mistress,
Eight Female Assistants, each,

12,500
1,000
900
800
500

NORTH SCHOOL.
Principal (male)
Assistant Principal (female)
Seven Female Assistants, each,
Seventeen Female Assistants, each,
WEST SCHOOL.
Principal (female)
First Assistant
Three Female Assistants, each,
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS FOR BOYS.
Two (male) Principals, each,
Two Female First Assistants, each,
Six Female Second Assistants, each,

1,600
600
425
400
650
426
400
1,600
450
425

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.
Two Principals (female,) each,
Two First Assistants (female,) each,
Six Second Assistants (female,) each,

650
450
425

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
Principal (male)
Two Female Assistants, each,

1,200
425

PRIMARIES.
Nine Female Principals, each,
Twenty-one Female Assistants, each,
Island Schools,
Orphan Asylum, and extra salaries,

450
400
1,000
250
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REPORT.
CHIEF ENGINEER'S OFFICE,

}

Portland, March 1, 1870. j
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council :
GENTLEMEN :—In conformity with the City Ordinances for the
government of the Fire Department, I herewith respectfully transmit my third Annual Report of the condition and operations of
the Fire Department, for the year ending February 28, 1870 ;
comprising the rolls of the several companies, and the apparatus
and property belonging to the city, under their charge ; also the
number of Fires and Alarms during the year, with the losses and
insurance thereon ; also the location and numbers of the Alarm
Fire Boxes, Reservoirs, and "Lowry" and "Johnson" Hydrants ;
with such suggestions as may tend to promote the safety and security of property from the ravages of fire.
STEAM FIRE ENGINES.

We have in the Department four Steamers, which are all in
good condition and reliable. The steamers "Falmouth" and
"Machigonne" have been sold to the Portland Company, and the
city have purchased a new Engine of the first class from the same
company, which is located in the Engine House on Brackett street,
and is designated as "Cumberland, Steamer No. 3 . " The Engine formerly known as No. 3, is now located at the Engine
House on Congress street, near Oak street, and is now designated as "Machigonne, No. 1," with the same company attached
to her as formerly.
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ENGINE HOUSES.

All the Engine Houses and other Buildings occupied for Fire
purposes, are in good condition, with the exception of No. Three's
House on Brackett street, which will require some slight repairs.
A brick stable has been erected on the lot owned by the city on
Congress street, near the Casco Engine House, for the accommodation of the horses belonging to the department, and also for the
storage of grain and provender.
HOSE HOUSE.

The large two story brick building located on South street, has
been converted into a Hose House for the storage of the Hose belonging to the Department, and also for the purposes of cleaning,
drying and repairing hose, and is well adapted for that purpose.
The building is seventy-three feet long and nineteen feet wide.
The tower is fifty-seven feet high, and eleven feet by seventeen
and a half in width, and will contain five thousand feet of hose.
At the present time we have blocks and pulleys for three thousand
five hundred feet of hose, and with the present facilities we can
clean and dry the hose in thirty-six hours, while under the old arrangement, the time consumed in some cases, would be at least
from two to three weeks. All repairs on hose is now made by Mr.
Levi J . Cummings, superintendent of the hose house.
HOSE.

The whole amount of Hose belonging to the Department is
15,950 feet, classed as follows : good leather hose, 10,100 feet;
fair 3,500 feet; poor 1,000 feet; good rubber and combination
hose 1,000 feet, and 350 feet, poor.
I would recommend the purchase of two thousand feet of leather
hose of the best quality, for the present year.
THE HOOK AND LADDER

COMPAny

Have charge of two Ladder Carriages, one of them located at
their house on the corner of Congress and Lime streets, and the
other carriage located on Spring street, containing four hundred
and twenty-four feet of ladders in good condition.
DIRIGO ENGINE COMPANY.

Located at Libby's Corner, with a volunteer company of thirty-
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seven men, ready for duty when required. This company has
rendered good service on several occasions, when fire has occurred
in that location.
THE FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH

Has worked quite satisfactorily, with few exceptions, and done
good service for the Department in sounding the alarm for fires,
and enabling the firemen to be prompt at their post. It is intended to enlarge the circuit by extending the wires during the present
year.
RESERVOIRS AND HYDRANTS.

The number of Reservoirs in the city is sixty-four, all in good
condition. The number of the "Lowry" Hydrants sett, is sixtyfive, and seventeen of the "Johnson" Post Hydrants; Five of the
"Lowry" hydrants, during the winter have been slightly frozen,
caused by the surplus water standing in them, not having any facilities for drainage. One of the "Johnson" Post Hydrants was
also slightly frozen.
We have not had occasion to use the "Lowry" Hydrants but
twice, and they worked satisfactorily, giving a good supply of
water.
PORTLAND WATER WORKS.

All the supply mains, sixteen miles, are completed to Lake Sebago, and water was let into the pipes at Saccarappa, August 19,
1869, furnishing the "New England Fair" with an abundant supply of water by the liberality of the Portland Water Company.
Fifteen miles of the pipe has been laid, leaving only one mile to be
laid to the lake, which will be laid as soon as the ground will permit. I understand it is the intentioo of the Water Company to extend their pipes in the city some five or six miles, the coming season. The Reservoir on Bramhall's Hill, is completed, and water
let on November 18. 1869, and since that time water has been
supplied to our citizens and for fire purposes. The Reservoir will
contain about ten million gallons, nearly as large as the one at
East Boston and South Boston combined, which is about twelve
million gallons. The pressure on Commercial street is about sixty
lbs. supplied from the Reservoir. When the works are completed,
the city will be supplied direct from the Lake, with an increased
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head of eighty-nine feet, which will give us a pressure on Commercial street of about ninety lbs., and a pressure on the highest point
in the city, of about twenty-five lbs. The conduit is expected to
be completed in July, 1870. There is now four hundred and ten
feet of rock tunnel to be excavated—this tunnel is seven feet high
and three feet wide.
This work is being forwarded with all possible dispatch, and will
be finished as soon as possible.
FIRES AND ALARMS.

The number of Fires and Alarms for the year ending February
28, 1870, was 64.
Alarms for Fires,
52
False Alarms,
7
Chimneys,
3
Out of City,
2
64

The following table shows the amount of Losses during each
month in the year :
1869.
March,
April,

Fires and Alarms.
3
11
4
May,
June,
3
July,
8
August,
11
September,
1
October,
4
November,
7
December,
4
January, 1870,
5
February,
3

Losses.
$2,250
19,831
1,575
1,850
3,200
16,105
600
12,400
6,400
700
4,758
500

Insurance.
$2,250
19,831
500
1,850
3,200
16,105
600
10,100
4,100
700
4,758
450

64
$70,169
$64,445
Excess of Loss over Insurance,
$5,724 00
The number of Fires and Alarms from March 1,1868, to March
1,1869, was 38.
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The am't of Losses for the year ending March 1, '69, $ 103,465
"
"
"
"
"
«
« 1,'70,
70,169
Decrease,

$33,296

RELIEF ASSOCIATION.

The Relief Association of the Portland Fire Department have
paid the past year to sick and disabled Firemen, the sum of four
hundred and sixty-four dollars. The total amount paid since its
organization in 1848, is $3,533 71 for benefits, and incidental expenses $970 86, amounting to $4,504 57.
The amount of Securities and Cash in hands of the Treasurer is
$9,118 70.
Mr. George F. Hayes, Engineer of Steamer, No. 3, while running his Engine at the fire on Brown's wharf, January 8th, met
with a very severe accident, losing three of his fingers, his hand
being caught in the machinery. Since that time he has not been
able to take charge of the Engine, and Mr. John Cousins has taken
his place for the present.
Mr. Edward Porter, Engineer of Steamer No. 1, has been confined to his house by sickness since Nov. 10, and will be able soon
to resume his duties. Mr. Alfred Wiggin has acted as Engineer
of No. 1, during the sickness of Mr. Porter.
CONCLUSION.

I avail myself of the opportunity of tendering my sincere thanks
to the Board of "Assistant Engineers'' for the prompt and faithful
manner they have discharged their duties, and also to the officers
and members of the several companies who are always ready and
willing, and trust our citizens will appreciate their efforts.
I also tender my thanks to the "Committee on Fire Department"
for their earnest and active efforts to promote the interests and
efficiency of the Department.
FRANKLIN C. MOODY, Chief Engineer.
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EXPENSES OF THE FIRE

DEPARTMENT

FROM MARCH i, 1869 TO MARCH 1, 1870.
For supplying two Engines with 4 men and 7 horses, for 365 days, at
$ 13.50 per day
" hauling two Engines, one year
" hauling city hose carriage

$4^27 5°
600 00
288 00
$5,815 50
2,652 15
55& 9°
75° °°
365 88
928 72
494 36
452 48
415 50
446 37
1,837 53
285 32
478 44
200 00
1,743 5&

1610 feet of leather hose,
500 feet rubber and combination hose,
five hydrant heads
wire, insulators and brackets for Fire Alarm Telegraph,
oiling and cleaning hose
repairing hose,
coal for engine houses
wood and coal for engines,
gas for engine houses, hook and ladder house and stables,
repairs on engines and apparatus
repairs on reservoirs,
cleaning snow from reservoirs and hydrants
A. J.. Haskell, Superintendant Fire Alarm
incidental expenses,

$ 17,424 73
'
300 00
15000
76 13
25 00

CR.

Received of Portland Rolling Mills for hand engine Atlantic,
"
"
"
" 200 feet of hose
"
for old hose sold
"
for use of engines,

ffSS" '3
SALARIES FOR ONE YEAR.
Chief Engineer,
Four Assistant Engineers,
$75
Five Foremen
40
Five Clerks,
40
Four Enginemen for steamers
900
Four Firemen,
40
Two Stewards,
one at $40 and one at $30
Forty-four Hosemen,
30
Seventeen Hook and Ladder men.
30
One Superintendent of Fire Alarm
Care of Alarm on St. Stephen's Church
Secretary of Board of Engineers,

w

$550
300
200
200
3,600
160
70
1,320
510
200
25
40

$7.'75

OP THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
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FIRE ENGINE COMPANIES.
MACHIGONNE ENGINE COMPANY, No. 1.
NAMES.
R. Samuel Rand, Foreman,
Jeremiah Isley, Clerk,
Edward W.Porter, Engineman,
J. W. 0. Knight, Steward,
Frank W. Green, Fireman,
Frank Merrill, Pipeman,
Samuel Thurston, "
Samuel Hodgdon, Hoseman,
George Fiske,
"
Isaac A. Hall,
"
Daniel Glazier,
"
Geo. W. W. Alams, "
Watson C. Rard,
"
James Bickford.
"
George Wallace,
"

AGE
34
38
43
46
27
37
36
25
36
33
49
38
28
45
33

RESIDENCE.
N o. 5
' ' , 23
'1 341
106
''
9
''
13
'
31
''
19
' ' 137
' 252
'
15
' ' 604
• 19
1
1

Prospect street,
Elm street,
Congress street,
Brackett street
Federal street,
Prospect street,
Paris street,
Salem street,
Brackett street,
Cumberland street,
Brattle street,
Oxford street,
Salem street,
New High street,
425 Congress street.

Freeman P. Glidden, Driver of Steamer.
Amos C. Frye, Driver of Hose Carriage.
The engine was built by the Amoskeag Company, Manchester, in 1861. Cylinder 8 inches in diameter ; stroke 12 inches ; plunger pump, 4 | diameter ; 12 inches stroke ; weight, 5600 lbs. Located on Congress street, near Oak street.
SCHEDULE OP PP.OPEBTY IN MACHIGONNE ENGINE HOUSE, FEB. 1 8 7 0 .

1 steam fire engine and hose carriage ; 1 hose sled and jigger ; 1900 feet leading hose, leather ; 200 feet leading hose, rubber ; 6 belts and spanners, leading hose ;
1 suction spanner ; 2 rubber coats, in poor order ; 3 oil suits, in poor order; 1
double bed, and" bedding ; 3 axes ; 6 buckets ; 2 torches ; 1 water cask ; 4 oil
and fluid cans ; 1 vise and bench ; 1 force pump ; 15 chairs ; 1 table ; 1 jackscrew ; 1 hydrant and connection ; \ cord of wood ; \ ton of engine coal ; 2 ton
stove coal ; £ gallon of sperm oil ; J gallon of kerosene oil ; 6 hose and straps ;
1 ladder ; 1 sofa ; 3 lanterns ; 1 anvil ; 1 stove ; 1 crowbar ; 1 coal hod ; 1 dust
pan and brush.
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PORTLAND ENGINE COMPANY, NO. 2.
NAMES.
John F. Chase, Foreman,
John H. Russell, Clerk,
Samuel F. Davey, Engineer,
Wm. G. Davey, Fireman,
John F. Blake, Pipeman,
Charles D. Skillins, "
James F. Noyes, Assistant,
Thomas W. Burnham, Hoseman,
Charles W. Cushing,
"
Charles E. Chase,
•'
John H. Noyes,
"
George C. Kennedy,
"
A. J. Cummings,
"
Charles E. Scammon,
"
Oscar W. Litchfield,
"

RESIDENCE.

AGE.
35
38
32
23
39
27
25
36
35
30
43
22
33
21
24

N o.
''
40
' ' 104£
''
17
' ' 127
•'
''
' ' 322J
''
''
18
•'
35
''
17
'
17
' 103
''
24

Congress street,
Middle street,
Congress street,
Portland street,
Congress street,
Chapel street,
Church, cor. Newlury
Congress street,
Monument, cor. Munjoy,
Newbury street,
Oxford street,
St. Lawrence street,
Stone street,
Congress street,
Congress, cor. Mountfort.

T. H. Williams, Driver of Engine.
Peter Jennings, Driver of Hose Carriage.
The engine was built by the Portland Company in 1865. Diameta: of cylinder
8 inches ,• stroke 11 inches ; sleeve pump 4 | inches in diameter, 13 iaches stroke ;
weight 6,400 lbs. Located on Congress, near North street.
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY IN ENGINE HOUSE, NO. 2.

1 steam fire engine ; 1 hose carriage : 1 sled ; 1 jigger ; 1 a'arm gong ; 1
chuck with couplings and strainer for Lowry and Johnson hydrants ; 1 reducing
coupling ; 1 sign ; 1 force pump ; bench and vise ; 2 jackscrews ; 2 stoves ;
10 chairs j 2 pails ; 1 shovel ; 1 pair lanterns ; patent spreading nozzle ; 1 clock ;
2 maps ; 2 window shades ; 2 tables ; 4 settees ; 1 pair of steps; 1 axe ; 3 oil
cans ; 1 m a t ; 2 hogsheads ; 2 coal hods ; 3 pipes ; 3 spittoons ; 25 lbs. of waste ;
1 kettle ; 1 grate ; 1 dust pan and brush ; beds and bedding for 3 bunks ;
6 towels ; 3 looking glasses ; 2 horse blankets ; 10 oil ooats, bad ; 2 rubber coata,
bad; 2 fire hats ; 3 hose lighters ; 18 spanners and belts ; 27 feet suction hose;
1800 feet of leather hose : 200 feet of rubber hose ; 50 feet of smell rubber hose ;

OP THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
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CUMBERLAND ENGINE COMPANY, NO. 3.
NAMES.
Charles H. Leighton, Foreman,
Andrew Bradbury, Clerk,
George F. Hayes, Engineman,
Albert H. Lenham, Fireman,
Daniel H. Towle, Pipeman,
S. C. Stanford,
Wm. H. McKenney, Hoseman,
Louis Castelle,
"
Wm. H. Lord,
"
Thomas McConkey,
"
George W. Stebbins,
"
E. A. Trefethren,
"
Wm. F. Waterhouse,
"
Charles E. Timmons,
"
Charles H. Robinson,
"

AGE.
27
24
35
25
26
35
32
25
25
32
22
27
25
26
51

RESIDENCE.
N o. 61 Brackett street,
*'
94 Brackett street,
'
76 Brackett street,
' 364 Congress street,
''
8 Bradford street,
'
31 Grove street,
'
7 Dow street,
•1
7 Vine street,
'
77 Brackett street,
'
17 Brackett street,
'
14 May street,
''
77 Brackett street,
''
7 Vine street,
'
3 Dow street,
'
86 Brackett street.

James Frye, Driver of Engine.
George H. Green, Driver of Hose Carriage.
The engine was built by the Portland Company in 1870. Diameter of Cylinder,
8 inches ; stroke 11 inches ; sleeve pump, 4 | inches diameter ; 13 inches stroke ;
weight, 6,800 lbs. Located on Brackett street, near Pine street.
INVENTORY OP CITY PROPERTY IN CHARGE OF NO. 3.

1 engine ; 27 feet suction hose ; tools ; lanterns &c, complete ; 1 hose carriage ;
1 hose sled ; 1700 feet leather hose ; 200 feet of rubber hose ; 2 water casks ; 2
tons of hard coal ; 1 ton of engine coal; 4 cord of wood ; 1 hose harness ; 1 whip ;
3 horse blankets ; 2 stoves ; 1 axe ; 5 oil cans ; 2 gallons of sperm oil ; 1J gallon
of kerosene oil ; 2 bed-steads ; 4 blankets ; 5 sheets ; 6 pillow slips ; 2 quilts ;
2 pillows ; 8 chairs ; 2 tables ; 1 clock ; 1 coal hod and shovel ; 1 force pump ;
30 feet of small hose ; 6 lbs. waste ; 1 broom ; 1 dust pan and brush ; 1 hydrant
chuck and connections ; 1 ash pan ; 1 hydrant map ; 1 step ladder ; 1 whiffletree ; 1 jackscrew ; 1 crow bar ; 8 belts ; 16 spanners.
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CASCO ENGINE COMPANY, No. 5.
NAMES.

AGE.

RESIDENCE.

Augustus L. Chase, Foreman,
William Hennessy, Cleric,
Alfred I. Haskell, Engineer,
James Adams, Fireman,
Edward G. Waite, Steward,
Charles H Fickett, Pipcman,
Andrew Nelson,
"

33
45
28
37
43
36
38

E. M. Ellis, Assistant,
Frank Fickett, "
Robert H. Murphy, Hoseman,
William Strong,
G. W. Bridgham,
Thomas H. Bibber,
"
John W. Lane,
"
Rufus H. Waite,

27
26
46
4c
27
27
29
37

No.
2 Deer street.
" 155 Oxford street,
Engine House,
"
37 Anderson street,
32 Smith street,
'•
15 Mayo street,
Corner Cumberland and
Green streets,
Tolman Place,
"
79 Hampshire street,
Elm street,
Washington street,
''
62 Newbury street,
Newbury street,
Cumberland, near Green,
Lincoln street,

Frank M. Floyd, Driver of

Engine,

Samuel Grace, Driver of Hose Carriage.
The engine was built by the Portland Co , in 1866; sleeve pump, 4 | in diameter ;
10 in. stroke;, weight 6,800 lbs. ready for u s e ; the house and apparatus all in
good order ; located near the corner of Congress and Market streets.
SCHEDULE OP PROPERTY IN HOUSE.

1 steam fire engine ; 1 hose carriage ; 1 hose sled ; 1 jigger ; 1900 feet leather
hosf ; 200 feet of rubber and combination hose ; 28 feet of suction hose ; 2
shovels ; 1 poker ; 4 canteens ; 4 oil cans ; 1 bucket ; 3 torches ; 4 pipes ; 5 nozzels ; 1 spreading nozzel; 3 tons of hard coal ; £ ton of engine coal ; 1 cord of
wood ; 2 stoves ; 1 coal hod ; dust pan and brush ; 1 shovel ; 1 vis* and bench ;
lforce pump ; 30 feetsmall rubber hose; 2 beds and bedding; 15 chairs; 1 table;
2 looking; glasses ; 1 stand 2 maps ; 1 drip pan ; 2 wate rcasks, in bad order ;
1 boiler; 1 duster; 10 belts and spanners ; 2 suction spanners ; 1 smoke jack ;
1 long hydrant and swivel; 1 Jackscrew ; 3 spittoons; 1 orowbar ; 1 ladder;

OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
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DIRIGO ENGINE CO., No. 8.
Hand Engine, located at Libby's Corner.
NAMES.
E. M. Thomes, Foreman,
F. S. Sanborn, Assistant,
G. N, Hayes Clerk,
C. E. Burnham, Steward,
George W. Burnham,
J. T. Stevens,
G. W. Richards,
G. W. Libby, 1st.
S. H. Pike,
C. E. Jordan,
Fred. Burnham,
F. N. Davis,
C. H Davis,
W. H Valentine,
A. W. Berry,
F. P. Burnham,
J. J. Clark,
E. J. Davis,
J. H, Davis,
A. Dimock,
A. Harmon,
J. E. Harmon,
G. W. Libby, 2nd.
J. F Leavitt,
A. M. Langmaid,
M. Moulton,
J. McCarty,
E. C. Obrion,
N. Ricker,
E. Lobdell,
G. H. Wish,
A. Graffam,
Royal Burnham,
David Crockett,
D. P. Higgins,
A. Libby,
George Libby, Jr.

RESIDENCE.
Portland street,
Lowell street,
St. John street,
Burnham street,
Burnham street,
Cherry street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Forest street,
Burnham street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Burnham street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
St. John street,
Lowell street,
Portland straet,
Congress street,
Portland street,
CongreBS street,
Portland street,
Burnham street,
Portland street,
Congress street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street,
Portland street.

LIST OP CITT PKOPEBTY IN DIRIGO ENGINE CO'S. HOUSE.

Engine and Hose carriage in good order. 25 chairs ; settee ; 4 fire hats ; 7
spanner bolts; table ; 4 suction hose spanners ; 2 oil cause; 10 leading hose spanners ;
broom ; 2 stoves ; 1 coal hod ; 2 axes ; 24 ft. suction hose ; 550 ft. leading hose ;
4 ton coal ; 2 torches ; 4 suits oil clothes ; 2 rubber coats ; 5 pipes ; 5 buckets.
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WASHINGTON HOOK AND LADDER COMAPNY.
NAMES.
B. L. Sawyer, Foreman,
T.A. Arnold, Clerk,
E.H. Pearson, Steward;
H. C. Hodgdon, Treasurer,
L. F. Dyer,
Edwin Sawyer,
W. H. Gribben,
E. D. Fields,
B. I. Libby,
J. Dillingham
J. E. Brazier,
W G. Speer,
S. 0. Murch,
W. C. Googins,
W. H. Bradley,
Daniel S. Freeman,
William Allen,

AGE.
24
20
30
29
60
27
31
23
26
30
31
34
36
27
21
23

RESIDENCES.
No.

112 Oxford street,
Centre street,
"
9 Hancock street,
"
7 Stone street,
"
21 Paris street,
" 112 Oxford street,
Franklin street,
Warren Btreet,
"
3 Heath street,
Congress street,
Paris street,
"
14 Mayo streets,
"
22 Cedar street,
' 100 Franklin street
" 115 Pearl street,
" 147 Oxford street,
Lafayette street,

INVENTORY OF PROPERTY IN THE HOUSE.

2 rooms, with gas and water fixtures • 1 hook and ladder truck in good order,
built by Messrs. Remmington and Moulton, Providence, R. I., remodeled and improved by S. B. Harmon, after a plan of Capt. G. B. Eeiley. 4 extension ladders ;
3 roof ladders and 1 small ladders, total length 223 feet; 8 axes ; 4 forks; 3
shovels ; 2 large hooks ; 11 small hooks ; 2 lanterns ; 3 torches ; 1 crowbar ; 4 fire
buckets ; 150 feet of guy line ; 85 feet of chain and line attached to big hook ;
1 broom ; 1 monkey wrench ; 2 one gal. cans ; £ gal sperm oil ; 1 gal. kerosene oil;
1 sprinkling pot (useless) ; 2 ladder wrenches ; 2 stoves in good order ; 2 tables,
1 coal hod ; 1 fire shovel ; 3 tons of coal ; 3 common chairs ; 2 arm chairs ; 1 jack(entirely useless) ; 1 feather duster ; 5 settees ; 1 pr. shafts for truck ; 1 whiffletree ; 1 sponge ; 1 chamois leather; 2 tin boilers : 20 tin dippers : « suits of oil
clothes, wholly unfit for any use : 2 rubber coats.

Fires and Alarms from March 1, 1869, to March 1, 1870.
Date.

Owners and Occupants.

1869.
March, 16,
30, James Stafford,.
31,
April, 9, Alvin S. Dyer
»
12, Mrs. Phebe Paine,
12, Wm. H. Morse
12, James Coombs
12, Mrs. Waite,
•'
12, Portland Packing Co.,.
15, J. H. Hamlin,
16,
"
16, Joseph Kilgore
John Herbert
"
19, John
Horigan,
24,
29, Martin Tighe,
"
29 John Q. Day
May
13 Wm. Lane,
"
15, I. P. Farrington,
15, Isaac Barnum,
"
24, City of Portland Barn,
30,
"
" School House,.
June
9. George Libby,
16 Jose & Shepleigh,.
18 James Pratt,

Location.

Losses.

. $2,250.00

Fore street,.
Commercial street,.
Clark street,
Congress street
Franklin "
High
"
Federal
"
Brattle
"
Washington street,.
York street,
Cove "
Elm
"
Oxford "
Congress street,
Portland
" .
Park
" .

Slight.
.18,270.00

6,
8, H. Foster,...
13, lM. McDonald,
15,

Slight,

Unknown.
©

.18,270.00
Funnell.

.750.00

750.00 Unknown.

.100.00
.150.00
..36.00

.100 00! Funnel.
.150 00 Unknown.
..36 00 Soot.

. 300.00
..200.00
.1,000.00
...75.00
..250.00
.. 500.00
.1,100.00

.300. 00 Gas.
.200. 00' Explosion.

Slight.

Libby's Corner,..
Congress street,.
In Westbrook,
Commercial street,.
Greenleaf
"...

.375
..50
.100

Slight.

it

July
"

False alarm.
. $ 2,250.00 Unknown.
False alarm.

Slight
.375.00
..50.00
.100.00

Causes.

Insurance.

Unknown.
..250
..500.
.1,100

False alarm.
Unknown.
Chimney.

Slight.
.750.00

.750.00 Unknown.

Fires
Date.
1869.
July

and

Owners and Occupants.

20, J. M. Johnson,
S. L. Carlton,
26. Hiram Winchester,.
26, Bradley's Hotel,
August 1, Peter Small
6, James Bailey, >
Andrew Mulnix, J • •
Duroy & Fannof,
Elbridge Record....
8,
,
13. Moses Gould
Wm. Baldwin,
Thomas Gill
John Flaherty
13, O'Neally
Thomas Hevy,
Phineas Varnum,...
13, Mrs. Larkin
13, Sylvester Roach,
22,
27, Mrs. Gribbon
C. F. Williams,....
27, John
Mussey,
28, Nash & Co.,
W. W.Thomas,...
Sept.
9, Patrick Hollivan,.
Oct.
1,
10, Portland Match Co.,.
W. G. R a y , . . . . )
A. W. H. Clapp, J . .

Alarms,

Location.

Continued.
Losses.

Hampshire street..
Pine street,
Commercial street,.
Waterville
" ..
Free
Melbourne
Pleasant

Beach
ii

..850,00, Unknown
.1,450.00
•..450.00
...500.00
...25.00

.. 735.00
..500.00
...100.00
..800.00
.4,000.00
.3,000.00
.1,700.00
...895.00
..160.00
1,000 00
..800.00
.1,200.00

. .735.00
. .500.00
...100.00 Unknown.
. .800.00
.4,000.00
.3,000.00
Unknown.
.1,700.00
...895.00
...160.00
.1,000.00
...800.00
.1,200.00
100.00 Incendiary.

..100.00

High
Exchange
IC

Franklin
Free
Foot of Cedar

Causes.

.9 50.00
.1,450.00,
...450 00
..500.00
...26.00

Slight.

Pine

Insurance.

Slight.
.1,000 00
..100.00
..600.00
.10,000.00
..2,000.00

.1,000.00 Unknown.
...100.00
...600.00
Chimney.
.10,000.00 Unknown.

3
o
o
W

«
a
a
a
a

M

Fires
Date.

Owners and Occupants.

1869.
Oct.
It

Nov.
i<

(<
ii

K
it

!<

(I

v

.

A. &S. E. Spring
Geo. Wier,
4,II. A. McDonald and others,
7,Hugh Dolan,
10,Thomas Murray,

15,
16,Jose & Shepleigh,

ft
ii
i<

n
Feb.
(I
CI

Location.

Continued.
Losses.

Canal street,
Fore
"
Salem "

Fore

.. 300.00
..100.00
.1,500.00
.1,200 00
..200.00
..750 00
...60.00

"

Commercial street,.
Congress

Slight.

" ..

.1,000 00
.1,800.00,

Richardson & Noyes

19,
Dec,
1,
II
2,
(I
18,John Dolan,
II
23,
1870.. Jan. 3,Patrick Moran
ii
8,Emery & Fox,
CI

Alarms,

Harmon & Wilson,

24,Walter Berry
25,T. C. Lewis
31,E. P. Tunmar
7,James Curran,
15,Grand Trunk R. B. Co
28,Frances Baker,
A. S. Adams,

Slight.
Waskington street.

.700.00

Clarke
"
Brown's Wharf,..

...600.00
.1,000.00
..700.00
.1,383.00
..475.00
.. 200.00
..400.00
...50.001

Middle street,:
Fore
"
Cove
"
Grand T. R. R
Cape Elizabeth,
Commercial street,..

.150.00
.300 00

.100.00,

Causes.
Unknown

.950.00|
.300.00
..60.00
Chimney.
Lamp Explosion.
False Alarm.
..1,000.00 Chimney.
. ,l,800.00jLamp Explosion
I Unknown.
False Alarm.
.700.00 Unknown.
False Alarm.
...600.00 Unknown.
.1,000.00
..700.00
.1,383.00,
..475.00
..200.00
..400.00 Incendiary.
Spontaneous, Oil and
[Water.
.150.00 Unknown.
.300.00
$64,445.00
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$70,169.00

Ins ur ance.
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20,Edward Waite
31,John Sydney
3,W. L. Putnam

and
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BOARD

OF

ENGINEERS.

ELECTED IN MARCH, 1869.

FRANKLIN C. MOODY, Chief Engineer.
EZRA RUSSELL, First Assistant Engineer.
LEONARD PENNELL, Second Assistant Engineer.
WILLIAM H. AYERS, Third Assistant Engineer.
RICHARD D. PAGE, Fourth Assistant Engineer.
FRANKLIN C. MOODY, Chairman.
WILLIAM H. AYERS, Secretary.
Committee on Fire Department.— Aldermen—Samuel Rounds,
George A. Wright.
Couneilmen.—James M. Kimball, Charles Merrill, George H.
Waldron.

OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
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DIRECTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE USE OF THE

PORTLAND

FI-RE

ALARM

TELEGRAPH.

ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF ENGINEERS MARCH, 1867.

1st. "Alarms" are sounded by striking the number of the box NEAREST to the
fire, upon the "Alarm Bells" and "Gongs" in the Engine Houses.
EXAMPLE—To announce the existence of a fire near Box No. 25, (cornei of
Middle and Exchange Streets,) the Alarm Bells and Gongs will strike TWO, make
a pause of a few seconds, then strike FIVE, thus 2-5.
LOCATION OF TELEGRAPHIC FIRE'ALARM BOXES.
Box No. 12.
"
13,
"
14.
"
15.
"
16.
"
17.
"
18.
"
21.
"
23.
"
24.
"
25.
"
26.
"
27.
".
31.
"
32.
"
34.
"
35.
"
36.
"
37.
"
41.
"
42.
"
43.
"
45.
"
46.
"
51.
"
52.
"
53.

Portland Company's Office.
Engine House, Congress street, Munjoy.
Corner Washington and Oxford.
"
Adams and Mountfort.
Grand Trunk Depot.
Corner Congress and India.
"
Franklin and Cumberland.
"
Franklin and Newbury.
"
Market and Commercial.
Engine House, corner Market and Congress.
Corner Middle and Exchange.
"
Chestnut and Oxford.
"
Union and Fore.
"
Preble and Congress.
"
Portland and Hanover.
"
South and Spring.
"
Maple and York.
"
High and Danforth.
Engine House, Congress, near Oak street.
Corner State and Spring.
"
Danforth and Brackett.
•'
Commercial and Clark.
Engine House, Brackett, near Pine street.
Corner Spring and Emery.
"
Brackett and Vaughan.
Libby's Corner.
Hersey's Sugar House, West Commercial street.
DIRECTIONS TO THOSE HOLDING SIGNAL KEYS.

1st. In case of fire the alarm is to be given from the box nearest to the location
of the fire, and from no other box.
2d. Open the door and pull the knob down gently to the bottom of the grove
ONCE and then let go of it, when it will return to its place.
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Persons about to give an alarm will first listen, and if a ticking is heard in the
box they will know that an alarm has been given, but if no ticking is heard, proceed to pull the knob as directed.
3d.

If possible, wait at the box, so as to direct the firemen to the fire.

4th.

The police upon hearing the alarm will call the number of the box.
CAUTIONS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be sure there is a fire before sounding the alarm.
Never sound the alarm for a fire seen at a distance.
Never open the box or touch the apparatus except in case of fire.
Be sure your box is locked before leaving i t
Never let the key go out of your possession, unless called for by the Chief
Engineer.
6. If you remove from yeur house or place of business, return the key to the
Chief Engineer.

Do NOT LEAVE IT WITH T H E NEW TENANT.

LIST OF RESERVOIRS AND WELLS,
WITH THEIR LOCATION A N D NUMBER.

DISTRICT No. 1.
EXTENDING FROM EASTERN PROMENADE TO FRANKLIN STREET.
NOS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SCUTTLES.

North, near Melbourne street
Cumberland, near North street,
Lafayette street,
St. Lawrence, corner Monument street
Atlantic, opposite Gilbert's lane,
Adams, near Waterville street
Sumner, near Mountfort street,
Middle, corner of India street,
Federal, corner of Franklin street,
Cumberland, near Franklin street,
Congress, head of India stieet,
„
Mayo, between Cumberland and Oxford streets,
Cumberland, near Washington street,
Hammond, near Fox street,
Monroe, opposite Jail, (Hydrant.)

LARGE WELLS.
North, near head of Cumberland street,
Middle, corner of India street.
Quebec, near North street.
Washington, near Cumberland street.

3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
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DISTRICT No. 2.
EXTENDING FROM FRANKLIN ST. TO PREBLE AND CENTRE STS.
NOS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

SCUTTLES.

Middle, near Franklin street,
Deer, near Middle street,
Silver, between Middle and Milk streets
Exchange, near Middle street,
Plum,
"
"
"
Union,
"
'
"
Free, corner of Centre streets,
Front of Market Hall
Congress, head of Temple street,
Federal, corner of Exchange street
Cumberland, corner of Pearl street,
"
"
Chestnut street
Wilmot,
"
Congress street
Oxford,
"
Pearl street,
"
"
Cedar street,
Commercial, head of Long Wharf,
"
"
Widgery's wharf,
Head of Custom House wharf.

2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
1
3
3
3
2

LARGE WELLS.
Corner Federal and Franklin streets.
Chapel street, No. 9.
Elm, near Congress street.
Federal, corner of Middle street.
Temple, corner of Middle street.

DISTRICT No. 3.
EXTENDING FROM PREBLE AND CENTRE STS. TO HIGH STREET.
NOS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SCUTTLES.

Preble, near Congress street,
Cumberland, between Brown and Preble streets,
"
near Green street
Portland, corner of Alder street
"
"
Green street,
Congress, opposite Casco street,
Free, corner of Oak street,
Spring, corner of South street,
Danforth, corner of Maple street,
Pleasant, corner of Centre street

2
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2

LARGE WELLS.
Foot of Hanover street.

| Corner of Oak and Congress streets.
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DISTRICT No. 4.
EXTENDING FROM HIGH 3TREET TO WESTERN PROMENADE.
NOS.

I.
3.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

SCUTTLES.

Congress, near Central Church
Congress, head of State street,
Spring, corner of Winter street,
Spring, near Neal street,
Danforth, corner of High street
"
"
Clark street,
"
near Emery street,
York, corner of Tate street,
Park,
"
Spring street,
State,
"
Danforth street,
Brackett, "
Pine street
"
near Carlton street
"
" Vaughan street
"
" Gray street
Clark, corner of Spruce street,
Emery, near Spruce street
Salem, corner Brackett street,
Portland street, opposite Alms House,
St. John street
Corner of Lowell and Burnham streets

2
3
2
I
2
2
2
3
2
2
I
3
2
2
2
I
2
3
2
2

RESERVOIRS.
DISTRICT

LARGE WELLS.

N O . I,

15

4

" 2" 3.
" 4.

19
10
20

5
2

64

it
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LOCATION O F LOWRY HYDRANTS.

NOS
I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
II
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

3°
3'
32
33

Lincoln and Preble streets,
do
Elm
"
do
Cedar "
do
Chestnut streets,
do
Myrtle streets.
do
Pearl streets.
do
Wilmot streets.
Portland and Green streets.
do
Brattle streets,
do
Parris streets,
do
Hanover streets,
do
Alder streets.
do
Elm
Oxford and Preblestreets.
streets.
do
Cedar streets.
do
Chestnut streets.
do
Myrtle streets.
do
Wilmot streets.
do
Boyd streetss.
do
Mayo streets.
do
Smith streets
do
Anderson streets.
do
Cleaves streets.
Cumberland and Brown streets.
Preble streets.
do
Elm streets.
do
Cedar streets.
do
Chestnut streets.
do
Myrtle streets.
do
Wilmot streets.
do
Boyd streets.
do
Mayo streets.
do
Smith streets.
do

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Cumberland and Anderson streets.
Congress and High streets.
do
Green streets.
do
Oak streets.
do
Casco streets.
do
Brown streets.
do
Elm streets.
do
Temple streets.
do
Chestnut streets.
do
Myrtle streets.
do
Pearl streets.
do
Wilmot streets.
do
Franklin streets.
Middle and Union streets.
do
Plumb streets.
do
Exchange streets.
do
Pearl streets.
do
Deer streets.
do
Hampshire streets.
Fore and Union streets.
Commercial and Moultoh streets.
do
Pearl streets.
do
Franklin streets.
Centre and Free streets.
do
Spring streets.
do
Fore streets.
India and Federal streets.
do
Newbury streets.
do
Middle streets.
do
Fore streets.
do
Commercial streets.
Rear of City Hall.

JOHNSON'S POST HYDRANTS.
Corner of Free and Middle streets.
dq
Federal and Middle streets.
do
Preble and Congress streets.
do
Oak and Free streets.
Free street, near Oak street.
Head of State street.
State street, near Spring street.

State street, near Danforth street.
Corner of York and State streets.
Danforth and Emery streets.
Danforth and Clark streets.
Spring and Emery streets.
Park and Gray streets.
High and Pleasant streets.
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INVENTORY OF PROPERTY.
At Chief Engineer's Office.—i desk ; I table ; 6 chairs ; 7 settees; 3 spittoons j
1 looking glass ; 3 brooms ; 3 brushes ; 1 lantern ; 1 wrench; I m a p ; 6 photographs of steamers ; 1 do. hook and ladder carriage.
At Engine House, Spring near State street—1 hand engine and hose carriage in
good order, and one broken hose carriage ; 2 buckets ; 2 lanterns; 1 bell; 1 hose
sled ; 1 force pump ; 25 feet small rubber hose ; 3 tons coal; 1 coal hod; lot of
old iron.
At House corner of Spring and South streets,—1 hook and ladder carriage, with
three extension ladders, and one single ladder—total length 195 feet
At New Hose House on South street.—4,500 ft. of good leather hose ; 400 feet of
rubber, and 200 feet of combination hose, good, and 600 feet of leather hose, poor;
50 feet of small rubber hose ; 1 force pump for testing hose ; 2 stoves ; 1 coal hod;
2 shovels ; dust pan and brush; 2 pumps for hydrants ; hydrant key and wrench;
2 reducing couplings ; 5 hose spanners; 2 brooms; 2 pails ; I coal sifter ; 4 sponges ; I axe ; 3 hammers ; 1 sett of stencil figures ; I pair nippers; 1 pair pliers; 2
punches ; 1 awl; 1 mallet; 1 file ; 1 small drill; 1 coal chisel; 2 knives; I heading
tool; 1 brace ; 3 irons for riveting ; 1 monkey wrench; 1 gasket cutter; 3 oil cans;
2 oil measures; 2 chairs ; 3 settees ; 12old couplings ; i - 2 b b L o i l ; 40lbs.leather for repairing ; 10 lbs. copper rivets ; 2 punches ; I basin; 1 ladder.

FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
Located in second story of Casco Engine House, No. 5, on Congress, near Market street. Battery of Fifty-four cups ; Twenty-seven Alarm Boxes ; Six Gongs;
Twelve spare Cups ; Attachment to two Church Bells, viz : First Parish Church
and St. Stephen's Church, both on Congress street.
There is a circuit of nine miles of wire in use, and three miles of wire on hand
to extend the circuit; 159 insulators ; 100 brackets; 15 pole brackets ; 12 spare
cups; 49 zincs ; 30 coppers ; 1 soldering iron ; 3 pair of plyers ; 1 pair cut plyers;
I pair nippers ; 2 screw drivers ; 2 hand vises; 3-4 gross of sfrews; 1 gimlet;
1 pair shears; 1 battery syringe ; 3 ladders 37 feet; 2 stoves; I soap stone;
I sink ; 150 lbs. blue vitriol.
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10,600 feet of leather hose, good,

92 chairs,

3,000 feet of leather hose, fair,

20 settees,

1,000 feet of leather hose, poor,

1 sofa,
21 buckets,

1,000 feet combination and rubber hose,
good,
350 feet combination hose, poor,

10 torches,
4 water pots,

4 steam fixe engines; 2 hand engines,

12 shovels,

2 hook and ladder carriages,

4 vise,

8 hose carriages; 4 hose sleds,

4 tin boilers,

4 hose jiggers,

8 beds and bedding,

5 chucks; 48 spanner and belts,

5 horse blankets,

21 axes,

4 jack screws,

29 lanterns,

7 water casks,

26 oil cans,

16 pipes,

7 fluid and oil do,

4 pitch forks,

16 tons coal,

6 glasses,

3 cords wood,

6 crow-bars,

10 rubber coats,

3 clocks,

24 oil suits, (bad,)

5 fire caps,

4 pairs steps,

8 coal hods,

3 hose aprons,

6 brooms,

6 hose straps,

10 torches,

n o lbs. waste,

6 force pumps,

200 feet of small rubbor hose,

12 stoves,

6 alarm gongs,

8 spittoons,

2 wash stands,

2 hose lighters,

2 tin pumps for hydrants,

13 fire hooks,

4 hydrant strainers,

150 feet guy line,

4 hydrant maps,

85 feet chain and line.

1 force pump for testing hose.
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RELIEF ASSOCIATION
OF THE

PORTLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT.
ORGANIZED MARCH, 1848. INCORPORATED JANUARY, 1852.

AN A C T
To Incorporate the Relief Association of the Portland Fire Department
Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in Ligislature assembled,
as follows :
SECTION I. Charles Davidson, H. C. Barnes, S. R. Leavitt, F. C. Moody, A.
G. Warren, B. F. Pratt, J. C. Tukesbury, Thomas Conner. T. B. Soule, Henry
Fox, Francis Loring, F. H. Cross and A. F. D a y ; their associates and successors,
now composing a voluntary association existing in the city of Portland, are hereby
constitued a body politic and corporate, by the name of the RELIEF ASSOCIATION
OF THE PORTLAND F I R E DEPARTMENT ; and as such, may have and enjoy all the

powers and privileges, and shall be subject to all the duties and liabilities pertaining to corporations by the general laws of this State.
SEC. 2. The sole object of the association hereby incorporated, shall be to afford
relief to such of their members as may at any time receive injury in the discharge
of their duties as members of the Portland Fire Department, or to their families
in the event of their decease ; and for this purpose the said association may receive
and hold real and personal property to an amount not exceeding at any one time
thirty thousand dollars.
SEC. 3. The constitution or rules by which the affairs and proceedings of the
said association are now governed and directed, so far as the same are not repugnant to the constitutien and laws of this State, shall be and continue to be the bylaws of the corporation hereby constituted, until the same, or any ofcthem, shall be
changed by the act of said corporation.
SEC. 4. This act may be accepted by vote of the majority of the members present at any meeting of the voluntary association aforesaid, regularly called according to their constitution, and for the purpose of authorizing such acceptance.
This act shall take effect from and after its approval by the Governor.
In the House of Representatives, January 30M, 1852. This bill having had three
several readings, passed to be enacted.
G. P. S E W E L L , SPEAKER.
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In the Senate, January V)th, 1852. This bill having had two several readings,
passed to be enacted.
NOAH PRINCE, PRESIDENT.
January 30th, 1852.. Approved.

JOHN HUBBARD.
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,

)

Augusta, February 20th, 1852. 5
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original, deposited in
this office.
ALDEN JACKSON, Deputy Secretary of State.
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CONSTITUTION.
PREAMBLE.
WHEREAS the members of the Fire Department of the city of Portland are liable
in the discharge of their duty, to many casualties, to which citizens in general are
not exposed ; and whereas these casualties are frequently very injurious, and sometimes ruinous to health, comfort and pecuniary circumstances of those on whom
they fall—it is therefore resolved by the undersigned, being all members of the
Portland Fire Department, or life members thereof, that they forta themselves into
a society for the purpose of mutual aid and assistance, under the casualties to which
their public duties may expose them ; and for the better management and control
thereof, they adopt the following Constitution, by which they mutually agree to be
governed.
Article i.

The society shall be called " T H E RELIEF ASSOCIATION OF THE

PORTLAND F I R E DEPARTMENT."

Art. H. Government. The government of this association shall be vested in a
board of trustees, consisting of fifteen persons, (of whom three or more shall be
life-members of the association,) to be chosen as hereinafter provided, who shall
choose by ballot a president, vice president, treasurer and secretary of said board
from their own body. A majority of the board shall be a quorum for the transaction of business.
Art. xiv. Notice of Injury. Every member of this association who may
receive an injury in the discharge of his duty as a member of the Fire Department, shall give notice thereof to some one of the board of trustees within ten
days after receiving such injury, and likewise adopt the usual necessary precautions
to effect his own recovery ; and any member who shall neglect to give such notice
within thirty days, from the time of receiving such injury, shall not be entitled to
any relief from the association.
Art. xv. Benefits. Any member of this association who may receive an injury
to his limbs or health, while in the discharge of his duty as a member of the
Portland Fire Department, shall receive such sum per week as the board of trustees may deem expedient.
If any member of this association, by reason of injuries received by him in the
discharge of his duties at a fire shall die, and shall leave a family or relatives, the
board of trustees may grant to said family or relatives such aid as the exigencies of
the case shall require; but such aid shall not in any case be rendered, unless the
family or the relatives are in a situation to require it.
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TRUSTEES.

ELECTED JANUARY 1 2 , 1 8 7 0 .

SPENCER ROGERS, PRESIDENT.
H. C. BARNES, VICE PRFSIDENT.

JOHN C. TUKESBURY,

SECRETARY.

FRANKLIN C. MOODY, TREASURER.
HENRY FOX.
LEONARD PENNELL.
WILLIAM H. AYERS.
R. D. PAGE.
CHARLES H. RICH.
R. S. RAND.
JOHN F. CHASE.
C. H. LEIGHTON.
B. L. SAWYER.
A. L. CHASE.
E. M. THOMES.

Committe on Relief.—Leonard Pennell, J. C. Tukesbury, John
F. Chase, Charles H. Rich, C. H. Leighton.
Committee on Resources.—Henry Fox, H. C. Barnes.
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AMOUNT RECEIVED
By the " Relief Association of the Portland Fire Department"
from March 1, 1848, to January 1,1870.
Received from City of Portland, annual payments, from January I,
1854, to January I, 1865
$3,393°°
Received of members of the Fire Department,
7S7 S°
$4,150 50
DONATIONS.
From Israel Richardson, Esq
Ocean Insurance Company,
Isaac Sturdivant, Esq.,
James Deering, Esq.,
Portland Mutual Insurance Company
Mrs. Mary Preble,
Misses H. & M. Deering, 1
Pastor of Catholic Church,
Thomas Warren and W. W. Woodbury,
John M. Wood, Esq.
John B. Brown, Esq.„_
Wm. D. Little, Esq.,
A. & S. E. Spring
Received interest and dividends, to January 1, 1870,
Less par value on Investments,

$600 00
100 00
180 00
400 00
200 00
100 00
350 00
25 00
50 00
300 00
300 00
5000
5000

2,70500
6,982 20
13.837 7°
61 14
$13,776 56
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PAID

To Members of the Fire Department for Benefits, and also Incidental expenses.
Years.
1848
[849
1850
1851
1852...
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858

Benefits.
$44 00
9800
6500
7000
13500
1500
12500
12500
95 00
3000
15000

Incidental Expenses.
$6069
4200
375
4558
5150
225
2225
4650
2400
4325
2850

1859
i860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1186

35i°9
212 62
230 00
13000
n o 00
4000
245 00
18200
287 00

4012
39 5°
45 75
4543
4125
9062
4942
6550
62 12

7868
1869

33000
46400

63 38
57 50

3.533 71

97° 86

Prem. and Int.

$1342

16 00
IOOO
12 00

5 25
II 50
5 35
3 5°

72
8 45
2000

2768

500
1442
15329
970 86
3.533 7i
$4,657 86

Amount invested in Securities,
Cash in hands of Treasurer,

9,000 oa
118 70

9.«8 7°
13.776 56
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FIRES AND ALARMS.

The following table shows the number of times the Department
has been called out, and also the amount of loss and insurance,
from 1848 to 1869.
Years.
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862.
1863
1864
1865
July 4, -66 > 9,000 000
1867
1868
1869

Loss.

Insurance.

Fires & Alarms.

$57,165.00
$27,485.00
8,717.00....
2,615.00
224,000.00.... 107,000.00
16,400.00....
9,300.00
205,615.00.... 17,320.00
41,705.00.... 12,445.00
14,695.00.... 9,495.00
94,705.00.... 52,015.00
34,346.00.... 15,273.00
25,845.00.... 16,890.00
69,910.00.... 33,013.00
59,381.00.... 39,808.00
55,658.00.... 49,203.00
23,861.00.... 20,636.00
35,025100.... 26,770.00
32,495.00.... 20,960.00
47,420.00.... 35,120.00
9,041,526.00. ...3,528,150.00 Est.
104,875.00.... 74,875.00
103,465.00.... 84,715.00
70,169.00.... 64,445.00
$10,366,977.00 $4,248,633.00

50
25
54
16
22
34
12
26
64
:.. .37
42
51
49
26
24
15
25
23
59
38
64
756
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IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

Read and ordered on file, to be printed.
Attest:

Feb. 28, 1870.
(
Sent down.
G. C. H O P K I N S , City Clerk.

IN COMMON COUNCIL, )

February 28, 1870.
Read and ordered on file, to be printed.
Attest:

G. L. SWETT.

CUri.

j

REPORT.
To the City Council of Portland :
In obedience to the requirements of law, I have the honor to
submit the following report:
At the commencement of the present municipal year, there
were pending in Court, the following named cases, in which the
City of Portland was a party or interested, viz :
Nathaniel Deering, and al. vs. the City.
u

a

a

a

a

Thomas Connor,
"
"
"
Mary C. Tolford,
James N. Winslow,
"
"
John B.Hall,
"
Emily Cummings,
"
"
"
Henry Jones,
"
"
"
At. & St. Lawrence R. R. Co. vs. "
J. G. True, and als.
vs.
"
John B. Brown,
"
Freeman Bradford, Guar., "
"
Elizabeth Jones,
"
"
John D. Leathe, and als.
"
•'
Samuel R. Jackson, "
"
"
Thomas B. Cummings,"
"
"
Jane P . Thurston,
"
"
Portland Steam Packet Co., u
"
Charles T. Cooper,
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Elizabeth J . Pote,
Henry P . Lord, Treasurer,
Ezra Mugford,
Cumb. & Oxford Canal Co.

vs.
City.
" The 1st National Bank of Portland.
" Edmund Phinney and als.
" the City.

Patrick McQuade,
John E. Brazier and ux.,
Francis Emery "
"
Elizabeth Smith,
Henry Baker,
Henry Baker and ux.,
Mary W. Merrill,
Elizabeth Jones, Pet'r.,
Harbor Commissioners,
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
" Jacob McLellan.
" the City.
"
"
"
"
"
"
" Franklin Wharf Co.
" Willard and als.

The eighteen first named cases were appeals for an increase of
street damages, and those of Connor, Tolford, Bradford, and the
Portland Steam Packet Co., were substantially settled by the last
city government, and have since been disposed of, in court.
In the actions of Cummings and Jones, hearings have been had,
and the damages awarded, paid, and the case of Jackson has
been defaulted for an amount agreed upon.
The other appealed cases have been continued under the advice
of the proper committee, for satisfactory reasons, and but few of
them, probably, will ever be tried.
The seventeen remaining actions, have been disposed of as follows :—
Cooper vs. Pennell, for alleged false imprisonment of a recruit,
enlisted for the city, in 1863, upon which, a j u r y had once disagreed, was settled upon advice of the committee on Judicial proceedings, by payment of the estimated costs of a second trial.
Pote vs. the City, to recover damages for personal injury
from a defective street, in which a verdict for plaintiff was
recovered October Term, 1868, and a motion for a new trial, and
exceptions filed ; but under the advice of my predecessor, and the
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committee before named, the motion and exceptions were withdrawn
and the judgment has been satisfied.
Having been of counsel in this and the preceding case, I took
no part in their final disposition.
Lord, Treasurer, vs. The First National Bank, is an action
commenced in 1866, to recover taxes upon Bank stock of non residents of the State, for the year 1865.
This case was tried April Term, 1869, and continued upon report. It was argued at the July Term, and is awaiting the decision of the Law Court.
Mugford vs. Phinney and als., was an action against the Overseers of the Poor, for alleged false imprisonment.
Tried at the April Term, and under the instructions of the Court
that there was a technical violation of law, although the overseers
acted in good faith, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff,
for little more than nominal damages.
Cumberland and Oxford Canal Co., vs. The City.—Three actions to recover penalties for building West Commercial street
across the former bed of the canal.
In one of the actions, a decision was received from the full
Court, ordering a non-suit—and the other two actions were disposed of in the same manner.
McQuade, vs. The City, to recover damages for injuries received upon West Commercial street. The terms of settlement have
been agreed upon, and this case will be finally disposed of next
April Term.
Brazier and ux.,vs. The City, to recover damages from injuries
of a very serious nature, received from a defective street. With
the assistance of Mr. Harmon, President of the Council, and under
the advice of the proper committee, this case has been settled upon
satisfactory terms.
Emery and ux, vs. The City.—An action of the same nature as
the preceding, has also been settled by compromise.
Smith vs. McLellan.—An action in the Superior Court, against
the defendant for cutting off an unauthorized drain upon Chestnut
street, while mayor of the city. This case was disposed of by
non-suit.
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Baker vs. The City—
Baker and ux., vs. The City.—Actions to recover for alleged
injuries received in 1866, by being thrown from a carriage, upon
Cumberland street, which ran over a small pile of loose stones.
The defence in these cases was assumed by the Portland Water
Company, upon notice by my predecessor, Mr. Barnes, who informs me that he gave this notice upon the statements of Mr. Elias
Chase, the Street Commissioner at the time of the accident, and
others.
The defence was prepared and conducted by the counsel for the
Water Company, and at the trial, January Term, Mr. Chase testified t h a t " he supposed the stones" were left there by persons under
his employ." A verdict was rendered for the plaintiffs, but exceptions and a motion for a new trial were filed ; and the case is
under careful investigation by the counsel for the city, as the
Water Company now deny their liability.
Merrill, vs. The City.—To recover damages for injuries received on Congress street, by the falling of an awning, caused by some
person who was driving along the street with a barrel wagon.
This action was tried at the September Term of the U. S. Circuit Court, before Judge Fox, and although the Court fully sustained the law contended for, by the city, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.
A motion was filed to set aside the verdict as against law, the
evidence, and the instructions of the Court, which will be argued
at the next April Term of the Court ; and in my judgment, the
verdict cannot stand.
Jones, Petitioner for certiorari vs. The City.—To determine the
validity of the proceedings in altering the bounds of the westerly
end of Congress street. Argued before the Law Cburt, last July
Term, and a decision has just been received in favor of the city,
and sustaining the acts and doings of the city, generally, in altering and laying out streets.
In the cases of the Harbor Commissioners to restrain the building of wharves beyond the harbor line, no further action has been
taken or will probably be required.
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The following actions have been commenced during the year, in
which the city is interested, viz:—
William Curtis, and als., vs. the City.
Maria L. McKay,
"
"
Charles W. Cobb,
"
"
Lewis Mitchell, and ux. "
"
Cumberland and Oxford Canal Co., vs. Geo. F. Hitchings.
James B. Coyne, vs. the City.
Alfred Roberts,
"
"
Catharine Sheridan,"
"
Elizabeth S. Jones, "
"
Charles Sampson, "
"
William Landrigan,"
"
William W. Green, "
Curtis, vs. The City, is an action to recover damages for an alleged breach of contract in excavating " Dutch Gap."
This case under the advice of the committee, has been referred
to Woodbury Davis, John E. Donnell and Lorenzo Taylor, and
I hope to have the hearing during the present yeSr.
McKay, vs. The City, to recover damages for injuries received
from a defective street. Upon notice, the Water Company assumed the defence, and have settled the claim.
Cobb, vs. The City, to recover damages for injuries received in
aiding a police officer. A demurrer was filed by the city, and upon hearing the Court ordered a non-suit.
The full Court having decided that the plaintiff was in the service
of the State, and recommended him to the Legislature for aid, I
appeared in his behalf, and the Legislature cheerfully granted him
a pension.
Mitchell and ux., vs. The City, to recover damages for injuries
received in 1867, from falling over a stick of timber, left upon
Congress street, by persons moving a building.
The parties responsible were requested to defend the action, and
responded by contributing two-thirds of the amount paid in adjusting the claim, upon reasonable terms.
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Coyne, vs. The City. A suit for damages for personal injuries
received by being thrown from a carriage on Congress street, near
Libby's corner, in 1807. Tried in the Superior Court, December
Term, and the jury rendered a verdict for the city. No exceptions were taken in the case.
Roberta, vs. The City, to recover damages for alleged injuries,
received in 1808, at the corner of India and Commercial streets,
while in service, as a policeman, by falling over a pile of stones.
This action was entered in the Supreme Court, January Term
of this year, and will be in order for trial, at the next April Term.
Although the amount claimed is twenty thousand dollars, no serious apprehensions, if my investigations are correct, neai be felt
as to the final result of the suit.
Cumberland and Oxford Canal Co., vs. Hitchings, to recover a
penalty for obstructing the canal, in building West Commercial
street, under a contract with the city.
The city assumed the defence, and an agreed statement of facts
with the arguments of counsel, was forwarded to the Chief Justice
from the Superior Court, for decision as to whether the action
could be maintained, and a decision has just been received, ordering a non-suit.
Sheridan, vs. The City. An action ior debt, for damages for
alleged injuries to property, from a supposed defect in the public
sewer. This action will be entered in the Superior Court, the
coming March Term.
Jones, vs. The City. Sampson, vs. The City. Landrigan, vs.
The City—are appeals, entered in the Supreme Court for increase
of damages for land taken in laying out and widening streets, and
will be reached for trial at the next term of the court.
Greene, vs. The City, to recover damages for alleged injuries to
a horse, upon Federal street, will be entered in the Superior court,
next April Term.
This is the only action that has been commenced against the city
for damages received during the present year, from alleged defective streets ; and only one other claim, of this kind, origmating
within the year, has been presented, and this is under negotiation.
I have appeared as counsel in the Municipal court, in important
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matters, when requested by the City authorities ; and have commenced several actions, at the request of the officers of the several
departments of the city government; but all of them have been
adjusted.
In many of the cases that have been disposed of, during
year, I have found great difficulty in properly preparing the
fence ; as it has only been by diligent personal investigation
inquiry that I have ascertained the facts in the cases, and
parties familiar with them.

the
deand
the

I have endeavored to remove one of the mest serious obstacles
to the successful defence, by towns and cities, of suits for damages,
for injuries from defective highways and streets, by urging our
Legislature to limit the time of commencing such actions to two
years ; as this will afford ample time for the injured party to seek
redress, and at the same time, protect towns and cities from imposition and fraud, which too often follow, from supposed neglect and
forgetfulness on their part.
The whole amount paid by the city in settlement of suits and
claims of previous years, exclusive of claims paid for land damages,
is five thousand five hundred and four dollars and ninety-five cents,
($5,504.95) being in settlement of some twelve different claims,
including the case of Pote, where a verdict had been rendered, and
one case, certainly, where in my judgment, and that of. the former
city solicitor, there was no legal ground of defence, and a verdict
would, no doubt, have been rendered for more than has been paid
in adjusting all of the claims that have been settled by compromise.
The policy of the present city government has been to settle
legal and meritorious claims upon a fair basis, and in my opinion,
this course has been greatly for the interest of all concerned ; and
the city is now comparatively free from litigation.
Respectfully submitted,
NATHAN CLEAVES,.
CITY. SOLICITOR.

Portland, February 26,1870..
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REPORT.
To the Mayor and Aldermen
of the City of Portland:
GENTLEMEN :—In accordance with the requirements of the City
Ordinances, I respectfully submit my annual report of the doings
of the Police Department for the year ending Feb. 28, 1870.
The number constituting the Police force is thirty-five, as follows :
City Marshal,
1
Deputy Marshals,
2
Day Patrolmen,
7
Night Patrolmen,
23
Office duty by day
1
"
" by night,
1
Total,
35
The Deputy Marshals act as Captains of the night watch, alternately, and also serve as officers of the Municipal Court.
There has been but one change in the force during the year—
one member having resigned and his place filled by a new appointment.
I cheerfully commend the general deportment of the force for
their promptness in the discharge of their various duties, often arduous and harrassing.
I respecfully submit, for your consideration, a recommendation
for an increase in the number of Patrolmen, so that the entire
Police force shall number thirty-eight men. The territory traveled by the day Police is large, making each officer's beat so long
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that it is not possible for him to give every part of it such attention
as the best interests of the city seem to require. An addition of
three men to the day force would be of great public utility.
The whole number of arrests during the year have been fifteen
hundred and five, for the following causes, viz :
Assault and battery,
Assault with intent to kill
Assault with deadly weapon,
Adultery,
Arson,
Attempt to commit rape,
Attempt to commit suicide,
Affray in the street,
Breaking and entering,
Breaking glass
Cruelty to animals,
Common Drunkards
Drunkenness
Drunkenness and disturbance,
Disturbance in street,
Disturbance in harbor
Disturbance in house
Disturbing religious meeting,
Deserting seamen
Deserting soldiers,
Embezzlement,
Fugitive from justice
Fraud
Gambling,
Horse stealing,
Insanity
Keeping house of ill-fame
Larceny (simple,)
Larceny from the person,
Murder,
Malicious mischief,
Night walkers,
Obtaining goods under false pretenses
Passing counterfeit money
Receiving stolen goods
Refusing to pay fare on steamboat,
Running away from home
Running away from Reform school,
Running away from Work house,
Robbery,

124
1
5
6
2
2
1
41
*" 19
5
2
6
647
147
61
4
3
1
6
2
1
1
1
3
5
7
2
156
3
3
4
5
2
1
3
9
4
3
2
3
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Rescued from drowning,
Suspicion of larceny,
Suspicious persons
;
Single sale of liquor
Search and seizure of liquor,
Swindling
Truancy
Vagrants and common prostitutes,
Violation of Ordinances by goats running at large
" obstructing sidewalks,
"
" resisting police,
" throwing snowballs,
"
" throwing stones
"
assault on officer,
m"
"
" discharging
fire-arms
"
" not removing snow from sidewalks
"
" fast driving,
"
" coasting in streets
"
in selling charcoal,
Total

2
13
9
5
20
1
8
87
4
2
4
6
10
1
1
4
2
17
4
1,505

And have been disposed of as follows :—
Taken before the Municipal Court,
Discharged by leaving the city
Sent to Canada by Overseers of the Poor
Taken to the Work house on Overseers warrant,
Delivered to United States officers,
Delivered to Officers out of the city,
Delivered to Superintendent of the Reform School
Committed to jail to await action of the Grand Jury
Discharged without complaint,

497
2
3
66
7
22
6
47
855
1,505

There has been about five thousand dollars worth of lost and
stolen property recovered and returned to the owners.

NATIVITY OF CRIMINALS.
United States,
British Provinces,
Ireland
England
France,
Germany,
Indians

494
115
804
38
'17
2
2

Africans,
Scotland
Denmark,
Sweden
Italy
Spain,
Austria

15
17
1
1
2
1
1
1,505
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Amount of money collected and paid to the City Treasurer and
Aldermen during the year, is as follows:—
To Treasurer for dog licenses,
To Aldermen for hack, dray and cart licenses

376 00
129 60
$505 50

There have been accommodated with lodgings during the year,
thirteen hundred and twenty-five persons, as follows:—
Americans, 598—English, 83—French, 17—Germans, 9—Africans, 10—Scotch, 29—Danes, 3—Portuguese, 2—Italians, 1—
Sweedes, 2—Russian, 1—Austrians, 2—Irish, 568. Total, 1,325.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Cases of small pox reported
Dangerous places in streets reported,
Stores found open and secured,
Drains, vaults and nuisances reported
Searches for liquor and none found
Stray teams put up

3
41
32
16
12
8

,

There has been seized and destroyed, during the year, three
hundred and ten gallons spirituous liquors.
The following is a schedule of property in use in the Police Department, belonging to the city, viz :—
2 iron safes—2 calender clocks—2 desks—1 lounge—1 carpet—
2 mats—6 spittoons—1 hat tree—2 waste baskets—30 chairs)—1
table—12 rubber and 1-1 wooden buckets—1 water cooler—38 prs.
hand-cuffs—32 numbered badges—37 special badges—7 bedsteads
—2 hair and 8 husk mattrasses—7 prs. blankets—10 sheets—3
quilts—13 pillows—19 pillow slips.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN SWETT,
CITY MARSHAL.
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March n , 1870.
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J
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REPORT.
Office of the Overseers of the Poor and Alms House, )
Portland, February 28, 1870. \
To the City Council:
GENTLEMEN:—The Overseers of the Poor would respectfully
present the following as their annual report.
The number of inmates of the Alms House and House of Correction, a year since, (February 28,1869,) was one hundred and
fifty-six. The number at this date, is one hundred and ninety-two,
showing an increase of thirty-six.
The number discharged during the year is one hundred and
thirty. The number born during the year is thirteen. The number that have died in the same period is twenty-eight. The number of deaths in the house has been unusually large, the past year.
This is not owing to any unfavorable state of things in the house ;
in many cases the disease was fastened upon the victims befqre
they became inmates of the house.
The supplies furnished the poor, residing out of the house, for
the last twelve months, has been as follows:
38 1-2 tons of coal, 165 cords of wood, 11,823 lbs. of flour,
2065 lbs. of pork, 3013 lbs. of fish, 330 lbs. mutton, 120 lbs. of
meal, 332 gallons molasses, besides famishing tea, sugar, rice,
crackers, &c, when there has been sickness in families receiving
supplies.
The statement of the amount of property of various kinds
owned by the city, in connection with the Alms-house, is attached
to this report, as are also the values and amounts of the products
of the farm, for the past year.
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At the commencement of the year, the Board elected Mr. Joel
Merrill, keeper of the house, -who, with his wife as matron, have
been faithful to their trust, careful in their management of the
house and satisfactory to the Board of Overseers.
The Rev. T. R. Ripley still continues to officiate as chaplain of
the house, holding one service each Sabbath, visiting the sick in
the house and performing the funeral service, when death has
intervened.
The Sabbath school, under the care of S. H. Colesworthy, Esq.,
one of the members of the Board, has been kept up with gratifying results.
The day school is under the instruction of Mr. Wm. J . Wilkinson, an inmate of the house, and the visible improvement is very
satisfactory.
The Piggery, as will be seen by the inventory, has been a source
of profit to the city. The pork that has been sold the past year,
amounts to twenty-two hundred and ninety dollars and seventyseven cents,—(2,290.77).
The young pigs sold the past year amounts to $831.00
The past year has been uncommonly hard for the poor of our
city, with very little, if any employment, and the high prices for
much of the supplies needed for the house, has had a tendency to
swell its expenses, although the Board have exercised their best
endeavors to economize all that was possible, consistent with their
duty, in dispensing the liberal appropriations made by the City
Council.
Respectfully submitted,
J O H N BRADFORD,
CHAIRMAN

OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY
BELONGING

TO THE CITY, IN CHARGE OF THE KEEPER OF THE
ALMS-HOUSE.
STOCK.

6 horses, 1500; 2 yoke oxen, 650; 12 cows, 600
1 Jersey Bull, 125 ; i Heifer, 20; 44 Hogs, 1,628
43 shoats, 645 ;. 12 small shoats, 120; 11 small pigs, 88
25 Breman hens, 25 ; I calf, 6 ; 29 ducks, 29
28 common hens

2,750.00
1,773.00
853.00
60.00
22.00

TEAMS, FARMING UTENSILS, &C.

5 ox carts, 300; 9 ox yokes and bows, 27 ; 11 ox chains, 33
360.00
3 horse carts, 150; 8 horse sleds and ox sleds, 200
350.00
2 horse wagons, 100; 1 express wagon, 100; 1 sleigh, 25,
225.00
I jigger, 100; 1 Buggy wagon, 100 ; 1 pung, 42
242.00
1 carriage for sick, 50; 3 offal carts, 75 ; 1 hearse, 10
135>°0
2 offal sleighs, 50; 2 pairs double harnesses, 80
130.00
3 wagon harnesses, 40; I sett old double harness, 30; 4 plows, 25,
95.00
3 cultivators, 24; I seed sower, 5 ; 2 harrows, 16,
45.00
4 Hay Ricks, 60; 7 scythes and snaths, I I ; 12 rakes, 6
77.00
1 mowing machine, 125 ; 25 hay and manure forks, 25 ; 3 picks, 4
154.00
I pitching fork, 14; 2 Drag rakes, 2 ; 4 iron bars, 8
24.00
12 wheelbarrows, 25 ; post auger and spoon, 4 ; 10 hoes, 7
36.00
l horse rake, 45 ; 4 iron rakes, 4 ; 5 ladders, 10,
59-00
shovels and spades, 19 ; 3 grindstones, 10; saws and horses, 17
46.00
oiners' tools, 75 ; shoe makers's tools, 25
100.00
SUPPLIES.
58 coffins, 174 ; 15 bbls flour, 95 ; pork 49; kerosene, 5,
314.25
80 lbs. lard, 15 ; 100 lbs. tobacco, 57 ; 100 lbs. nails, 5 ; coffee, 4,
81.00
I 1-2 bbls pickles, 12; 10 lbs. cassia, 8 ; 18 lbs. candles, 3 ; tea, 56
77-°°
20 gals, vinegar, 6 ; 7 quintals fish, 21 ; canned milk, 3 ; suguar 3
33-CO
12 molasses cans, 3 ; 170 galls, molasses, 75 ; coffin lumber, 60; soap, 4,.. 142.00
jron axletrees and tire, 25 ; 10 pairs shoes, 25 ; 2 prs boots, 10 ; rope 4
64.00
leather, 3 3 ; meal bags, 4 ; baskets 3 ; scales 13
53-°°
old iron, 5 ; 45 cords wood, a 6 1-2, 292.50,
297.50
PRODUCE.
37 tons hay, 703; 100 cords manure, 400; 300 bush potatoes, 225,
1.328.00
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4 tons of straw, 56; 400 lbs. squash, 16; 100 lbs. butter, 4 0 . . . . ,
3 " carrots, 57; 40 bush, beets, 3 0 ; 200 bush, turnips, 100,
1140 cabbages, 6 6 ; 15 bush, corn, 16; l5bush.oats, 10
12 bush, peas, 22 ; 31 bush, beans, 77; 8 flour bbls. 2
6 molasses hhds. 6 ; 13 pork bbls. 6
TENEMENTS.
3 houses on Congress street
dwelling house corner of Congress and Weymouth sreet,.,
right in Mrs. Howard's house
4 barracks on Portland street
wood house outside of yard
blacksmiths' shop,
piggery

112.40
187.00
92.00
101.00
12.00
2,000.00
1,100.00
500.00
400.00
400.00
300*0
55°-°o
SI5-679-75

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE—OLD STOCK.

106 wooden bedsteads, 79.50; 31 iron bedsteads, 27.90,
44 feather beds, 132.00; 146 straw sacks, 58.40,
5 mattrasses, 15 ; 140 sheets, 87.50,
36 straw pillows, 360; 130 feather pillows, 39.00,
46 pillow slips, 13.80; 151 comforters, 113.25,
80 blankets, 50 ; 26 stoves, 202,
180 chairs, settees and benches, 69.75; 93 tables and stands, 136
7 Bureaus and wardrobes, 51 ; 2 refrigerators, 25,
3 clocks, 6 ; case of medicine, 25
3 mirrors, 10 ; 9 shirts, 5.62,
16 pairs men's shoes, 8 ; crockery, 1 7 8 , . . . . :
carpet, 20; clothing, 400

107.40
190.40
102.50
42.60
127.05
252.00
20
5-75
76.00
31.00
15.62
186.00
420.00
$1,756.32

NEW STOCK ADDED.

214 sheets, 267.50; 174 pillow slips, 87,
24 blankets, 48, 12 spreads, 15 ; stoves, 4.
22 comforters, 66 ; carpets, 85 ; clothing, 6,
1 sewing machine, 5 8 ; 8 1-2 lbs. yarn, 9.50,
83 1-4 yards denim, 18.31 ; 6 yds. check, 1.80
15 1-2 " calico, 1.86 ; 22 " crash, 381,
16
" gingham, 2.72 ; 7 1-2 yds. flannel, 2.25
7 coats, 21 ; 69 shirts, 86.25,
4 suits of boy's clothing, 12; 2 pairs boys' shoes, 2
15 pairs misses boots 15 ; 2 pairs slippers, 1.80
2 " buck mitts, 2 ; 1132 yds. shirting, 283
35 yds. canvas, 4.90 ; 18 pairs gray pants, 49.75,.
12 hall lanterns, 15 ; 52 yds. kersey, 34.10
21 vests 31.50; curtains, 20,

354-5°
463.00
75I.O0
67.50
20.11
5.67
4.97
107.25
14.00
16.80
285.00
54.65
49.10
51.50
$2,245.05

OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
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INVENTORY OF ARTICLES RAISED
AND MANUFACTURED ON THE CITY FARM.
16,216 lbs. pork
44 hogs,
55 shoats,
180 p i g s , .
10 calves,
973 lbs. butter
249 1 -2 doz. eggs
4000 galls, milk,
100 tons English hay
4
" salt hay,5
" straw,
6
" corn fodder,
10
" carrots,
700 bushels potatoes,
30
"
tomatoes
14
"
onions
20
"
turnip beets,
4
"
colored beans,
10
"
parsnips,
26
"
rye,
3000 lbs, squash
250 " mangle wortzel beets
240 " R u t a Baga turnips,
2,500 heads cabbage,
30
"
cauliflowers,
500 doz. sweet corn,

,
,

,

,

$2,290.77
1,628.00
768.00
919.00
96.00
149.20
74.85
100.00
2,000.00
40.00
65.00
30.00
18o.cc
420.00
15.00
28.00
15.00
12.00
12.00
39-oo
90.00
I5-00
80.00
125.00
3.00
60.00
?9,254-S2

The expenditures of the year just closed, exclusive of receipts,
amount to about twelve thousand dollars.
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REPORT.
To the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of the City of
Portland:
In accordance with my duty, I herewith submit for your consideration, the following report as Gas Agent of the City.
The annual meeting of the Portland Gas Light Company was
held July 21st, 1869, at whic'i mect'ng Mr. Lemuel Cobb, having
declined a re-election, the following named gentlemen were unanimousl yelected Directors :
EDWARD H.

DAVIES,

CHARLES HOLDEN,
RUFUS E.

WOOD,

EZRA CARTER, J R . ,
THOMAS CUMMINGS,
CHARLES B. MERRILL.

At a subsequent meeting of the Directors, Edward H. Davies,
Esq., was re-elected President, and James T. McCobb, Esq.,
Treasurer. Your agent has, during the past year, several times
visited the works of the company, and every facility for information concerning the same has been freely and kindly tendered him
by the President and Engineer of the works. Much improvement
has been made under theefficient management of engineer Yorke,
who took charge in August, 1868, and who, in all respects, proves
to be " the right man in the right place."
The affairs of the company have been well and economically
managed, and for the best interest of all concerned. Much
credit is due the officers of the company for their success under
the difficulties of the past year, and I have no recommendations to
make for your consideration.
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The annual report of the Directors, made through their President in July last, is so replete with information, that I herewith
submit the same. All the improvements therein referred to, have
been completed, and a new governor erected, and nearly finished,
which will have a tendency to equalize the flow of gas, and will do
much to obviate the unequal pressure at different hours.
About forty million feet of gas have been manufactured during
the past year, consuming 3967 tons of coal.
The quality of the gas manufactured has been good, as is
proved by repeated tests at the office of the engineer, but owing
to imperfections beyond the control of the company, such as imperfcet or foul connecting pipes and burners, is subject to deterioration by distribution ; and would the consumers but pay a proper
attention to these matters, we should hear less complaints as to the
quality of the gas.
The company, at a great saving of expense, manufacture about
757 bushels best lime, per day, that being the amount requisite
for the due prosecution, of their business.
I herewith submit the balance sheet of the company. The City
owns 1700 shares of the capital stock of the company.
The gross receipts of the company, including temporary loans,
for the year ending December, 31st, 1869, were $203,787.62.
The total expenditures for the same period, including temporary
loans, amounted to $198,652.15. Balance of cash on hand, January 1st, 1870, was $12,470.62.
The company declared two semi-annual dividends, during the
year, amounting in all to $30,000.00, of which $6,000.00 was to
cover amount of dividends of July 1866, which was necessarily
passed, on account of losses sustained by the great fire of that
year.
The total consumption of gas, for the year, amounted to
38,874,117 cubic feet.
During the year, the company put down 519 feet of new mains.
The number of street lanterns, on the 1st of January was 350.
The whole number of meters in use, was 2493.
GEO. A. WRIGHT,
GAS AGENT.

Portland,

March, 1st, 1870.

CITY GAS AGENT.
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REPORT OF THE PORTLAND GAS-LIGHT COMPANY.
GENTLEMEN : In accordance with the Views of the directors,
expressed in the report to the stockholders at their last annual
meeting, it was determined, soon after, to build a new telescopic
gasholder, of two sections, each 20 feet high, and the upper section of 80 feet diameter.
The work was commenced immediately, and has since been prosecuted in a satisfactory manner, and as fast as was desirable.
The excavation for the tank was difficult, on account of the character of the soil, and it was necessary to pile the bottom thoroughly,
in order to get a good foundation. The walls of the tank were
built up last fall to within about four feet of the top, then boarded
over and secured from the frost. This spring the wall was com
pleted and the bottom built. The work has all been done in the
most thorough manner, and the tank appears to be right every
way.
The work of building the holder is going on satisfactorily, under
contract with Jesse W. Starr & Sons, of Camden, N. J. The
columns and girders are in place, the lower section is nearly completed, and the rest of the iron work is here and ready to be
put together. It is expected that the holder will be completed and
in working order in October next. The whole cost will not vary
much from the original estimate of $50,000. The directors propose to issue new stock to that amount, which will be offered to
the stockholders at the rate of one new share for every six now
held—of which due notice will be given.
The exhauster and steam engine, which have been in constant
use for eight years past, had become worn, and new ones have
been purchased, and will soon be in operation, at a cost of about
$3,000. Many other lesser repairs and improvements have been
made and are in progress; and it is believed that the works will be
in thorough order by the coming autumn.
An improvement in the manufacture of gas has been introduced
into our works by the engineer, Mr. William Yorke, which the
directors consider of great value to the company. It is Mcllhenney's patent vacuum process, the effect of which is to remove all
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pressure from the retorts while the gas is making. The quantity
of gas is increased by it, the quality improved, and the formation of carbon is prevented—all the carbon going to enrich the
gas, instead of accumulating in a solid form in the retorts, as
formerly. This accumulation impaired the working capacity of
our retorts so seriously, that it was necessary to remove it from
time to time, by burning out; an expensive process in time, labor
and fuel, and one which loft the retorts in a leaky condition, entailing a further loss of gas.
The improved process was set. in operation in March
the yield of gas was at once increased from less than
and three-tenths per pound of coal, to upwards of four
seven-tenths per pound and of improved quality. The
yield has been maintained ever since, and there has
deposit of carbon in the retorts.

last, and
four feet
feet and
increased
been no

There has been an increase in the consumption of gas of
upwards of four million feet the past year, being 38,902,000 feet
against 34,550,000, feet for the year ending June 30, 1869.
The loss of gas by condensation and leakage is nearly ten per
cent. There has been an unusual number of breakages of the
street mains and service-pipe, from excavations in the streets the
past year, by which large quantitits of gas were lost at different
times. Most of them were caused by the settling of the earth
after the excavations were filled, and were not discovered for
several days. Independent of these extraordinary accidents,
our percentage of loss would be very moderate.
The number of consumers is 2,325 against 2,262 last year ; an
increase of 124. The number of street lanterns in use is 342, an
increase of 32 during the year. Three thousand eight hundred
and fifty-nine feet of main pipe have been laid during the year,
making the whole extent of our mains about 22 miles.
The directors have been able, from the increased business of the
company, to add one dollar per share to the usual dividend
of four per cent., in part compensation to the stockholders for the
dividend lost by the great fire in July, 1867; and tmtess some-
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thing unforseen occurs, they feel assured that the earnings of the
company will be sufficient in future, to pay the usual dividends,
notwithstanding the proposed increase of the capital stock.
The report of the Treasirer will show the financial condition of
the company.
EDWARD H. DAVIES, President.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JANUARY I, 1870.
To Capital Stock paid in
$333,800.00
Renewal Fund,
12,000.00
Insurance "
12,000.00
Suspense Account,
1,360.00
Deposit
"
555-00
Profit and Loss Account,
1,352.14
Dividends
"
17,210.00
Bills Payable
25,000.00
Tradesmen's Accounts,
175-°°
By Services and Fixtures,
Meter Account,
Construction Account
Gas making
Cash
C. M. & H. T. Plummer
New Gas Holder,
J. W. Starr & Son, on Acc't of New
Gas Holder
$403,452.14

$

S'^-OS
17,402.72
296,018.79
23,762.77
12,470.62
S00-00
20,047.42
28,114.77

$403,452.14

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, JANUARY 1, 1870.
To Expense Account,
$ 2,492.38
Suspense
"
260.00
Metre
" (or depreciation,)
915-93
Service and Fixtures Acc't, or depreciation,..
270.27
Insurance
"
2.000.00
Renewal
"
2,500.00
Dividend,
"
12,000.0a
New
"
2,273.72
By old
"
Gas-making
$22,712.30

970.72
21,741,58
$22,7x2.30
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March II, 1870.
Read and ordered to be printed. Sent down.
Attest:
G.

C. HOPKINS, City Clerk.

I N COMMON COUNCIL, 1

March 11, 1870. J
Reading dispensed with and ordered to be printed in concurrence.
Attest:
G. L. SWETT, Clerk.

REPORT.
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF STREETS, )

Portland, March 10th, 1870.

\

To the Honorable Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of
the City of Portland:
I have the honor to transmit the following report of the Street
department, for the past year.
There has been expended, from April 1st, 1869, to March 1st,
1870, $72,966.95 ; viz:
BILLS CONTRACTED LAST YEAR AND NOT PRESENTED.

Grain,
Repairing harnesses,
Veterinary surgeon,
Tools and repairs,
Towing pile driver to Tukey's Bridge, and back,
Shoeing horses,
Total,

106.69
75.69
35.00
25.77
24.00
18.20
$285.35

CONTRACTS MADE LAST YEAR, THE WORK ON WHICH HAS BEEN
DONE WHOLLY, OR IN PART, THIS YEAR.

Richardson Wharf Co. wall on Fore street,
600.00
Filling Cumberland street, from High to State street,
250.00
Wall on Federal at., from near India to Mountfort st., 3,034.00
Total,

$3,884.00
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BILLS CONTRACTED AND SERVICES PERFORMED BY DIRECTION OF
COMMITTEE ON STREETS.

Vaughn's Bridge,
4,700.03
Pride's Bridge,
4,343.95
Grading Congress street,
2,996.50
Tukey's Bridge,
1,391.14
Grading Eastern promenade,
1,365.68
City stable, Hanover street,
788.64
Grading Spring street,
440.00
Filling back of wall, Federal street,
250.00
Plank walk, Danforth street,
200.00
Carriage hire for committee,
158.10
Gravel purchased,
157.77
Street monuments purchased,
113.75
Removing obstructions on High street, and plank walk, 80.53
Curbstone,
47.50
Traveling expenses of committee,
35.00
Ward-stone on State street,
20.00
Blasting and removing stone, Spring street,
19.31
Repairing fence, Eastern promenade,
17.73
Building wall, Adams street,
15.00
Walk on Eastern promenade,
14.56
Removing snow, Middle street,
17.50
Lanterns,
5.24
Total,

$17,162.93

BILLS CONTRACTED AND SERVICES PERFORMED BY DIRECTION OF
THE COMMISSIONER OF STREETS.

Pay rolls, from April 1st, 1869, to March 1st, 1870, $35,838.91
Sidewalk brick,
4,216.12
Paving Portland street,
2,112.08
Grain, April 1st, 1869, to March 1st, 1870,
1,621.97
Hay, "
" "
"
"
»
1,473.87
Curbstone,
1,476.27
Repairs on carts, sleds, &c,
.930.96
Harnesses, new and repairs of,
558.55
Repairing plank walks and fencing dangerous streets, 447.88
Paving stone,
467.34

COMMISSIONER OF STREETS.

Repairing street culverts,
Repairing tools,
Horses, exchange of
Shoeing horses,
Gravel purchased,
Tools and implements,
Rent of land for stables,
Veterinary surgeon,
Sundry small bills,
Paints,
Hardware,
Lighting dangerous places in streets,
Brackctt street steps,
Watering trough, Danforth street,
Stroudwater bridge,
Total,

69
407.37
403.06
400.00
385.28
211.56
138.08
124.00
95.00
67.80
62.81
46.91
44.72
91.68
3.00
9.45
$51,634.67

RECAPITULATION.
Bills contracted last year,
Work, the contracts for which were made last year
"
performed under direction of Committee on streets,
"
"
"
"
" Commissioner of streets,
Total

285.35
3,884.00
17,162.93
51,634.67
$72,966.95

CR.

By amount received from Fire Department for use
of horses and drivers
5,527.50
By amount received and due from parties for materials sold, and proportional cost of sidewalks,
2,645.38
By curbstone purchased, but not used
396.00
Amount chargeable to street department, for the
last 11 months

$8,568.78
$64,397.17

DRAINS AND SEWERS.

There has been expended by this department, in repairing
streets after drains and sewers have been built, and removing
surplus earth, $3,641.25, for which services there has been built
by the drain and sewer department, ten culverts.
I would recommend that the cost of removing surplus earth
and repairing streets, through which sewers are constructed, be
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paid from the appropriation for drains and sewers, and that the
Street Commissioner be required to build all culverts at the
expense of this department.
CULVERTS.

The cost of clearing out street culverts, and removing the dirt
has been $1,613.00.
This sum is much larger than would be required if the culverts
had been properly constructed. Many of them were built by
contract and are very small, requiring to be cleaned out aftef
every storm ; in other cases they are placed so far apart that the
streets are badly washed hy the water overflowing the gutters.
Often the expense of repairing the streets after being washed,
amounts to more than the required culverts cost.
On Brackett street, at the corner of Bradford street, and oppo»
site west of Brook's bakery, there is in the spring of the year,
from one to two feet of water on the sidewalk; there is a sewer
through the street, but no culverts, and the street is so near levelj
that the water cannot run off. Two culverts, one on Brackett
street, near Bradford street, and one on the north side, near
Brook's bakery, would at once remove this surface water.
More culverts are required on all the streets through which sewershave been constructed. On some streets there are not more
than two or three, when ten or fifteen are required.
There is one culvert which should be remodeled, as soon as the
season will permit,—it is at the corner of Middle and Union
streets. It is always out of order, and very dangerous in heavy rains.
The only culvert that I have seen, which answers every purpose, and which serves alike for a cesspool and a culvert to catch
the wash of the street, and save it from being carried into the
Bewer, is what, is called the Boston culvert; it is easily con*
structed, larger than any other in use, can be clsared out at one
fourth the expense of the others, does not require to be cleaned
as often, and is a cesspool as well as a culvert.
STREETS.

Extensive repairs are required on Danforth street, from Vaughn's
bridge to Fore street; on Congress street, from Vaughn street to
Westbrook line; on Portland street, from Westbrook line to Green

COMMISSIONER OF STREETS.
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Street; and on Washington street, from Tukey's bridge to - Congress street. These streets are the inlet for all travel from the adjoining towns, and though used for heavy teaming, are in very bad
condition.
Many of the cross streets also require repairs. Mayo street,
for one. On this street the centre of the street is from one and
one half to two feet higher than the sidewalks, so that the sideWalks, which in bad walking should be the dryest part of the street,
is the worst.
High street is in very bad condition, from Congress street to
Commercial street.
Salem street, from Brackett to Emery street, requires re*gradingj
every heavy rain it is badly washed, and the property laying
on the lower side of the street is damaged by water, every year.
These are not the only streets that require permanent repairs,
but some of the worst ones.
Most of the streets are faulty in their cross or transverse section ; some have been allowed to go so long without repairs that
the centre, which should be the highest part of the street, is, in
many cases, lower than either side. The rule has been, hereto^
fore, to give all streets a crown of six inches, no matter if the
street is thirty-three feet wide, or sixtysix. While this crown will
do very well for a street that is only thirty-three feet wide, it id
entirely too little for a sixty-six foot street. In one year, with
much travel, it will become so flat in the centre that the water
stands there, and without proper drainage a good road soon
becomes a very poor one.
In other cases the sidewalks on one side of the street are from
one to three feet higher than the sidewalks opposite ; as a matter
of course every heavy rain, and in the spring of the year, while
the snow is going off, not only are the sidewalks on the lower side
of the street covered with water, but in many cases, cellars of
stores and dwelling houses, as well as yards, are filled with water.
SIDEWALKS.

There has been laid, by the city, the past year, five thousand
four hundred and fifty-six running feet of sidewalk, or little over
one mile, two thousand feet, or two-fifths of which, were sidewalks
laid ov«r.
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Brick have also been furnished, when requested, by parties
wishing to build their own sidewalk.
Brick purchased during the year,
462,692
Old brick taken up and relaid,
98,018
Total number of brick laid in walks the past year,
560,710
There has been expended the past year in repairs of sidewalks,
already built, $1,337.50.
Many of the old sidewalks have become worn out, and one crew
at least, should be kept during the working season, repairing walks.
The practice of setting curbstone six inches above the gutter is
wrong, except on very narrow streets. On all the principal
streets it should be from ten to 12 inches above ; this would give
a deep gutter, keep the walks dry in the spring, and prevent carriages from running on to the walks.
PAVING.

On the 11th of October, a contract was made with Gore and
Payson, of Boston, to pave Portland street, from Preble to Green
street, but owing to the late season at which the work was commenced, they were unable to complete their contract. The pavement was laid on the southerly side of the street, from Preble to
the westerly line of Brattle street, and on the northerly side to
the northwesterly line of Hanover street.
No. of square yards of paving 3897, at a cost of $6,049.88, or
11.55 per cubic yard. The actual amount of money expended by
tho city upon the street, was $3,985.22 ; the balance $2,064,66,
was the estimated cost of paving stone on hand.
The following detailed estimate includes the cost of excavation
for the pavement, and the removal of the earth, and cost of
paving stone.
3897 square yards pavement, laying of, 30 cts.
1,169.10
125(1 feet of curbstone, setting of, 8 cts.
100.48
1266 tons paving stone, 2.00,
2,532.00
337 car loads gravel, 2.50,
842.50
94.7") days work, teams, 5.00,
473.75
35 days services foreman, 2.50,
87.50
482 6-10 days services laborers, 1.75,
844.55
Total,
$6,049.88
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1,633 square yards of paving have been re-laid on paved
streets, at an expense of $1,431.75.
2,715 square yards of paving has been laid in gutters, at an
expense of $2,256.46.
I would recommend that the gutters on all streets, on which the
inclination is two feet per hundred, or more, be paved as early
as practicable. The expense to the city every spring, in making
tlese streets passable, exceeds the cost of paving the gutters, and
many of the steepest are badly washed every heavy rain. With
gjod wide gutters, properly laid, and the street put in proper
Aape, the repairs on them will be trifling for years.
CITY TEAMS.

The repairs upon the carts owned by this department has been
musually large. Upon taking charge, in the spring, I found but
me cart, of the nine owned by the city, in good condition, three
iad to be repaired before they could be used, and all required
jxtensive repairs, or the purchase of new ones to take their
laces. The sleds were also badly out of repair. They have all
been put in good order, and will require but slight repairs for the
jext year. A change was made the first of May, by which one
;wo-horse team was taken from two of the fire-engines, and a onelorse team placed in their stead, giving a one-horse team more for
>ach day's work, at the expense of an extra driver.
The cost of keeping harnesses in repair is very large, and always
fill be, while engine horses are required to sleep in them nights.
The Fire Department have been furnished with six horses, and
iur drivers, for two engines and hose carriages, ready to start for
res at a moment's notice.
Six horses and four drivers, have also been furnished to take the
ojher two engines and hose carriages to fires, at an expense to this
dpartment of $7,849.20, for eleven months.
I would respectfully suggest that the horses used by the Fire
Department, should belong to that department; that the drivers
behired, and paid by that department, and be under the control
ofjthe Chief Engineer; then if the teams were used by the
styet department let them be hired, the same as if they belonged
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to a private party. This plan would place the charge of the men
and teams whore it rightly belongs, and would also place the
expense of keeping it up to the proper standard, in the hands of
the right department.
The practice of keeping horses standing in the engine stables
three days in a week, is a very bad one ; it makes them moie
liable to sickness than if they worked every day, or every other
day. Although I have required them exercised three hours evert
pleasant day, all the sick horses that we have had since last May
with one exception, have belonged to the Fire Department.
There has been expended for hay and grain from the first of
April, 18G9, to March 1st, 1870, $3,095.84, against, for the previous year, $4,302.09, showing a saving of, over last year,
81,206.25. The bills for March will be about $250, leaving a
balance of $950, saved in this department alone.
CITY STABLE, HANOVER STREET.

This stable, which last spring, was one of the worst stables in
the city, having from eight to ten feet of stagnant water under it,
has been thoroughly repaired, the buildings raised five feet, and
the cellar filled up, and the yard graded. This was done entirely
with street scrapings, amounting to 1,8£6 cubic yards.
REMOVING SNOW.

The first of the winter, the city was divided into five districts,
four of which were broken out by the teams at tho four engine
houses, and the fifth by the city teams at the Alms House. This
has enabled the streets to be broken out more rapidly than formerly, and has also defined the work of each party, ao there could be
no question of whose duty it was to perform it.
FINALLY.

I believe that a record should be kept in this office, of eac^
day's work, showing when, and for what purpose, services wen
performed, the work of teams and number of loads hauled eaa
day. This record would at once show what money had beea
expended on any street, and what part of it. It would also shoe
what streets can be kept cheapest as gravel streets, and thoe
which require to be paved. Also, if city or contract teams ae
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the most profitable. From these notes, also, accurate estimates
could always be obtained of the actual cost of proposed improvements.

SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY
BELONGING TO THE CITY IN CHARGE OF THE COMMISSIONER
OF STREETS.
e horses, 400.00,
9

"

k
"
4
"
2
"
1
"
7 double
z single,
6 double
1 single
2 "

f

300.00
25°-°e
200.00,
150.00,
100.00
d u m p carts, 150.00,
"
" 100.00,
" sleds, 100.0O,
"
"
»
" "
runners, 50.00,

4 jiggers, 100.00,
13 1-2 setts double harnesses, 75.00,
4 d u m p cart
"
40.00
12 extra collars, 3.00
t 6 halters, 1.00,
16 surcingles, 1.00
18 shovels, 1.00
16 forks, 1.00
S s e t t l e a d bars, 3.50,
29 water pails, .25
26 horse blankets, 4.00
13 greasing wrenches, 1.50,
5
"
jacks, 1.50,

500.00
800.00
300.00
100.00
1,050.00
200.00
600.00
75.00
100.00

;

400.00
1,012.50
160.00
36.00
16.00
16.00
18.00
16.00
21.6b

•.
•

7.25
104.00
19.50
7.50

1

14 chains, 3.0O,
23 lanterns, 1.00,
14 oil cans, .50,
3 setts B. straps, 2.00,
4 pair splices, 2.00,
I heavy breast plate, • • • •
3 pair lead reins, 3.00,

-.

I post auger,
I " spoon
25 picks, 1.50,
3 grub axes, 1.50,
27 picks, used, 1.00,

goo 00

2,700.00

42.00
23.00
7-0°
6.00
8.00
20.00
9.00
10.00
i.oo
37-5°
4-5°

•

27.00
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2 sledge hammers, 4.00
3 stone hammers, 1.O0,
17 hoes, new, .50,
24 hoes, old, .25
3 paving pounders, 4.00,
4 "
"
old, .50,
3 "
hatchets, 3.00,
11 wheelbarrows, 3.00,
5 striking hammers, 4.00,
1
"
"
imp., 2.00,
6 pole straps, 2.00,
I piece chain,
3 rakes
I crosscut saw
1 hand saw,
8 iron bars, 2.00,
130 lbs. nails, .5,
2 axes, 1.50
I pair lumber wheels,
1 pung sleigh,
2 stone sleds,
1 ox sled
5 triangle?,
6 tons hay
lot old curbstone
feet new "
granite blocking,
400 tons paving stone
15.000 old brick,
stone watering trough,
2 stone rollers
236 oak piles
lot of lumber,
Total

>

_

,

8.00
3.00
8.50
6.00
12.00
2.00
9.00
33.00
20.00
2.00
2.00
6.00
1.50
6.00
2.00
16.00
6.50
3.00
35-00
15.00
75-00
40.00
60.00
120.00
60.00
396.00
75-00
800.00
75-00
20.00
150.00
1,400.00
50.00
$12,770.25

I am gentlemen,
Very respectfully,
Your Ob't Serv't,
J O H N D. BAILEY,
Commissioner of Streets,

EEPOET
OF THE

CIVIL E N G I N E E r .

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, )

March n , 1870.
Read and ordered to be printed. Sent down.
Attest:

J

G. C. HOPKINS, City Clerk.

IN COMMON COUNCIL. 1

March 11, 1870. J
Reading dispensed with, and ordered to be printed, in concurrence.
Attest:
G. L. SWETT, Clerk.

REPORT.
CITY ENGINEER'S OFFICE, )

March 8th, 1870.

}

To the Honorable, the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portland:
GENTLEMEN—I have the honor to present the annual report of
work done in the city Civil Engineer's Office under the direction
of Chas. 0 . Davis, from, the beginning of the municipal year, to
July 2nd; Frank D. Moore from that date to November 1st, and
myself.
The following is a list of the plans and profiles made:
Plan of Ash street.
"
Centre street.
"
Congress street, showing location of Horse R. R.
"
Addition to Evergreen Cemetery, near Forbe's road.
"
Fore street.
"
Portland Water Company's reservoir.
"
streets in Deering's pasture,
tc

"
"
"
"
"
"

u

u

it

new running.of Spring street.
proposed continuation of Spring street.
proposed widening of Thomas and continuation of
Spruce street.
school-house lot on Congress street.
Addition to Evergreen Cemetery, (Stevens' land.)
Middle street, new running from India to Eranklin. st.
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Plan of Portland street for numbering.
"
Middle
"
"
"
proposed improvements in P . S. & P . R. R. property.
"
Thomas street, proposed change in line.
"
Federal street, part of continuation.
"
State, Deering and Mellen streets sewer lots.
"
State street sewer lots.
"
Vaughn"
"
"
"
Mountfort and Adams streets sewer lots.
"
Pearl street sewer lots.
Tracing of city, showing location of Lowry hydrants for Machigonne fire engine house.
Tracing of city showing location of Lowry hydrants for Casco
fire engine house.
Tracing of city showing location of Lowry hydrants for Portland fire engine house.
Tracing of city showing location of Lowry hydrants for Cumberland fire engine house.
Tracing of city showing location of Lowry hydrants for City
Engineers's office.
Tracing of eastern half of city, showing soundings in harbor
and Back Cove, and proposed marginal street.
PROFILES.

List of streets on which the grades have been established.

Arsenal
street.
a
Bracket
a
Bramhall
a
Bowdoin
a
Congress
Commercial " we
a
Carlton
a
Clark
a
Carroll
a
Centre
Cumberland a
Li
Deering
a
Danforth

CIVIL ENGINEER.

Emery

81

street.
<<
Federal
(;
Fore
u
Grant
a
Hamshire
u
India
u
La Fayette
u
Mellen
i(
Merrill
u
Munjoy
u
Melbourne
a
North
u
Newbury
u
Neal
a
Oxford
a
Portland
a
Pearl
Promenade, (Eastern.)
Promenade, (Western.)
Pine street.
u
Quebec
Sherman
"
State
"
Spring
"
Spruce
"
Thomas
"
Temple
"
Vaughan
"
Washington "
High street from Congress to Portland streets.
Total length of streets 17.649 miles.
List of streets on which the grades have not been established.
Anderson
street.
Beckett
"
Green
"
High
"
Lincoln
"
Morning
"
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Vesper
street,
Ash
"
Cutter
"
Total length of streets, 2.045 miles,
It will be seen by the above, that profiles of 51 streets have
been made having a total length of 19.694 miles. The grades
on 42 of these streets have been established with a length of
17.649 miles.
The following is a list of instruments belonging to the City Civil
Engineer's office :
1 transit and receipt for transit, borrowed by Chas. 0. Davis of
the Mayor.
1 level and rod.
2 transit rods.
1 axe.
1 case of drawing instruments.
1 steel straightedge.
1 steel triangle.
1 T square.
1 two feet scale.
2 one foot scales.
3 rubber triangles2 " curves.
1 horn curve.
4 wooden curves.
1 German silver protractor.
8 paper weights.
1 nest colored dishes.
1 tyle.
7 drawing boards.
1 66 ft. steel tape.
1 66 ft. metalic tape.
1 small case of instruments borrowed by C. Goodell.
2 drawing tables,
stationary &c.
Respectfully submitted,
THOS. F. CHAPPELL,
City Civil Engineer, pro tern.

CIVIL ENGINEER.
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SEWEE DEPAETMENT.

CITY ENGINEER'S OFFICE. )

March 8,1870.
}
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland :
Crentlemen:—I respectfully submit the annual report of the
sewer department. The following is a statement of the sewers
built, together with the length and cost of each :
Length ID feet.

Cost.

State street sewer,
1210. $2,228.90
Vaughan st. sewer, from Bramhall to "West st., 503.
793.00
Pearl street sewer,
477.
521.31
Mountfort and Adams street sewer,
796.
872.40
State, Deering and Mellen streets sewer,
1398. 4,974.89
Henry street sewer,
225.
520.75
It will be seen by the above, that six new sewers have been
constructed with a total length of 4609 feet, and cost $9,911.25,
or about $35.50 per rod.
It was found necessary to take up the sewer in "Vaughan street,
between Bramhall and south line of Brackett streets, constructed
in 1865, and rebuild it at a greater depth, to give a sufficient fall
to the new sewer between Brackett and West streets; this was
done at a cost of $624.00.
In Fore street, a sewer was built from the angle in said street,
opposite the Portland Company's office, to a point seven hundred
and fifteen feet from the east line of Mountfort street, measuring
westerly, to replace one built in 1865, the capacity of which was
insufficient to carry away the water draining from the branch
drains in WaterviUe, St. Lawrence, Atlantic and Munjoy streets
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which were of the same capacity as the main, viz : 18 inch. The
total length of the above is 882 3-4 feet, and cost $3,911.31.
Three manholes were built and connections made with the five
culverts which cost in all, $183.60.
Nine new culverts have been constructed, which, together with
repairs to culverts and sewers on Emery, Portland, Grove, Mayo
and Commercial streets, &c, cost $1,982.29.
Total amount of appropriations,
$16,417.00
"
"
expenditures,
16,612.45
Excess of expenditure over appropriations,
195.45
I find that some sewers in the city have been built too near the
surface of the streets to drain the cellars of the adjoining houses,
24 inch sewers drain into 18 inch mains, and some, like Fore
street, have three and four 18 inch branches running into a main
of the same capacity, thus showing a total absence of any system
of drainage; therefore, I would suggest that before any more
sewers are built, a regular system be adopted.
Respeatfully submitted,
THOS. F. CHAPPELL,
Superintendent of Sewers, pro tern.

REPORT
OF

VISITING

OFFICER.

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AHD ALDERMEN, )

Feb. 28, 1870.

J

Read and accepted and ordered to be printed.
Attest:
G. C. HOPKINS, Clerk.

REPORT.

PORTLAND, February 28th, 1870.
To the Hon. Wm. L. Putnam, Mayor:
Report relating to alien passengers landed at Portland, from
March 17th, 1869, to February 25th, 1870.
Number of passengers by the Allan-line from Liverpool, 4302
"
" Halifax line from Halifax,
498
"
"
" St. Johns line from St. Johns, 170
"
"
" Allan line from Glasgow,
7
"
"
" sailing vessels,
54

5,031
Whole number of alien passengers, exclusive of exempts, was
five thousand and thirty-one, paying commutation as follows:
Allan's line from Liverpool, paid
$8,G04
"
"
" Glasgow, "
14
Halifax "
" Halifax,
"
996
International line from St. Johns, paid
340
Sailing vessels from different ports, "
108
$10,062
Making ten thousand and sixty-two dollars collected to date.
More than four-fifths of which has been collected from the Allan
line, trading betwixt here and Liverpool, whose steamers have
always rendered the most perfect returns of all their passengers, and
leaving no room to doubt that the city is getting from them all the
law requires. But some mischievous person or persons, having little or no legitimate interest in the execution of the alien laws of
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this State, appear to have been at work endeavoring to create dissatisfaction in the minds of all those people, who are introducing
the class of persons into this country, on whose account these collections are made.
And the collections from those persons who have paid the least,
have been far the most difficult to make; and in some instances
the visiting officer has had a good deal of trouble and expense, to
enforce a uniform execution of the law.
But your officer does not think it necessary to enlarge on the
subject in this report, but would like to have an opportunity to
present, before the city government, a statement made up from his
experience elsewhere, and as visiting officer, relating to these
alien laws.
Most Respectfully yours,
ALEX. MILLIKEN,
Visiting Officer.

